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Neutron cross section standards are fundamental ingredients for both measurements
and evaluations of neutron-induced reaction cross sections. This is the case of 235U(n,f)
cross section: one of the most important standard cross sections at thermal neutron
energy and between 0.15 MeV and 200 MeV. Above 200 MeV this reaction plays an
important role for several applications, ranging from biological effectiveness, via nu-
clear astrophysics, to nuclear technology, as well as for fundamental nuclear physics.
However, no measurement exists for neutron energies above 200 MeV. This led to a
request for new absolute measurements of 235U(n,f) cross section, in order to extend
the precision and possibly to establish it as a standard up to 1 GeV. The n_TOF fa-
cility at CERN offers the possibility to study such reaction thanks to the wide neutron
energy spectrum available in its experimental area, from thermal to 1 GeV. A dedicated
measurement campaign was carried out to provide accurate and precise cross-section
data of the 235U(n,f) reaction in the energy region from 10 MeV to 500 MeV. The
experimental setup consisted of two chambers to detect the 235U fission events, while
the number of neutrons impinging on the 235U samples was simultaneously measured
by exploiting the neutron-proton scattering process. To this end, three Proton Re-
coil Telescopes were used to detect the protons emitted from two polyethylene samples
placed along the neutron beam, downstream of the fission chambers. In this PhD the-
sis the development, implementation and characterisation of the two telescopes under
the responsibility of the INFN are discussed, as well as the analysis of the data ac-
quired during the 5 weeks of beam period at CERN. In this measurement campaign,
the n_TOF neutron flux in the energy interval between 10 and 500 MeV was measured
for the first time. In addition, the analysis of one of the two chambers dedicated to
the measurement of fission events is presented in detail. From these data, the 235U(n,f)
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The 235U(n,f) cross section is well known because of the significant amount of accu-
rate experimental data, resulting from developments in the experimental methodology
and analysis procedures. As a consequence, from the cooperation of an international
panel of experts, these data were combined and evaluated in order to propose a reference
cross section with corresponding uncertainties below 1%. The 235U(n,f) cross section is
not the only one, but certainly within the most important neutron cross-section stan-
dards, and it is recognised as a convenient reference for other reaction cross-section
measurements at thermal energy and between 0.15 MeV and 200 MeV. However, out-
side these energy ranges the cross section is either not so well known - for instance, the
n_TOF collaboration recently highlighted some inconsistency in the region between 10
and 30 keV - or was never measured, as for example above 200 MeV, where evaluations
can only rely on theoretical calculations. Within the continuous effort for the improve-
ment of the standards by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) together
with ENDF/B, the longstanding quest for 235U(n,f) cross section data turns out to be
still pending above 20 MeV (only 2 data sets are present in the 20-200 MeV energy
region). In particular, the request is for fission measurements relative to the neutron-
proton elastic scattering, which is considered the primary reference for neutron cross
section measurements.
Moreover, the neutron-induced fission cross section on 235U is relevant for the study
of fission at intermediate energies (above 20 MeV). While at low energy the fission
is considered a well-established nuclear process that statistical models can reproduce
with increasing level of complexity, at higher energy, where the nuclear fission can be
described as a two-step process (pre-equilibrium followed by nuclear evaporation) the
study is hindered by the lack of firm experimental data. In fact, above 20 MeV a few
neutron-induced fission cross-section data in other nuclides are available, and they are
measured relative to 235U(n,f). It is worth mentioning that in this regime the fission
dynamic depends also on nuclear structure effects. In addition, multiple-chance fission
can take place, as attested by the step-like structure of fission cross section above
the threshold. This phenomenon is thought to be attributable to the superposition of
different (n,xnf) reactions. At energies above 200 MeV, the projectile sees the target
nucleus as a collection of individuals nucleons. Therefore, the collision process can
be described as a succession of binary collisions with the target nucleons, which can
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be ejected from the nucleus or can eject other nucleons in turn, thus giving rise to a
fast intra-nuclear cascade. Clearly, by increasing the kinetic energy of the projectile,
a more complex regime is reached, including multifragmentation, and production of
barionic and mesonic resonances. In a macroscopic picture of the nucleus, fission can
be considered as a diffusive process over the potential barrier, and governed by nuclear
viscosity, whose nature represents one of the major open questions in fission dynamics.
Therefore, the study of the fission of highly excited nuclei remains a topic of great
interest.
As mentioned above, the data on neutron induced fission cross-sections at inter-
mediate energy are relevant to basic nuclear physics, in particular to understand the
connection between collective and single particle degrees of freedom in nuclei, which
reflects the dynamic effects of the nuclear fission process. Moreover, the same fission
data are key ingredients in several nuclear physics applications, for instance the energy
production with accelerator driven systems, radioactive waste transmutation, as well
as in nuclear astrophysics and radiation shield design for accelerators and to evaluate
the dose received by aircrew.
All these motivations clearly called for a measurement of the 235U(n,f) cross section
as a function of the energy, above 20 MeV and possibly up to 1 GeV. However, it is
difficult to carry out measurements at a sufficiently large number of energies to resolve
fine structures in the 235U(n,f) cross section. Thanks to its very wide neutron energy
spectrum, which extends from thermal energy up to more than 1 GeV, the n_TOF
facility offered the opportunity to perform such a measurement with a good accuracy.
The n_TOF facility, operational since 2001 at CERN, is based on a very intense spal-
lation neutron source produced by the high energy (20 GeV/c), high peak current
and low duty cycle proton beam from the Proton-Synchrotron accelerator. Bunches of
7× 1012 protons are accelerated and sent towards on a massive lead target, where some
1015 neutrons per bunch are produced. The facility features two experimental area,
respectively located at 18.5 and 185 meters from the neutron source. The experiment
described in this document was performed at the longest flight path station in order to
exploit the high energy resolution and low intrinsic background.
The idea of measuring 235U(n,f) relative to the neutron-proton elastic scattering
at energies above 20 MeV dates back to 2014, it independently arose within the Isti-
tuto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare and Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt groups
participating to the n_TOF collaboration. By merging the two proposals, the final
setup was designed to measure simultaneously the 235U fission by means of two fission
fragment detectors (respectively a Parallel Plate Avalance and Ionization Chamber,
PPAC and PPFC) and the neutron flux using three different Recoil-Proton Telescopes
(RPTs). This latter measurement is based on the knowledge of the neutron-proton
elastic scattering cross-section, and it exploits the detection of the recoil proton from
the n-p reaction in a polyethylene target. A detailed preparative study and several
test beams were required before the experimental campaign could start in September
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2018. In fact, while PPAC were already been successfully used at n_TOF to measure
the fission cross section (relative to 235U) of a large number of actinides up to 1 GeV
neutron energy, no neutron flux measurement was performed at n_TOF using RPTs
before this experimental campaign. Therefore, the prerequisite for the 235U(n,f) study
was the availability of such a flux detector, suitable for the special conditions at a spal-
lation source, i.e. the presence of an intense γ-flash and a continuous neutron energy
distribution extending from thermal energies to the GeV energy range.
In the first part of my PhD project, I have participated to the development and
characterization of two RPTs, especially realized by INFN for this experiment. I took
part to the construction processes and afterwards I followed and analysed the data of
two tests under proton and neutron beam, respectively. From the acquired informa-
tion, it was possible to improve the RPT design for the final measurement. I worked
on the preparation of the experiment at CERN and I followed it during the 5 weeks
of the required beam time. During the measurement, I continuously monitored the
performances of the detectors by analyzing the daily data output. In addition, I was
responsible for the experimental schedule, which included several measurement configu-
rations. After the measurement, the second part of the PhD project was devoted to the
analysis of the data obtained by the PPAC and by the two RPTs developed by INFN.
In particular, a large effort was dedicated to the characterization of the RPT detectors
and the extraction of the neutron flux, which includes the production of Monte Carlo
simulations to correct for experimental complications. In parallel, I contributed to the
analysis of the PPAC data, from the data reduction to the extraction of the detector
efficiency and the application of correction factors. The combination of the results ob-
tained with the PPAC and RPTs made it possible to extract the 235U(n,f) cross section
from 12 to 500 MeV with an uncertainty of 5.5% on average. I maintained a continuous
discussion with the PTB group, allowing us to properly assess difficulties originating
from the experiment and in addition to ease the reduction of systematic uncertainties.
The present PhD thesis is divided into 6 Chapters. The scientific motivations re-
lated to the measurement of 235U(n,f) are described in in Chapter 1. They span from
basic nuclear physics (the study of fission at intermediate energy) to nuclear physics
applications (energy production via ADS of fast reactors and radiation protection) and
to Nuclear Astrophysics (nucleosynthesis in neutron star mergers). In Chapter 2 the
neutron time-of-flight facility at CERN is described, providing details on the CERN
neutron source as well as on the experimental complications related to its combination
with the time-of-flight method. An overview of the available equipment, including the
data acquisition system is also reported. Chapter 3 is dedicated to the instrumentation
especially developed for the 235U(n,f) experimental campaign. It consists of two com-
plementary (in terms of energy interval of operation) fission chambers, used to detect
fission events induced by neutron on 235U, and three recoil-proton telescopes, used to
estimate the neutron flux impinging on the uranium samples. In Chapter 4 the analysis
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of the data collected with the PPAC detector is described in detail: from the data re-
duction to the determination of the efficiency. Here particular care is given to correction
factors, as for example the one attributable to anisotropy of fission events. Chapter 5
describes the analysis of the RPT data, including the large effort in producing correct
Monte Carlo simulations required to include in the data analysis experimental effects
such as multiple scattering, sample-edge effects, beam absorption as well as energy
loss of charged particles in the sample itself. The last Chapter reports the preliminary
neutron flux and 235U(n,f) cross section I obtained so far. The result includes a compre-
hensive evaluation of the uncertainties which are of the order of 8% up to 35 MeV and
5.3% above. After a comparison between my results and the ones obtained by the PTB
group, who was responsible of the analysis of the PPFC and PTB-telescope data, the
present 235U(n,f) cross section is compared to the two existing data sets in the region
between 20 and 200 MeV and to theoretical calculation above 200 MeV. The present
results, although preliminary show that between 20 and 100 MeV a better agreement
is found with the data reported by Lisowski and collaborators from a time-of-flight
experiment performed at on the WNR facility at Los Alamos National Laboratory in
the 80s. In addition, from 100 to 200 MeV neutron energy the obtained cross section
agrees both with IAEA evaluation and the Lisowski measurement within 5%.
Chapter 1
Nuclear fission and its
applications
Nuclear fission is an extremely complex collective process in which a highly-deformed
heavy nucleus undergoes a deep rearrangement, eventually breaking into two fragments
of comparable masses and releasing a large amount of energy. This phenomenon is
nowadays well-established and one knows that it can be induced by a vast combination
of projectile-target systems and that it can also occur spontaneously in some elements.
Neutron-induced fission reactions play a crucial role in a variety of fields of fundamental
and applied nuclear science. In basic nuclear physics they provide important informa-
tion on properties of nuclear matter, while in nuclear technology they are at the basis
of present and future reactor designs. Finally, there is a renewed interest in fission re-
actions in nuclear astrophysics due to the multi-messenger observation of neutron star
mergers and the important role played by fission recycling in r-process nucleosynthesis.
In the past, the most extensive studies were performed for neutron-induced fission at
low energies, especially for nuclides that are relevant for nuclear power engineering.
Consequently, evaluated neutron data libraries have been produced, in the energy re-
gion up to 20 MeV. During the last decades, such studies have largely shifted to higher
energies where the experimental data are scarce, sometimes discrepant or absent. In
addition to the theoretical interest, the quest for fission data above 20 MeV is motivated
by new applications of the fission reaction.
1.1 Introduction to the fission process
In 1934 Fermi and his collaborators irradiated many elements to study the induced
radioactivity following a neutron capture. In particular, they exposed natural ura-
nium and thorium, to neutrons, using radon-beryllium sources with maximum 800 mCi
(30 GBq) and moderating the projectiles in paraffin to obtain thermal-energy neu-
trons [1]. Several β activities were identified in the irradiated probe and interpreted
as decay chains following neutron absorption in uranium. Only in 1939 Otto Hahn
and Fritz Strassmann, after a careful radiochemical study, identified barium after bom-
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barding uranium with neutrons [2], and pointed out that the observed activities were
due to several elements with roughly half the mass of uranium. This led Lise Meit-
ner and Otto Robert Frisch to give the first interpretation of the new phenomenon
named nuclear disintegration. In their explanation the heavy nucleus is considered as a
volume-charged, uncompressible liquid-drop, in which the decrease of surface tension,
following the absorption of a neutron, causes its break-up into two parts [3]. Meitner
and Frisch called this process fission, a term employed in biology to describe a cellular
division.The basic theoretical concepts on which our understanding of nuclear fission
is still based today were also developed very quickly after Meitner and Frisch’s paper.
Feenberg [4], Frenkel [5] and v. Weizsäcker [6] showed independently that a classical,
spherical, homogeneously charged drop looses its stability against spontaneous defor-
mation based on the calculation of the potential energy of the nucleus as a function of
its shape. This first description of the fission process was, shortly after, improved by
N. Bohr and J. A. Wheeler [7].
The liquid drop model (LDM) [7, 8] treats the fission as a collective phenomenon.
The binding energy B of the nucleus, using a semiempirical mass formula, is given by
the sum of five terms:




where av A is the contribution given by the volume, asA2/3 is the surface contribution,
ac Z(Z−1)A−1/3 is the term that takes into account the Coulomb repulsion of the pro-
tons, asym (A−2Z
2)
A is the symmetry term between the number of protons and neutrons
in the nucleus, and finally δ is the pairing term and takes into account the empirical
fact that an even number of neutrons or protons is more strongly bound than an odd
number of them. In each terms A is the mass number and Z is the proton number of
the element [9].
The LDM considers the effect on the binding energy of an initially spherical nucleus
that is beginning to stretch. Since the nucleus is assumed to be uncompressible, only
the surface and Coulomb terms are relevant to the deformation energy. When the initial
sphere is distorted into an ellipsoid, with an eccentricity ε, its surface area increases as
S = 4πR2(1 + 25ε
2 + . . . ). On the other hand, the Coulomb repulsion decreases and
the related term can be shown to be modified by the factor (1− 15ε
2 + . . . ). Therefore,
qualitatively, the Coulomb force acts to elongate the nucleus to its transition state, the
surface tension component acts to maintain the cohesion of the nucleus in contrast to
the elongation. Thus the difference in energy between a spherical nucleus and ellipsoid
of the same volume is:
∆E = B(ε)−B(ε = 0) =
(
−25 asA




If the second term is larger than the first, the energy difference is positive, it means that
the nucleus gains energy through the stretching, and the more the nucleus is stretched,
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By calculation, in an ellipsoidal nucleus, the surface area varies twice as fast as the
Coulomb energy as the nucleus is deformed. This means that, simplifying, the fission
occurs when the ratio of its electrostatic energy to twice the surface energy becomes
larger than 1, which is equivalent to say:




This quantity has a relevant role in estimating the probability of a nuclear spontaneous
fission and this is called the fissility parameter. Therefore the nuclei with Z2/A > 50,
or values of x greater than unity, are unstable against spontaneous fission. Therefore
if the energy conditions are favourable, the parent nucleus reaches the scission point at
which it essentially comprises two highly-charged nuclei in contact with one another.
From the scission point the fragments accelerate away from each other due to the
Coulomb repulsion of the constituent groups of protons, to 90% of their final kinetic
energy in 10−20 s; they reach a speed of 5% speed of light. The fission fragments at
this stage are usually neutron-rich and radioactive and, therefore, they are susceptible
of disintegration via β decay and to the emission of neutrons and γ-rays.
In other words, the liquid drop model predicts spherical shapes for the ground states
of stable nuclei and a potential barrier, called the fission barrier, that must be crossed
in order for the process to occur. EA is the activation energy, and it is the difference
between the maximum of the barrier and the energy of the initial nucleus in the ground
state. The Coulomb barrier is roughly equal to the energy released in fission of heavy
nuclei. The fission process can take place in two ways:
a) the first possibility is to give the nucleus an excitation energy greater than EA;
for some nuclei the absorption of a relatively small amount of energy, such as from a
low-energy neutron or photon may be enough, to form a intermediate state that is at
or above the barrier; in such situation the induced fission competes successfully with
other modes of decay of the compound nucleus.
b) The second possibility is spontaneous fission which, inside this model, can occur
via quantum mechanical tunneling through the fission barrier. Figure 1.1 shows the
sketch of all the fission process steps: the initial nucleus in the ground state, the increase
of the deformation up to the saddle point, after which the Coulomb repulsion prevails
over the surface energy and fission takes place.
In this process also the viscosity plays a role, which is related to the time-scale of the
process and, therefore, to the competition between the fission process and the other
decay channels, we shall go into more detail in the section 1.1.4.
In spite of the first successes in the fission process description, the LDM cannot
explain some basic properties of the actinides: their non-spherical ground states and
their asymmetric mass division. It is necessary to introduce the shell effect in the fission
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Figure 1.1: Variation of the energy of a deformed nucleus as a function of the distortion as sketched.
When the two fragments are separated, the energy falls with increasing separation because
of the decreasing Coulomb energy. An energy barrier must be crossed for fission to occur.
Picture from ref. [10].
process explanation.
The overhaul of the fission model was necessary following the 1962 discovery of
fission isomers by Polikanov and his colleagues [11]. It was postulated that nuclear
isomers are a metastable nuclear excited state, in an intermediate potential well, with
unusually short half-life for spontaneous fission. A complete understanding of the
mechanism came in the mid-1960s, in the work by V. M. Strutinsky [12, 13] about the
shell effects in the determination of nuclear masses and deformation energy. The LDM
described well the nuclear properties that depend smoothly on the number of nucleons
while, the shell model explained the nuclear properties that depend strongly on the
arrangement of the outermost nucleons. This last effect is treated as a correction to
the liquid drop model energy which contains the dominant surface and Coulomb effects.
The total energy in this model is the sum of the energy given by the liquid drop model
and the shell corrections δU , that takes into account the quantum-mechanical structure
of the nucleus:
B = BLDM + δU. (1.5)
Although these effects are larger in the vicinity of magic nuclei, microscopic corrections
to the LDM occur to some extent in all nuclei.
1.1.1 The fission barrier
The most drastic effect of shell structure occurs in the fission barrier itself. The
Strutinsky approach leads to the conclusion that the potential energy as a function
of the nuclear deformation has two minima, as it is shown in figure 1.2, giving the
so-called double-humped barrier. The deformation variable should be understood as a
measure of progress along the energetically most favorable path to fission. The first
minimum contains the ground state and several excited levels, whereas the second one
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explains the existence of spontaneously fissioning shape isomers. Following this model,
Figure 1.2: Schematic picture of the nuclear energy as a function of the deformation of a typical actinide
nucleus. The dashed line shows the single barrier predicted by the LDM, while the solid
line includes the corrections due to shell structure. The double-humped fission barrier
can explain the existence of short-live fission isomers. They have a higher probability of
fissioning compared with the ordinary ground state because they must penetrate a much
thinner potential barrier.
when an actinide absorbs a nucleon and it is excited above its fission barrier, the most
common result is prompt fission, but one cannot discard the possibility of radiative
capture, that is, capture of the nucleon followed by γ-ray emission, leading the nucleus
to a state in the first well. However, a third possibility is that the excited nucleus
remains trapped in the second well in an excited isomeric state, which can either decay
to the first minimum or fission spontaneously. The fission barrier in this case is much
narrower than the barrier that the nucleus feels in the first well and this explains the
much shorter fission half-life than the half-life of the ground state.
Another influence of the second potential well is on the structure of the resonances
in fission cross section. The fission resonances, produced by an excited compound
nucleus following neutron capture, are not always clustered in well-separated groups.
This effect occurs because the second well is not quite as deep as the first. The density
of the states of any nucleus depends on the excitation energy above the ground state:
the higher we go above the ground state, the closer together are the states. States in
the second well at the same energy as those in the first well are, on the average, further
apart. This means that if the excitation energy is over the height of the barrier, the
fissioning states are selected through the overlap in energy between the narrow closely
spaced states in the first well, and the broader more widely spaced states in the second
well. Therefore, effect is translated to the cross section and gives rise to resonance
spacing of the order of eV.
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1.1.2 Mass distribution of the fission fragments
Nuclear fission consists in the nucleus division into two fragments of comparable
mass (primary fission fragments - FFs) together with one or more neutrons (prompt
neutrons). More rarely, a light cluster, usually an α particle, is emitted together with
the two heavy fragments in a direction perpendicular to the fission axis (ternary fission).
The fission fragments as well as the neutrons evaporated from the fissioning nucleus
are not uniquely determined: there is a distribution of masses of the two fragments to
which the number of prompt neutrons emitted is linked. An example of the distribution
of the probability for each fission product to occur is shown in figure 1.3(a). The
distribution must be symmetric about the center: for every heavy fragment, there
must corresponding light fragment; symmetrical fission corresponds to a minimum of
the curve and it is less probable by a factor about 600 relative to the maximum yield.
The mass asymmetry in fission fragment yield is observed to be qualitatively similar
for most cases of fission, but some differences are observed with changes in mass of
the fissionable isotope and excitation energy. The mass asymmetry is generally most
(a) (b)
Figure 1.3: Left: Mass distribution of fission fragments from thermal fission of 235U [9]. Right: Depen-
dence of average masses of heavy and light groups of fission fragments on mass of fissioning
nucleus [14].
pronounced at low energies and the yield of symmetric products increases with the
energy of the stimulating particle (mainly neutrons, protons, α, photons).
The variation of the mass of fragments with increasing mass of the fissioning nucleus
is more enhanced for the lighter fragment than for the heavier one. This behavior
is illustrated in figure 1.3(b), which shows the average masses of the light and heavy
fragments versus the mass of fissioning nucleus: the average mass of the heavy fragment
stays nearly constant, while the average mass of the lighter fragment increase linearly as
A increases. The explanation for these observed effects in the mass distribution of the
FFs lies in the shell model, in particular it is related to the magic numbers. The heavy
fragment (in the A∼139 region) is bounded in terms of nuclear structure by closed
nucleon shells at 82 and 50 for neutrons and protons, respectively. Just at the lower
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edge of the heavy fragment mass distribution there is a double magic nucleus. This
exceptionally stable configuration determines the low edge of the mass distribution of
the heavier fragment. Consequently, a variation in mass of the parent isotope is often
observed more significantly as a change in mass of the light fragment.
Another interesting behavior of the mass distribution is that asymmetric fission
tends to symmetric fission when the projectile energy increases, therefore, when the
nucleus has a large excitation energy. This is due to the fact that the high level density
has to include an average over a large number of states and not just a few isolated ones.
This behavior is typical of the highly fissionable nuclei, such as those of a very large
mass; figure 1.4 is shows an example for the case of 238U bombarded with protons from
10 to 150 MeV. At 150 MeV the minimum in the symmetric fission disappears, giving
place to a plateau where the production of A=100-130 fragments are equally probable.
Figure 1.4: Cross section for the production of a mass number A fragment in the 238U fission induced
by protons with several different energies [15].
Although a large amount of experimental data on the mass distribution has been
available for a long time [16, 17], no comprehensive theory yet exists that can account
for all the observations.
1.1.3 Fission fragment angular distribution
Non isotropic angular distribution of fission fragments was observed for the first time
in in the early 1950s in photofission of 232Th [18, 19], where fission fragments emitted
preferentially at 90◦ with respect to the γ beam direction were found. Later experiments
found similar results in neutron-induced fission reactions [20, 21]. It is now known from
Bohr’s 1956 theory [22] that, due to the population of only a few discrete energy levels
of the fissioning nucleus at the saddle point, fission fragment emission at intermediate
energies is anisotropic. Bohr first suggested that for excitation energies near the barrier
the nucleus is thermodynamically cold as most energy is stored in deformation energy.
The concept of near-barrier fission through discrete low-lying transition states provides
the framework in which the angular distributions depend on the quantum numbers of
the discrete transition states involved. Halpern and Strutinsky introduced a statistical
treatment that generalizes the energy dependence of fragment angular distributions to
moderate and high excitation energies above the fission barrier [23].
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One of the characteristic properties of the transition nucleus in the statistical saddle
point model is its thermodynamical temperature, related to the energy available to
populate different level states. In a simplified picture the fissioning nucleus exhibits
anisotropic emission when it is thermodynamically cold and only very few energy levels
are populated. If the available energy increases, more states are populated and the
emission becomes more isotropic.
The standard theory (more details can be found in ref. [24]) is based on the model
of transition states at the saddle point of the axially symmetric fissioning nucleus.
When a nucleus is deformed with an axial symmetry it can be demonstrated that
its total spin ~J is characterized by three good quantum number, namely J for its
modulus, its projection M along an arbitrary fixed axis (that is usually taking in the
beam direction), but also its projection K along the moving symmetry axis; so that
the spin is defined by the triplet (J,M ,K). M and J are constants of the motion and
are conserved in the entire fission process, because of the conservation of the total
angular momentum. In the process to fission, the nucleus can suffer vibrations and
changes in shape, redistributing its energy and angular momentum so that the K value
of the transition nucleus is unrelated to the initial K values of the compound nucleus.
The directional dependence of fission fragments resulting from a transition state with
quantum numbers J, K and M is uniquely determined; therefore, K is a good quantum
number after reaching the transition state deformation. Based on these assumptions the
probability of emitting fission fragments from a transition state with quantum number






| dJM,K(ϑ) |2 2πR2 sinϑ dϑ (1.6)
where the angle ϑ represents the angle between the symmetry axis of the fissioning
nucleus and the space-fixed axis, which is usually taken as the beam direction for
induced fission.
The rotation matrix dJM,K(ϑ), introduced by Wigner [25], is given by:






(J −K −X)! (J +M −X)! (X +K −M)!X!
(1.7)
where the sum is over X = 0,1,2,3..., and contains all terms in which no negative
value appears in the denominator for any of the quantities in parentheses. The angular
distribution for the fission fragments is uniquely defined by the rotational wave function
and it is obtained by dividing the probability of emitting fission fragments at an angle
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Several angular momenta are involved in a nucleon induced-fission reaction. The
quantities ~I0, ~s and ~S are the target spin, projectile spin (= 1/2 for a neutron or proton)
and channel spin (total spin of the compound nucleus) respectively. The channel spin
~S is defined by the relation:
~S = ~I0 + ~s (1.9)
and the total angular momentum ~J is given by the sum of the channel spin ~S and the
nucleus orbital angular momentum ~l:
~J = ~S +~l. (1.10)
The density of levels in a transition nucleus with spin ~J and projection K on the nuclear
symmetry axis can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution, centered around K=0,
which is characterized by the variance K20 . The variance K20 is given by K20 = =effT/~,
=eff being the effective momentum of inertia and T the thermodynamic temperature
of the fissioning nucleus.
The angular anisotropy of fission fragments is typically defined as the ratio of counts
parallel to the beam to counts perpendicular to the beam, as a function of incident
neutron energies, and it is expressed as:








where 〈I2〉 is the mean square angular momentum of the compound nucleus. Angular
distributions have been studied in the excitation region up to several tens of MeV for
many targets and for a variety of projectiles, including neutrons, protons, deuterons,
α particles and heavy ions; experimental observations show common features. An-
gular distributions are more peaked along the beam direction as the beam energy or
the projectile mass is increased. The anisotropy increases by increasing the weight of
high J states. On the other hand, the K distribution is characterized by K20 , which
increases with the excitation energy (directly related to the thermodynamic tempera-
ture). Therefore, the anisotropy decreases as the value K20 increases. The anisotropy
decreases as the Z2/A value of the target increases.
1.1.4 The fission process at intermediate energy
Nuclear reactions at intermediate or high energy of the projectile are well described
as a two step process. In the first step, the incident particle interacts with one nucleon
or a cluster of nucleons inside the nucleus, and then the energy transferred to these
particles is redistributed to other nucleons by an intranuclear cascade process. During
this step of the nuclear reaction, some particles and/or light clusters (such as deuterons,
tritons and alphas) may escape from the nucleus, through a pre-equilibrium process,
thus reducing the total energy of the compound system. In the second step, the nuclear
evaporation, the excitation energy is distributed among all the remaining nucleons, i.e.,
the residual nucleus reaches a thermodynamical equilibrium. At this step the nucleus
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may undergo fission: it is the competition between particle evaporation and fission
processes that determines the particle multiplicities and the fissility of the nuclear
remnant.
During the last decade, great interest has been paid to dynamic effects in the fission
process, i.e., effects which are not taken into account in the statistical description of
the process. An appropriate way to account for fission dynamics is to consider fission
as a diffusion process over the fission barrier. In the framework of such an approach,
suggested long ago by Kramers [26], the fission width 1, which measure the fission
probability, depends on a dissipation coefficient, which characterizes the viscosity of
nuclear matter. In addition, the formation of such a large-amplitude collective mo-
tion as the fission process requires a finite time, and during that time fission will be
suppressed, while competing decay channels are active. Calculations of Grange and
Weidenmüller [27] show that these effects grow rapidly with increasing excitation en-
ergy of the fissioning nucleus. Therefore these effects have to be necessarily taken into
account for the description of nucleon-induced fission at intermediate and high energies.
The upper limit to the incident neutron energy in evaluated nuclear data libraries
is traditionally set to 20 MeV, therefore the energy range from 20 MeV to 1 GeV is
the interval in which neutron-induced fission deserves further investigation. From the
theoretical point of view, it is useful to divide this wide range in two sub-intervals:
from few to 200 MeV, named intermediate-low energy region; and from 200 MeV to
1 GeV is the intermediate-high energy region. In the first subgroup it is possible to
perform fission calculations using quantum models; instead above 200 MeV calculations
are performed only with semi-classical models that use mainly Monte Carlo methods
to simulate the fission reaction.
Intermediate-low energy fission
In the energy range up to 200 MeV nuclear structure effects are prominent, hence
their description requires more detailed consideration of competitive reaction mecha-
nisms.
The pre-equilibrium phase is commonly described by a semi-classical exciton model
(e.g., reference [28]) or by a quantum-mechanical multi-step compound (e.g., refer-
ence [29, 30]) plus direct model, while the compound nucleus decay of the remnant is
treated within the framework of the statistical Hauser-Feshbach formalism [31].
For heavy nuclei, the neutron emission is a dominant reaction that competes with
nuclear fission. The multiple-chance fission (i.e. fission preceded by neutron evapo-
ration) becomes possible as the excitation energy of the compound nucleus exceeds




where PCN corresponds to the probability of formation of the compound nucleus and Γ is the sum of
the reaction widths of all the possible decay modes. The total width Γ is correlated to its lifetime τ by
the Heisenberg uncertainty principle Γτ ∼ ~.
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the sum of the fission barrier plus the neutron binding energy. So, the reaction (n,nf)
is called second-chance fission; as the neutron energy increases, the thresholds of the
third-chance fission (n,2nf) and fourth-chance fission (n,3nf) reactions are opened. In
general, the fission cross section above the threshold presents a step-like structure, due
to the superposition of the different (n,xnf) reactions, as shown in figure 1.5. From
the same figure one can see that there is a strong correlation between the opening of
the thresholds of different fission chances and the angular distribution of the emitted
fragments: the angular anisotropy coefficient exhibits also a multiple chance structure
similar to the one exhibited by the fission cross section.
Figure 1.5: The fission fragment anisotropy as a function of neutron energy for the neutron-induced
fission of 235U from 0.18 to 200 MeV, in light-blue, compared to the most comprehensive
data sets available in the literature [32, 33, 34] and the neutron-induced fission cross section
of 235U, from ENDF/B-VII [35]. The multiple-chance structure is observed both in fission
cross section and in the anisotropy parameter. Figure from [36].
Intermediate-high energy fission
At incident energies above 200 MeV, the projectile sees the target as a collection of
individual nucleons. When the de Broglie wavelength of relative motion of projectile
and target nucleons, λ = ~/p , satisfies the inequalities
λ r < d (1.13)
with r the range of the nuclear forces and d the average distance of neighbouring nu-
cleons, it is reasonable to describe the propagation of the particle as a succession of
binary collisions with the target nucleons, which can be ejected from the nucleus or
can eject other nucleons in turn, thus giving rise to a fast intranuclear cascade. The
secondary fast particles, usually carry the major part of the incident energy away from
the target. The remaining part of the incident energy is left in the residual nuclei in
the form of the holes in the Fermi-sea and is rapidly thermalized, the particle-hole
configuration is the starting point for the preequilibrium stage of the reaction. Thus
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by the end of the initial fast stage we have a number of excited nuclides, which cool
down at the next evaporation stage by the competing processes of fission or particle
evaporation. When the excitation energy per nucleon increases beyond about 3 MeV,
the multifragmentation process begins to be a competitive process, with evaporation
and fission still present. Let us, mention that, above 300 MeV, the incident neutron
has energy enough to produce barionic and mesonic resonances in the target nucleus.
The first of such a process is the creation of ∆ barions, giving rise to new de-excitation
channels including π emission and subsequent charge interchange.
As long as the participating nucleons are fast enough, their motion lends itself to a
classical description, characteristic of the cascade stage, described, for instance, by the
Cascade-Exciton Model (CEM), originally formulated at Dubna [37].
The role of viscosity
The evolution from low-energy (evaporation and fission) towards high-energy decay
processes (fragmentation and vaporization) suggests that such a transition has indeed
been observed in nuclear collisions in the nucleonic regime. However, the obvious
question here is whether one can relate such phenomena with the thermodynamical
properties of nuclear matter. Therefore, the measurement of the relevant variables
turning the transition from a liquid-like state to a gas-like state such as the nuclear
temperature, the excitation energy and the volume in which the system decays repre-
sents a formidable challenge.
Nuclear fission is a dynamical process, which needs time to develop, in fact it is a
highly dissipative and a slow process. The reason is that such processes lead to a large
deformation of the system during which friction has time to act and possibly to play
a crucial role. In a macroscopic picture of the nucleus, Grangé and Weidenmüller [38],
following the pioneering work of Kramers, treated fission as a diffusive process over the
potential barrier, which is governed by nuclear viscosity. The clearest evidence of the
effects is that the light particles emitted during the time needed by the nucleus to reach
the scission configuration, and in particular the pre-scission ones. According to this ap-
proach, in case of large values for the viscosity of nuclear matter, the motion of the
fission degree of freedom would be slowed down and the resulting stochastic force could
bring nuclei back inside the saddle point with a non-negligible probability. Grangé and
Weidenmüller solved the time-dependent diffusion problem introducing the transient
time or time required by the fissioning system to attain a quasi-stationary fission de-
cay rate. During this time, fission is suppressed, while other decay channels, mostly
neutron emission, are open. These ideas were used to interpret the large pre-scission
neutron emission observed in fusion-fission reactions [39, 40]. Therefore, the increased
particle emission probability at the earliest times with the increasing of the projectile
energy, slows down the collective motion by cooling down the system and modifies the
fission barrier of the fissioning nucleus influencing the further evolution of the nucleus
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and, in particular, reducing its fission probability in a considerable way.
The absolute value of the friction parameter β describing the viscosity of nuclear matter,
and its possible dependencies on temperature and deformation, are being investigated
since the 80’s using different observables and reaction mechanisms (for a review see [41]
and [42]). Experimental evidences on how nuclear viscosity affects the compound fission
process, as well as the competition with the fusion-evaporation process, has come from
the observation of the evolution of many observables, in addition to cross-sections, such
as pre-scission multiplicities of neutrons, charged particles and γ-rays with the excita-
tion energy and time distribution of the fission events, which typically extends over 3
orders of magnitude (from 10−16 to 10−19 s) [43].
The nature of viscosity represents one of the major open questions in fission dynamics.
The energy dissipation, i.e. the conversion from the collective to intrinsic motion, is a
phenomenon related to the motion of nucleons inside the system in route towards fission.
Neutron and proton induced fission
During the last decades, a new generation of intermediate energy neutron sources
has become available, thus making it possible to start systematic measurements of (n,f)
cross sections in the energy region above 20 MeV and to compare them with (p,f) cross
sections. Only in 1994 the first comparison of the (p,f) and (n,f) cross sections (as
well as for the (γ, f) cross section) of the nuclei from 232Th to 239Pu was carried out
for the incident particle energy up to 100 MeV [44]. In following works (for instance
ref. [45, 46, 47]) the range of the comparison of the experimental data of the neutron-
and proton-induced fission has been widened to lighter nuclei, down to 197Au. It has
been observed that the σpf/σnf ratio depends strongly on the incident nucleon energy
and increases with the decrease of the fissility parameter Z2/A of the target nuclei.
At very low energy, the reaction cross section for incident protons is decreased by the
Coulomb repulsion, which leads to a global sharp decrease below the Coulomb bar-
rier. Increasing the projectile energy well above the proton Coulomb barrier, where the
Coulomb factor, 1 − V/E (where V is the potential energy), is close to unity, the dif-
ference between the two cross section becomes smaller. It is experimentally known [48]
that at the lower extreme of the intermediate energy range (∼ 100 - 150 MeV) the (n,f)
cross section is systematically lower than the (p,f) cross section for a given target nu-
cleus. The difference tends to decrease with increasing incident energy, so that at
1 GeV the behavior of protons and neutrons is expected to be quite similar and the
corresponding fission cross sections of the same order.
The differences between the proton- and neutron-induced fission cross section are prob-
ably determined by the differences in the inelastic nucleon-nucleus interactions for in-
cident nucleons and target nuclei with different isospins. Therefore, measurements for
different isotopes allow the investigation of the role of the isospin both for the incident
particle and the target nuclei (so-called double isospin effect). But, until now, it is a
difficult effect to evaluate because fission induced by intermediate-energy neutrons has
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been studied much less extensively than proton induced fission, and the available (n,f)
cross section data sets are often discrepant.
Nevertheless a large number of measurements have been performed for fission frag-
ment detection since the discovery of fission, yet, neither experimental nor theoretical
studies of fission are conclusive enough to fully understand the process and the dy-
namics involved. In particular, the (n,f) cross section at intermediate energies is, for
most nuclei, unmeasured and cannot be predicted with satisfying accuracy. Thereby,
the study of the fission of highly excited nuclei remains a topic of great interest. There
are several open questions as how the mass-yield, neutron emission, γ-ray emission,
isomeric yields and independent mass-chain yields change depending on the kind of the
incoming particle. Moreover, there is lively interest also in the study of the energy de-
pendence, the viscosity of hot nuclear matter and the overall properties of hot systems
with thermal excitation energies larger than several tens of MeV.
1.2 Applications of fission reaction data
Data on neutron induced fission cross sections at intermediate energy are extremely
important for nuclear theory: to understand the connection between collective and
single particle degrees of freedom in nuclei, which reflects the dynamic effects of the
nuclear fission process (see, e.g., [49]). In addition, these fission reaction data sets are
used in important applications such as energy production with accelerator driven sys-
tems, radioactive waste transmutation, in nuclear astrophysics, radiation shield design
for accelerators and the dose received by aircrew. All these applications require proton
and neutron fission cross sections to be determined with high accuracy in a wide en-
ergy range, which are nowadays scarce, mainly because of the lack of suitable neutron
sources.
1.2.1 Reactor technology
On the basis of stated plans and policies around the world, the International Energy
Agency (IEA) [50] forecasts that the global energy needs will continue to rise by 1% per
year until 2040, adding a demand equivalent to China’s current total [51]. This growth
is driven by a rising population, which, according to UN projections [52], will reach
9 billion people by 2040, and an expanding economy, with global GDP2 increasing by
3.4% a year. At present, over 80% of the world’s energy is produced by combustion
of fossil fuels (oil, coal and natural gas), which are responsible for the release of CO2,
inevitable in any combustion of fossil fuels, and other pollutant gases in the atmo-
sphere. Moreover, they are considered the main causes of the greenhouse effect, global
warming, climate change and biodiversity harm.
The potential effects of this increase are controversial, and depending on the atmo-
spheric models; the various scenarios, for a period until 2100, foresee an increase in
2GDP is the Gross Domestic Product
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global temperature from (1.0± 0.4)◦C to (3.7± 0.7)◦C compared to today’s tempera-
ture [53].
Several energy mix scenarios have been studied to improve the sustainability of energy
production, which has three important and often conflicting goals:
Energy Security: includes the effective management of primary energy supply
from domestic and external sources, the reliability of energy infrastructure and the
ability of energy providers to meet current and future demand.
Energy Equity: means accessibility and affordability of energy supply across the
population.
Energy Sustainability: deals with the achievement of supply and demand with
an improvement in energy efficiencies, and with the development of energy supply from
renewable and other low-carbon sources.
Renewable power generation, which benefits from a strong community support,
certainly plays a key role in reducing CO2 emissions. With the present technological
development, the contribution of renewable energy production is expected to increase
rapidly in the future, however it seems unlike that it will be able to cover the entire
energy demand. The main problems are the fact that renewable energy sources have a
relatively low efficiency [54] and needs to store the energy produced [56, 57, 58]. Indeed,
the link between the production possibilities and the base load electricity demand, as
sun, wind, tides and waves cannot be controlled to directly provide continuous base load
power, or peak load power when it is needed, this requiring the use of other controllable
sources and leading to an increase in the cost of energy production. Therefore, renew-
able energy sources (including hydropower) do not represent an extensive replacement,
capable of substituting fossil fuels in the medium term.
Nuclear energy is one of the possible options to mitigate the above mentioned issue in
the forthcoming decades, it features a strongly reduced CO2 emission and it can be
developed on a large scale. There are, however, three major concerns regarding the
use of nuclear energy: the safety of the operation of nuclear power plants; the efficient
management of nuclear waste accumulated over the past sixty years of power plant op-
eration; the proliferation of nuclear material and its potential use in military or terrorist
related activities. However, all these three issues could be effectively addressed with
the development of low operation risk nuclear systems with reduced safety margins and
nuclear fuel recycling capabilities.
Both the Generation-IV reactors and the transmutation of nuclear waste are part
of this framework.
The concept of the new reactors is based on a more efficient burn-up capability and
on the use of actinides, including those which may be recovered from ordinary reac-
tor used fuel [59]. The nuclear waste, that is planned to be used, consists mainly of
minor actinides such as plutonium, neptunium, americium and curium isotopes, which
constitute a considerable fraction of the high-radiotoxicity component of nuclear waste.
These elements require a fast neutron spectrum to match the fission cross-sections and
transmute them into nuclides with lower half-life. The fast neutron environment mini-
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mizes neutron capture reactions and maximizes fissions in actinides, which means less
production of long-lived nuclides in radioactive waste.
On the other side Partitioning and Transmutations (P&T) technologies have a great
impact on a significant reduction of risk and simplification of the final storage condi-
tions. In fact, the successful implementation of these methods, would eliminate the need
for nuclear waste storage on a geologic time scale. [60]. The transmutation is possible
using a chemical process, isolating the different elements (partitioning) and designing
a nuclear device capable of burning a minor actinide enriched fuel (transmutation) in
such a way that the volume and radiotoxicity of the high-activity, long-lived waste is
reduced. Transmutation can change the nuclear properties drastically. For transuranic
elements, key processes of waste transmutation are fission reactions, as:
n+ 239Pu (2.44 × 104 y) fission−−−−→ 134Cs (2 y) + 104Ru (stable) + 2n+ 200 MeV (1.14)
and for fission fragments are capture processes, as:
n+ 99Tc (2.11 × 105 y) capture−−−−−→ 100Tc β (16 s)−−−−−→ 100Ru (stable) (1.15)
where the half-life of each isotope is given in parenthesis. These reactions require a
nuclear source with a fast or thermal neutron spectrum depending on the reaction that
should be exploited: fast neutron for actinides for which the most effective process is
fission, while a thermal spectrum is necessary for fission fragments for which the trans-
mutation proceeds through capture reaction.
An alternative solution, particularly suitable for actinides, is to use an Accelerator
Driven System (ADS) [61, 62]. The ADS concepts have been proposed and pushed by
several scientists in the mid-1990’s including Rubbia and collaborators, for the design
of a nuclear reactor based on the Th-U fuel cycle, the so-called Energy Amplifier [63],
and Venneri [64] and collaborators, who studied a more general use of fast and thermal
neutrons as burners of fission products. The basic idea of ADS is to feed a subcritical
reactor core driven by extra neutrons coming from a spallation target irradiated by an
energetic high-intensity ion beam. A beam of high energy (∼1 - 2 GeV) and intensity
(20 - 100 mA) is required to produce the amount of required neutrons, which could have
a flux a few orders of magnitude larger than in conventional power reactors. In such a
system the neutron spectrum is stretched from thermal energy up to the energy of the
incident charged particles, with a peak at an energy of a few MeV. The advantage of
accelerator-driven transmutation systems over other related concepts is that it allows
the incineration of long-lived minor actinides that are difficult to use as fuel in facil-
ities based on self-supporting chain reactions. Another advantage of ADS is that the
associated reactor can be operated in a subcritical mode, which improves the inherent
safety of the system. The fission channel contributes to the radioactivity produced in
the target, as well as to the chemical and radiological toxicity of the reaction products.
The Belgian Nuclear Research Centre (SCK.CEN) is working on the construction of
the first prototype of multi-purpose hybrid nuclear research reactor designed as an
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ADS, MYRRHA (Hybrid Multipurpose Research Reactor for High Technology Appli-
cations) [65]. It is conceived as a flexible fast spectrum irradiation facility able to work
in both sub-critical and critical mode. The final design consists of a proton accelerator
delivering a 600 MeV proton beam to a liquid lead-bismuth spallation target that in
turn couples to a Pb-Bi cooled fast nuclear core. The maximum output of the reactor
will be of 100 MWth. MYRRHA is expected to become gradually operational as of
2027 and it will demonstrate the ADS concept intended for the efficient treatment of
the high level nuclear waste through partitioning & transmutation.
One of the prerequisites for computational modeling of Generation-IV nuclear power
plants and of ADS is the availability of evaluated nuclear data for the most important
neutron-induced reactions involved within a wide range of incident energy. In addition,
the design of the new reactors relies strongly on the knowledge of the formation cross
sections of residual nuclei produced in such reactions. The experimental nuclear data
and the predictive power of available nuclear reaction models and codes available with
respect to the description of the fission process are not good enough at present for new
applications in the field of emerging nuclear technologies. Sensitivity studies performed
by means of Monte Carlo simulations indicate that for most long-lived fission fragments
and minor actinides, the present uncertainties are much larger than needed for the
reliable design and safe operation of advanced nuclear reactors [66]. Therefore it is
necessary to improve the current knowledge of capture and fission cross-sections data
for a long list of fertile and fissile isotopes.
1.2.2 Nuclear Astrophysics
The dominant mechanisms, that could potentially give rise to the formation of the
A>60 stable nuclei observed in nature, are the so-called rapid neutron-capture process,
or r-process [67], and the slow neutron-capture process, s-process [68]. The s-process
occurs inside massive stars at relatively low neutron densities, where neutron capture
times are much longer than typical β-decay half-lives. Thereby, the s-process reaction
path follows the stability valley and involves mostly stable isotopes. On the contrary,
the r-process occurs with very high temperature and neutron density; with these physi-
cal conditions it becomes possible that a nucleus absorbs a neutron before it can decay.
The r-process reaction path starts into the neutron-rich region of the nuclide chart and
then it is gradually shifted towards the valley of stability. The sites of the r-process
have not been completely identified yet; the explosive scenarios such as the stellar col-
lapses are potential conditions where the production of neutrons is large enough to give
rise to a successful r-process. The core-collapse supernovae (SNe) [69], the neutron
stars (SN) environments, with their high-temperatures, and the decompression of cold
neutronized matter from violent collisions of binary NSs or NSs with companion black
holes [70, 71] are all good candidates, which satisfy the extreme conditions required for
stronger r-processing. Therefore, the recent multi-messenger observation, by means of
gravitational waves, γ-ray burst and other electromagnetic radiation, of the neutron
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star merger event GW170817 [72] has triggered a renewed interest in the r-process nu-
cleosynthesis.
In a r-process scenario the number of free neutrons per seed nucleus reach a few hun-
dreds, leading to the production of heavy or even super-heavy nuclei. With such a
neutron richness (typically Nn ' 1033−35 cm−3 at the drip density), the heaviest and
neutron-rich nuclei, which are far from the valley of stability are produced in terms of
milliseconds. At this point, for nuclei with Z≥ 103, neutron-induced as well as spon-
taneous fission becomes efficient prohibiting the formation of super-heavy nuclei and
recycling the heavy material into lighter fragments which will restart capturing the free
neutrons. This process, referred to as fission recycling [73, 74], can take place two to
three times before the neutrons are exhausted. Indeed after several hundred of ms,
the density has dropped by a few orders of magnitude and the neutron density experi-
ences a dramatic fall-off. When neutrons get exhausted by captures, the nuclear flow
is dominated by β-decays back to the beta stability valley.
The fission recycling plays a fundamental role by shaping the final r-abundance
distribution at the end of the neutron irradiation: it is found that the A∼ 278 fission-
ing nuclei, are main progenitors of the 110≤A≤170 nuclei. The effect is illustrated in
figure 1.6, that shows the final abundances resulting from an expanding material that
experiences r-process nucleosynthesis. The calculations have been performed with the
SKYNET code [75], with a reasonable value of the electron fraction Ye of 0.1 (such
value is representative of neutron-rich matter, as the one dynamically ejected from a
neutron star mergers event, NSM). Compared with the observed solar system r-process
Figure 1.6: The r-process abundance in the solar system (solid symbols) are compared with SKYNET
calculations performed with and without fission recycling. Fission processes are fundamen-
tal to reproduce the observed abundance distribution, in particular in the peak at A∼130
and in the lanthanides region (shaded area). Figure from [76].
abundances [77], the calculation clearly demonstrate the fundamental role of fission
recycling, generally believed to be responsible for an important component of the ob-
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served r-process heavy element abundances.
Neutron-induced, β-delayed and spontaneous fission reaction play a key role in the
nucleosynthesis of heavy elements that takes place in the universe following explosive
events like supernovae or neutron star mergers [78]. New data on fission on a variety
of actinides are therefore essential, as the predictive power of current models can only
be improved by comparison with a large set of experimental results.
1.2.3 Dosimetry applications
Another important application to be mentioned is the evaluation of the high energy
neutron effect on the biological tissues and on the electronic devices. To study these
effects, due to the absence of electric charge in neutrons, it is necessary to know the
absolute value of a neutron-induced cross section with extreme precision to be taken as
reference. About ten cross sections are considered as reference and the 235U(n,f) is one
of them, as we will see in the section 1.3. At energies higher than 200 MeV, the lack
of experimental data implies that there are no well known cross sections, therefore, so
to be able to evaluate the effects caused by high energy neutrons it is first necessary to
overcome the absence of data sets.
Since the human activities involving the exposure to cosmic ray radiation have
been increasing in the last years, mainly due to high altitude commercial flights, shut-
tle flights, medical and biological research on spatial stations, an accurate neutron
dosimetry is required.
NASA and other space agencies have started since several years the study of the risk
assessment for astronauts in view of long duration space missions like a travel to Mars.
Experimental data about nuclear interactions between different kinds of space radiation
and human tissues are of paramount importance in order to study the most suitable
spacecraft shielding. There are three main sources of energetic particles in space: Solar
Particle Events (SPE), Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) and the geomagnetically trapped
particles. SPE are mainly due to protons emitted from the Sun during coronal mass
ejections and solar flares: their energy spectrum can reach the GeV region. GCR con-
sist of high energy nuclei (from hydrogen to iron) produced by supernovae in the Milky
Way galaxy: protons and alpha particles account for ≈ 98% and the overall energy spec-
trum of radioprotection interest ranges from MeV to TeV. The geomagnetically trapped
particles consist of protons and electrons confined by the Earth magnetic field in two re-
gions, called Van Allen belts. Trapped radiation originates from the interaction of GCR
and solar particles with the Earth’s magnetic field and the atmosphere. In this sce-
nario the secondary neutrons make a significant contribution to the total absorbed dose
received by space crews. The neutrons are produced by charged-particle interactions
with materials e.g., spacecraft, planetary surface, Mars (or other planet) atmosphere,
base structures, and even the astronauts themselves. The produced neutrons extend
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in a very wide energy spectrum from thermal energy to more than 1 GeV [79]. There
have been significant advances in experimental techniques to provide reasonably good
measurements of the neutron flux below few MeV [80]; however, measurements above
this energy remain an issue. Measurements of higher energy neutrons are essential to
determine the crew radiation risk.
A similar reasoning can be done for aircraft crews which are exposed to elevated
levels of cosmic radiation of galactic and solar origin and secondary radiation produced
in the atmosphere, the aircraft structure and its contents. Following recommendations
of the International Commission on Radiological Protection [81, 82], the European
Union (EU) introduced a revised Basic Safety Standards Directive [83] which included
exposure to natural sources of ionizing radiation, including cosmic radiation, as occupa-
tional exposure. The radiation field in aircraft at altitude is complex, it is composed by
many types of ionizing radiation with energies ranging from thermal up to many GeV.
The intensity of the different particles making up atmospheric cosmic radiation, their
energy distribution, and their potential biological effect on aircraft occupants vary with
altitude, the geomagnetic coordinates and time in the Sun’s magnetic activity cycle.
Here, at aviation altitudes, the neutron component of the secondary cosmic radiation
contributes about half of the dose equivalent, but until recently it has been difficult to
accurately calculate or measure the cosmic-ray neutron spectrum in the atmosphere to
determine accurate dosimetry.
Summing up, knowledge on the neutron reaction mechanism as a function of incident
energy is of great importance to design the spacecraft and to evaluate the damage
and the biological effect in the human tissue. But not only, in fact this information
is also needed to calculate the short-term and long-term radioactivity, building up
radioactive ion-beam facilities, in the accelerator-driven systems and in general for the
new generation of accelerators at high intensities, both for designing the shielding and
estimating the residual activation of such devices.
The knowledge of the radiation damage and ionization due to neutron interaction is
crucial also for electronics exposed to ionizing radiation: for istance satellites, nuclear
reactors in power plants for sensors and control circuits, particle accelerators for control
electronics particularly particle detector devices.
1.3 Standard cross sections
An essential point for the analysis of any high precision measurement of reaction
cross-sections, is the point-wise knowledge is of the incident neutron flux as a function
of energy. Since it is impossible to determine the beam neutron intensity by measuring
the beam current as for the protons, the neutron flux detectors rely on detecting the
secondary events produced by neutron-induced nuclear reactions for which the cross
sections are very well known. These particular reactions have gained the status of
neutron standards cross section [84] over the years, each within the specific energy
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ranges over which they are well known. The evaluations were accepted internationally
to ensure that the same standards are used worldwide in all major evaluation projects.
An idealized standard should have some characteristics [85] in particular, the ease
of obtaining a high-purity sample; the reaction of interest should have few (or no) other
open channels that could cause interference; in the standard energy region, the cross
section should be large with a minimal amount of structure and finally the reaction
should have an high Q-value. In addition, a reaction to be defined as standard, must
have a huge available database to improve the accuracy and provide an uncertainty
as small as possible. The reactions, to date, defined as standard are H(n,n), 6Li(n,t),
10B(n,α1γ), 10B(n,α), C(n,n), Au(n,γ), 235U(n,f) and 238U(n,f). The database of each
of these neutron cross-section standards contains more than 10000 experimental data
points, which include different types of measurements, for instance the absolute cross
sections, non-normalized cross sections (shape), the ratio between two standard cross
sections.
There are several reasons to have many standard reactions; in particular the possibil-
ity of choosing the reaction which best suits the one to be measured. For instance,
for neutron capture experiments it is appropriate to perform the measurement of the
sample of interest and the standard one, without additional detectors or electronics; in
this way only a simple beam monitor is required to relate the neutron beam intensity
for the two runs. The situation is somewhat similar for fission measurements, a fission
standard can be used in ratio measurements with convenient detectors such as double
fission chambers. Then all detectors are essentially identical and require similar elec-
tronics.
There is also a need for many standards because none satisfies all the requirements
for a standard for all neutron energies of interest. Indeed a neutron cross section is a
strong function of the energy, and therefore each standard reaction can be defined as
such only in a specific energy range.
As mentioned above, the standards have an important role in the definition of a
data library. Not many cross-sections can be defined as absolute and almost all the
cross sections, in a given data library, depend on the standard cross sections because
they are measured relative to the cross-section standards, for the sake of normalization
to absolute values. There is very large space for improvements to the standards since
an improvement in a standard causes an improvement in every cross section relative to
that standard.
The evaluation of the standard cross section is a process in constant evolution. Thus
an IAEA Data Development Project, Maintenance of the Neutron Cross Section Stan-
dards has been initiated to maintain and guide the evaluation procedure both in terms
of management and requests for new experimental measures that in the improvements
in evaluation procedure to be used. Measurement programmes have continuously im-
proved the database of the standards, and therefore it is important to re-evaluate these
cross-sections taking into account new experimental data and improved evaluation tech-
niques. This continuous updating occurs through close interactions with parallel or-
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ganizations around the world, most notably with Europe (JEFF) [86], United States
(ENDF/B) [87], Japan (JENDL) [88], Russia (BROND) [89], China (CENDL) [90] and
with South Korea.
Organizations such as the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the Organi-
zation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)’s Nuclear Energy Agency
(NEA) [91] provide valuable forums for exchanging developments in evaluation, mea-
surement, and theory from laboratories across the world. The last evaluation of the
neutron cross section standard reactions and their energy ranges, included in the Nu-
clear Energy Agency Nuclear Data Committee/International Nuclear Data Committee
(NEANDC/INDC) Nuclear Standards File, are shown in table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Neutron cross section standards and their energy range, release 2017 [84].
Cross section Energy range standard
H(n,n) 1 keV to 20 MeV
3He(n,p) 0.0253 eV to 50 keV
6Li(n,t) 0.0253 eV to 1 MeV
10B(n,α1 γ) 0.0253 eV to 1 MeV
10B(n,α) 0.0253 eV to 1 MeV
C(n,n) 10 eV to 1.8 MeV
197Au(n,γ) 0.0253 eV and 200 keV to 2.5 MeV
235U(n,f) 0.0253 eV, 7.8 eV to 11 eV and 150 keV to 200 MeV
238U(n,f) 2 MeV to 20 MeV
The database for the standards still needs improvement. For example, from the ta-
ble it is evident that no cross section standard exists for incident energy region above
200 MeV, which is the present upper limit where absolute cross-sections exists. This led
the IAEA to issue a request for the new measurements of the neutron induced fission
cross sections, e.g. relative to n-p scattering, on uranium, bismuth, lead and pluto-
nium, which have the highest priority in establishing neutron induced fission reaction
standards above 200 MeV [92].
1.3.1 n-p scattering cross section
The n-p elastic scattering is considered the main reference reaction for fast neutrons
and its cross section was evaluated first and independently of the other neutron stan-
dards, therefore this cross section was treated as absolute in the evaluation process [93].
This is to say that this well known reaction is considered the standard reference for
many nuclear measurements [94].
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The increasing quality of neutron-induced nuclear reaction measurements has re-
quired, over the years, a high-quality evaluation of the n-p cross section and its uncer-
tainty.
From the quantum mechanical point of view, the differential cross section for elas-
tic scattering is given in terms of the scattering amplitude (for a detailed treatment
see [10]). Nucleon-nucleon scattering is the simplest two-body reaction and there are
different nuclear interaction methods to solve this problem. Among them the most used
is the method of partial waves in which the scattering amplitude is written as a sum of
contributions from different angular momenta, given in term of phase shifts. A descrip-
tion of this interaction relies on semiphenomenological N-N potentials, for example the
Bonn [95], Paris [96] and Nijmegen [97], which are based on meson exchange theory:
long-range nuclear forces in the N-N system are generated primarily by the exchange
of a virtual pion [98], short-range nuclear forces are reproduced by the exchange of
heavier mesons, such as sigma, omega and rho.
The first independent evaluation for the hydrogen cross-section obtained from a charge
independent R-matrix analysis of n-p and p-p experimental data below 30 MeV by
Dodder and Hale [100], was included in the ENDF/B-VI library [99]. In the high
energy region, in the 1991 the differential H(n,p) cross section was accepted by the
NEANDC/INDC [101] as a primary standard cross section in the energy range from
20 MeV to 350 MeV; at higher energies the opening of the inelastic channel is no longer
negligible. To that end the VL40 phase-shift energy-dependent solution obtained by
Arndt and collaborators [102, 103] was adopted. This charge-independent evaluation
has been carried out mainly on the basis of experimental information below 400 MeV,
by fitting a number of parameters to the existing database, with the aid of the gen-
eralized least-squares method and the phase-shift data. A fit to the n-p database is
impossible without the inclusion of polarization measurements and the p-p data to de-
fine the isovector component of the N-N interaction. VL40 provides an evaluation of
the following quantities: total cross section, elastic scattering cross section (including
angular distributions), inelastic (pion production) cross section (including angular dis-
tributions), capture cross section, covariance matrix of evaluated total cross section and
photon production cross section. However, some measurements, performed in the late
1900s and early 2000s, of the hydrogen angular distribution turned out not to be con-
sistent with the evaluation. Larger cross sections (of about 10%), measured at Uppsala
University [104], of the differential cross section H(n,p) at 96 MeV and 162 MeV have
a steeper angular shape in the backward direction, i.e. from 150◦ to 180◦, compared
with the evaluated shape given by the Arndt VL40 phase-shift solution. A similar
disagreement was observed at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) [105], in the energy
range from 280 MeV to 580 MeV. In view of these and other new data sets, Arndt et
al. [106, 107] updated the analysis of NN scattering evaluation, in which the energy
range was extended up to 1.6 GeV and later on to 2.5 GeV.
Currently an extensive database exists for nucleon-nucleon scattering, with measure-
ments from several laboratories worldwide. The full database includes all the available
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unpolarized and polarized measurements which are accessible through the online Scat-
tering Analysis Interactive Dial-in (SAID) facility [108]. The latest evolution of the
SAID database is summarized in [109], at present it contains 12,693 points of n-p
scattering and 24,916 for p-p scattering. These data sets make it possible a direct
scattering amplitude reconstruction at a number of energies and angles. The latest
phase shift solutions [109, 110] were generated using a new fit to the full database of
the p-p and n-p elastic scattering data: up to 3 GeV for p-p data, and 1.3 GeV for n-p
data. These new evaluations extend up to 3 GeV, in the laboratory reference frame,
with an uncertainty of the order of 5% thanks to the systematic studies performed at
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Cooler Synchrotron (COSY), Indiana Univer-
sity Cyclotron Facility (IUCF), Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF), Paul
Scherrer Institute (PSI), Saclay Proton Synchrotron (SATURN), TRI University Me-
son Facility (TRIUMF), Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory (TUNL), and other
facilities.
At present, there are several evaluations of the n-p cross sections below 20 MeV
(the largest difference is only ∼ 0.5%); the most widely known are the ENDF/B and
JENDL nuclear data files. The latest JENDL database, JENDL-4.0 [111], in the low
energy range, below 20 MeV, accepted the evaluation from ENDF/B-VII.0 [35]. While
in the JENDL/High Energy file [112] includes the n-p scattering cross section in the
high energy region, up to 3 GeV, taken from the Arndt phase-shift evaluation.
In conclusion, σnp is a standard cross section from 1 keV to 20 MeV; however, thanks
to its extensive database and the accurate evaluations, it is considered a valid reference
up to 3 GeV.
1.3.2 Fission reaction of 235U at neutron energy above 20 MeV
The neutron induced fission of 235U is one of the most important standard cross
sections, with the largest amount of experimental data. The wide energy range in
which the reaction is defined as reference together with the ease of use of the 235U(n,f)
cross-section makes this standard popular.
In the energy range between 20 MeV and 200 MeV the 235U(n,f) reaction is extensively
used as a reference for neutron flux evaluation in most of the fission cross sections
measurements performed for various applications, already illustrated in the previous
section 1.2 and ranging from the investigation of the biological effectiveness to the
measurement of high-energy neutron cross sections of relevance for accelerator-driven
nuclear systems or nuclear astrophysics. Despite its widespread use, however, the rec-
ommended 235U(n,f) cross section data at energies above 20 MeV are based on a small
set of measurements performed relative to the differential n-p scattering cross section,
which is the primary standard for neutron measurements. The reliable data available,
in that energy range, are from Nolte et al. [113] and Lisowski et al. [114] which are in
mutual agreement within the error bars, as shown in figure 1.7. On the basis of the data
of Lisowski et al. it was proposed by Carlson [115] to extend to 200 MeV the energy
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range where the fission cross section on 235U can be considered as a fission standard.
Nonetheless, in the high-energy region, the uncertainties in all the data sets are rather
large.
Above 200 MeV, the situation is even worse, because no data exist, and evaluations
rely on theoretical estimates using the 235U(p,f) reaction above 200 MeV as guidance.
Until a few years ago, JENDL/HE [116] evaluations were thought to be the most reliable
ones. But, recently, the International Atomic Energy Agency (Nuclear Data Section),
released a new evaluation [92] which is, at high energy, inconsistent with JENDL/HE.
Figure 1.7 shows a comparison of the JENDL/HE evaluation of the 235U(n,f) cross
section, the new IAEA evaluation [92] and the predictions based on intranuclear cascade
model INCL++ [118] coupled to the de-excitation model GEMINI++ [119] from [117].
Figure 1.7: The 235U(n,f) cross section from the JENDL/HE [116] and IAEA [92] evaluations, the
experimental data [113, 114] measured relative to the n-p cross section and a new theoretical
calculation [117] based on the intranuclear cascade model INCL++ [118] coupled to the
de-excitation model GEMINI++ [119].
Hence, there is a clear and long-standing demand from the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) to improve this situation of the neutron-induced fission reaction
on 235U for neutron energy between 20 MeV and 1 GeV.
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Chapter 2
The n_TOF facility at CERN
Neutron-induced fission reactions play a crucial role in a variety of fields of funda-
mental and applied nuclear science. Contributions to nuclear data come from a plethora
of experimental facilities based on different nuclear reactions capable of producing neu-
tron beams. An exploitable method is the spallation mechanism, which is a remarkably
powerful source of neutrons: in an infinite lead spallation target, one 20 GeV/c proton
may produce as many as 600 neutrons. This method, being characterized by a white
pulsed neutron source, requires to be flanked to the time-of-flight technique. Due to
their different constructions and operation modes, pulsed neutron sources have different
characteristics: the flight path length and the pulse width are related to the neutron
energy resolution of a facility. In this chapter the focus is on the neutron time-of-flight
facility n_TOF at CERN, whose characteristics make it particularly suited for high
accuracy and precision measurements.
2.1 Neutron beam production
As already highlighted in chapter 1, nuclear data and, in particular, neutron-induced
reactions are important for a number of research fields. In nuclear astrophysics, a re-
lated topic is the understanding of the formation of the nuclei present in the universe
and the origin of the chemical elements. Most nuclei heavier than iron are produced by
neutron capture in stellar nucleosynthesis [120, 121, 122, 123]. Neutron-induced reac-
tion cross sections reveal also the nuclear level structure in the vicinity of the neutron
binding energy of nuclei [124, 125]. In addition, neutron-induced reactions cross section
are a key ingredient for the safety and criticality assessment of nuclear technology, in-
cluding research on medical applications [126], radiation dosimetry, the transmutation
of nuclear waste, accelerator-driven systems, future Generation IV reactor systems and
nuclear fuel investigations [127, 128, 129].
Figure 2.1 shows the reaction cross sections for a typical heavy nucleus as a function
of the energy and in the lower panel several neutron energy spectra relevant for stel-
lar environments and applications (for instance fission and fusion) on the same energy
scale. Cross sections can be measured either at specific energies using mono-energetic
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Figure 2.1: Neutron-induced reaction cross sections for a typical heavy nucleus as a function of the
neutron kinetic energy (upper panel), together with characteristic neutron energy distri-
butions present in stellar environments and in technological applications (lower panel). All
distributions have been normalized to their maximum value. Figure from ref. [131].
neutron beams, or in the form of point-wise cross sections exploiting pulsed beams, or
as average values on a particular neutron spectrum. Clearly, energy dependent cross-
section measurements on a wide energy range, represent the most valuable option for
nuclear data. These measurements can be performed only by means of a pulsed white
neutron source that is optimised for the time-of-flight (TOF) method.
Pulsed neutron sources can be realized using electron- or proton-based accelerators.
In particular, electron-based accelerators provide high-energy electrons, which produce
Bremsstrahlung in a target made out of material with a high mass number (e.g. Ta,
Hg, or U). As a consequence, neutrons are produced via photonuclear reaction. On the
other hand, high-energy proton accelerators produce neutrons via spallation reactions
induced on massive targets. In this case the advantage is the very high yield of neutrons
per proton. In table 2.1 the most significative TOF facilities in the world are listed
together with their main characteristics. It is worth noticing that some facilities have
several measurement stations at different flight paths so that several experiments can
be performed in parallel.
2.1.1 The spallation mechanism
The spallation reaction is a process in which a light projectile with energy from a
few hundreds MeV to few GeV, interacts with a heavy nucleus causing the emission of a
large number of hadrons or fragments. The spallation can be thought of as a two-stage
process. In the first fast stage, which occurs in the first ∼ 10−22 s, the primary particle
reacts with individual nucleons inside the nucleus. The reaction creates an intranu-
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Table 2.1: Characteristics of the time-of-flight facilities used for cross-section measurements.
Facility Type Particle Target Pulse Frequency, Flight Path
Energy, MeV width, ns Hz length, m
GELINA [132] e− 80 - 140 U 1 40 - 800 10 - 400
(EC-JRC-IRMM, Belgium)
nELBE [133] e− 40 Pb 0.01 5×105 4
(HZDR, Germany)
ORELA [134] e− 140 Ta 2 - 30 1 - 1000 10 - 200
(ORNL, USA)
RPI [135] e− 60 Ta 7 - 5000 500 10 - 250
(Troy, NY, USA)
J-PARC/MLF-ANNRI [136] p 3×103 Hg 100 25 21, 28
(Tokai, Japan)
LANSCE -MLNSC [137] p 800 W 135 20 7 - 60
(LANL, USA)
LANSCE -WNR [137] p 800 W 0.2 13.9×103 8 - 90
(LANL, USA)
CSNS [138] p 1.6×103 W <400 25 2 - 19.5 - 30
(Dongguan, China)
n_TOF [130, 139] p 20×103 Pb 7 0.4 20 - 185
(CERN, Switzerland)
clear cascade of neutrons, protons, pions with the energy of a few hundreds MeV, while
barionic and mesonic resonances are produced at energy of few GeV; all the particles
generated are confined within the nucleus. Some particles, the ones with enough en-
ergy, escape from the nucleus, and are emitted mainly in the direction of the incident
particle. The energy of the trapped particles is redistributed equally inside the nucleus,
which is left in a highly excited state. In the second stage, about ∼ 10−16 s after the
primary reaction, the nuclear de-excitation takes place and the excited nucleus relaxes
by emitting light particles with energy less than 20 MeV. These particles (including
neutrons) are emitted isotropically during the evaporation process.
The key ingredients for a spallation neutron source, such as n_TOF, are the pro-
jectile beam, the target and the moderator. All these elements play a basic role in the
neutron yield, energy distribution spectrum and energy resolution:
• As a consequence of the neutron escape during the intranuclear cascade, the
overall neutron spectrum extends to energies up to that of the incident particles.
The energy and also the number of neutrons produced increase with increasing
energy of the projectile.
• The choice of a specific geometry and material of the spallation target used as
neutron source is a compromise among several parameters. First of all the number
of the neutrons outgoing in a spallation process. In addition, the energy depen-
dence of the neutron spectrum depends on the dimension and the material of the
spallation target. In fact spallation can occur in every nucleus, and the neutron
yield increases with the nuclear mass. The number of produced low-energy neu-
trons increase with the target dimension and reaches an asymptotic value. On
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the other hand, the requirements on the dimension of the neutron beam and its
halo at the detector station imply also strong constraints on the lateral size of
the target.
• The energy spectrum of neutrons released in a spallation neutron sources can
extend up to GeV; with 90% of the neutrons concentrated in the MeV region.
Therefore, because of the importance of reactions induced by thermal and low-
energy neutrons, a shift of several orders of magnitude is necessary. The neutron
slowing down is accomplished by elastic collisions with the atoms of a moderator
substance.
2.2 Time-of-flight method
The choice of spallation as production mechanism is natural when high energy pro-
ton or deuteron beam is available, considering the large number of neutrons produced
for each incident primary particle [140]. In the spallation process the initially fast neu-
trons can be moderated and a white spectrum of neutrons, covering an energy range
from meV to GeV. Therefore it is desirable to determine the energy of the neutrons
arriving in the experimental area, and eventually interacting with the target.
The time-of-flight technique is based on the determination of the velocity v of a neu-
tron from the time t it needs to travel a distance L. This time is derived from the
difference between the instant Ts, in which the neutron reaches and interact with the
sample, and the instant T0 in witch the neutron is generated in the spallation target.
At the n_TOF facility, for instance, the stop signal is obtained from the detection of
the reaction products which are emitted in the neutron-induced reaction, while the T0
represents the time the proton beam passes through a monitor placed just in front of
the entrance of the spallation target. The observed TOF tm becomes:
tm = (Ts − T0) + t0, (2.1)
where t0 is a time offset. This time offset, which is mostly due to a difference in
cable lengths, can be deduced from a measurement of the so-called γ-flash. Indeed
when the protons hit the spallation target, γ-rays and ultrarelativistic particles are
produced and, travelling along the beam line, reach the experimental area, eventually
generating a very large signal in all detectors.
The time of flight tm, defined in equation 2.1 is related to the velocity v of the neutron




tm + (tt + td)
(2.2)
where L is the distance between the outer surface of the neutron-producing target
and the sample placed in the experimental area or the front of the detector, tt is the
time difference between the moment that the neutron leaves the target and the moment
of creation and td is the time difference between the time of the detection of the reaction
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products and the moment the neutron enters the detector or the sample.
The neutron kinetic energy En can be expressed relativistically as:
En = Etot −mc2 = mc2(γ − 1). (2.3)





with c the speed of the light.
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. (2.5)
It is worth noticing that at low velocities (γ ≈ 1) the relative energy resolution is
twice the relative velocity resolution. The velocity resolution is a combination of the













The distance L can be determined by metric measurement with an uncertainty of
less than 1 mm. The TOF corresponding to a distance L, its uncertainty, depends on
tm, tt and td. As can be seen from equation 2.6 the longer the flight-path, the better
is the accuracy on the measured velocity, and therefore the energy resolution of the
spectrometer. A long flight-path, however, leads to a decrease in the neutron flux that
goes as L2. For this reason the length of baselines of the facilities are a compromise
between a energy resolution and neutron flux.
2.2.1 Resolution function of a Time-of-Flight spectrometer
A common feature of neutron time-of-flight facilities is the fact that neutrons of
a given energy do not leave the target-moderator assembly at the same time, thus
making the time-to-energy relation non univocal. Several independent experimental
components contribute to the fact that the time of flight t and the flight-path length
L for a neutron energy En are not fixed values but merely distributions:
• the finite duration, in time, of the accelerator burst of primary beam (which
affects T0);
• the moderation time in the target-moderator assembly (tt)
• the neutron transport in the sample (td)
• the time resolution of the detector and electronics (which affects Ts).
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The convolution of these distribution is known as the resolution function Rt(tm, ti).
The first and the last contributions, listed above, can be represented by a simple ana-
lytical function, like a normal distribution with a width independent of neutron energy.
The td component is typically negligible thanks to the small thickness of the sam-
ples. Therefore the broadening in time is dominated by the neutron transport in the
target-moderator assembly, which is non-Gaussian and in addition highly asymmetric.
Consequently, resolution functions strongly depends on the physics properties of the
target-moderator assembly (dimensions and materials). The distribution of this com-
ponent cannot be experimentally measured, however, it can be deduced from Monte
Carlo simulations or approximated by analytical expressions.
The effect of this spread in time is twofold: first of all, it broadens together with the
Doppler effect the observed widths of the resonances. Secondly, experimental data
result with an energy shift, due to the additional time spent by neutrons within the
target. Therefore the resolution function needs to be used for a precise time-to-energy
conversion. As schematically shown in figure 2.2, a neutron with real energy En cor-
Figure 2.2: In red, the ideal relation between the energy and the time of flight of a neutron related
to a fix flight path. In blue, the resolution function relates the ideal time-of-flight to the
measured one.
responds to an ideal time of flight ti for a fixed flight path L. The resolution function
Rt(tm, ti) relates the ideal time of flight to the measured one tm and transforms an




2.3 The n_TOF facility
The n_TOF facility is a pulsed neutron source based on the 20 GeV/c proton beam
from the CERN Proton Synchrotron accelerator (PS). Protons are accelerated towards a
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lead spallation target, yielding about 350 neutrons per incident proton [130]. Figure 2.3
shows schematically the CERN accelerator complex, responsible for the protons used
at n_TOF.
Figure 2.3: Layout of the n_TOF facility within the CERN accelerator complex. The LINAC feeds
the PS-Booster, which accelerates the PS protons of 1.4 GeV/c up to 20 GeV/c. The beam
is extracted and sent to the n_TOF spallation target in bunches of 7×1012 protons.
The n_TOF experimental program [131, 142] is focused on measurements of neu-
tron cross-sections for three main categories of reactions: a) fission reactions, which
are important for development of advanced nuclear systems [143]; b) radiative capture
reactions, which are relevant to nuclear astrophysics and for the design and operation
of nuclear reactors [144]; c) charged particle emission reactions which are relevant to
applications [145], such as Boron Neutron Capture Therapy, fusion and nuclear astro-
physics [146].
The history of n_TOF has started in the years between 1995 and 1997 from an idea pro-
posed by Carlo Rubbia [141]. The facility became fully operational in 2001. Two differ-
ent target-moderator assemblies have been used until now. During Phase-1 (2001-2004)
a first spallation target consisted of lead block with a total volume of 80×80×60 cm3.
After the first four years of operation, in which data were taken for 36 nuclides in cap-
ture and fission experiments,the target had to be replaced due to corrosion problems
caused by insufficient cooling. At the end of a four-year halt and a complete upgrade of
the neutron production target, the facility resumed operation at the end of 2008 till the
end of 2012 (n_TOF-Phase-2). At the beginning of the second experimental campaign
(n_TOF Phase-2), the experimental area was upgraded to a Work Sector Type A,
with a series of safety and monitoring systems, in order to make measurements of high-
activity samples without certified sealing possible. This key modification was essential
to exploit the full potential of the facility. 18 reactions were studied during Phase-2, in
addition to capture and fission measures, the research activity was extended to (n,α)
measurements. During the so called CERN long shutdown 1, a second experimental
area has been constructed in the period from May 2013 to July 2014. Afterwards the
n_TOF Phase-3 started and finished the end of the 2018. Neutron-induced fission,
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radiative capture and charged particle emission of 38 nuclides were measured in the
two experimental areas in Phase-3.
Figure 2.4: Schematic view of the two beam lines of the n_TOF facility. The first experimental area
(EAR-1) is located horizontally at the nominal distance of 185 m from the neutron source,
while the experimental area (EAR-2) is located at 90◦ with respect to the proton beam
direction with a flight path of about 20 m. The two different spallation targets are shown
in the top inset. Picture from reference [131].
Thanks to the high-energy and high peak current of PS, in combination with the
massive Pb target, a very high instantaneous neutron flux is available in EAR-1 and
EAR-2. In addition the energy range spans over eleven orders of magnitude from ther-
mal energy to GeV. A scheme of the facility is given in figure 2.4.
2.3.1 The n_TOF spallation source
As already mentioned above, the first key ingredient is the proton accelerator, which
allows n_TOF to play a major role in the field of neutron cross-section measurements.
The main characteristics of the PS are the high proton energy, the high current and the
small repetition rate. The PS can accelerate high intensities up to 7×1012 ppp (protons
per pulse) in form of short pulses. The machine operates in the so-called supercycle
mode, during which various bunches can be delivered to several users/experiments.
The duration of the supercycle is limited by the spallation-target temperature and
radioactivity. At maximum 4 proton bunches in a supercycle can be delivered to the
n_TOF spallation target, reducing the repetition rate down to 0.25 - 0.40 Hz; anyhow
it never exceed 0.8 Hz, corresponding to bunches separated by 1.2 s. The PS beam is
optimized for the n_TOF facility, in particular by reducing the bunch time width from
the original 13 ns down to 7 ns (rms), with the aim of increasing the time resolution of
the neutron beam.
The small time width and repetition rate of the proton bunch allow measurements to
be made over long times of flight, and therefore low energies, without any overlap into
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the next neutron cycle. The large energy range that can be measured at once is one of
the key characteristics of the facility.
The proton beam is extracted from the PS and sent onto the spallation target by
using a fast extraction system. The proton beam can be delivered on target in two
different operational modes:
• Dedicated mode: a 7×1012 proton bunch at 20 GeV/c is sent to the target during
a 1.2 s PS cycle fully dedicated to n_TOF. The bunch time distribution has a
gaussian shape and a width of 7 ns.
• Parasitic mode: during the ramping of a slow ejection cycle for the East Hall,
before reaching 24 GeV, at the 19 GeV energy a ∼ 3.5×1012 proton bunch is
extracted from the PS and sent to n_TOF.
The proton intensity sent onto the target is measured pulse by pulse through a
Beam Current Transformer (BCT) located about 6 meters upstream with respect to
the spallation target in the proton beam line. The digitized value of the beam intensity
is available to the users in the PS control system. As for all the other transformers
in the PS complex, the value of the proton intensity is checked by performing period-
ical calibration procedures. In order to detect any drift of BCT, the signal given by
a resistive Wall Current Monitor (WCM) also named PKUP, is recorded [130]. This
latter monitor, mounted immediately after the BCT, provides a pulse proportional to
the instantaneous proton beam intensity. In conclusion, the WCM signal is used both
for normalization purpose and for calibration of the time of flight.
The n_TOF spallation target installed in 2008 consists of a 1.3 ton monolithic
cylindrical block of lead, with length of 40 cm and diameter of 60 cm. The spallation
target is surrounded by a separate cooling circuit resulting in a 1 cm water layer in
the beam direction, followed by an exchangeable moderator with a thickness of 4 cm.
The cooling system is a pressurized circuit ensuring a water flow sufficient to keep the
temperature at the lead surface at a value sufficiently lower than the water boiling
point. Demineralized water is used as a moderator, as well as water with a saturated
10B-solution (H2O + 1.28% H3BO3) in order to reduce the number of 2.2 MeV γ
rays from H(n,γ)2H, which would otherwise form an important contribution to the
background.
In summary, the high momentum and the high peak current of the proton bunches
are responsible for the very high number of neutrons per protons burst, also referred
to as instantaneous neutron flux.
2.4 The first experimental area (EAR-1)
The first experimental area [147] begins at 182.3 m from the spallation target and
is designed to clean as much as possible the neutron beam from the secondary particles
largely produced in the spallation reactions. Firstly, the beam line is shifted by an angle
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of 10◦ with respect to the incident proton beam direction. This solution minimizes the
number of undesired secondary particles towards EAR-1. In particular, γ rays and
light charged particles are mainly produced in the forward direction. The neutron
beam line is kept under vacuum with a pressure in the tube is less than 1 mbar. Along
the neutron flight path, sketched in figure 2.5, several elements are placed in order to
minimize the background and to shape the neutron beam. It is worth mentioning the
Figure 2.5: Schematic view of the n TOF neutron beam line from the spallation target to the beam
dump of EAR-1 (distances are given in meters).
sweeping magnet (200 cm long, 44 cm gap and 3.6 Tm field), placed at 145 m from
the spallation target, which deflects the charged particles remaining in the beam with
a momentum up to 10 GeV/c, and a iron and concrete shielding that stop particles
travelling around the beam. Two collimators are also present to shape the neutron
beam: the diameter of the beam tube is progressively reduced from 800 mm at the exit
of the spallation target to 400 mm before the first collimator. From the entrance of the
second collimator (175 m from the exit from the target) to the experimental area the
diameter of the tube is reduced to 200 mm. The diameter of the second collimator can
be chosen between 18 mm (with 235 cm of steel plus 50 cm of borated polyethylene)
and 80 mm (with 50 cm of borated polyethylene plus 125 cm of steel plus 75 cm of
borated polyethylene) to meet the requirements of each measurement.
The beam line extends 10 m beyond the end of the experimental area and ends
in a beam dump consisting of a 49×49×47 cm3 polyethylene block containing three
radiation monitors. More details can be found in Ref. [148, 149].
Resolution Function
The experimental campaign of measurement of 235U(n,f) is focused on the high en-
ergy region, from few MeV to 1 GeV, where no resolved resonances are present, therefore
the only effect to take into account, due to the moderation time, tt, (introduced in the
section 2.2.1) is the energy shift. Therefore the TOF expressed in equation 2.1 should
be corrected to:
TOFm = tm + tt (2.8)
where tt, as mentioned above, is the time difference between the time when the proton
enters the spallation target and the time the neutron escapes from the target and
the moderator system. The moderation time was simulated combining two different
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Monte Carlo codes, FLUKA [150] and MCNP [151]. Figure 2.6 shows the resolution
functions due to the neutron transport in the target-moderator assembly obtained
from simulations. These distributions clearly show a strong dependence on the neutron
energy. The response functions of a TOF spectrometer can be expressed in terms
of time or equivalent distance λ(En), which is the effective distance travelled by the
neutron in the target-moderator system before entering the beam line. With this
piece of information, the flight path travelled by a neutron detected at a given time
can be expressed as the sum of a fixed geometrical length L and an additional small
length λ(En) that is a function of neutron energy and accounts for the distribution
of neutron energies for a given time of flight. The equivalent distance is defined as
λ(En) = vtt, where v is the velocity of the neutron at the moment it escapes from
the target-moderator assembly. This transformation of variables results in probability
distributions of λ(En) which are less dependent on the neutron energy and they are
confined into a narrow range, as shown in the right panel of figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Left panel: Probability distribution of the time tt that a neutron spends travelling in the
target-moderator system of n_TOF. Right panel: Probability distribution of the equivalent
distance λ that a neutron travels in the target-moderator assembly of n_TOF.
Figure 2.7: Resolution function at the EAR-1 sample position (185 m) obtained from FLUKA sim-
ulations. It is expressed as a distribution of the equivalent distance as a function of the
neutron energy, in the energy range from thermal to 10 GeV.
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Therefore the resolution function for a given incident neutron energy can be easily
transformed into equivalent distributions in either energy, time, or distance by using
the conservation of probability
RE (En) dEn = Rt (t) dt = RL (L) dL (2.9)
where En, L and t are mutually related.
The resolution function obtained from FLUKA is shown in figure 2.7. At high energies
the spectrum of the moderation distance is squeezed to a constant value of 56 cm. At
this energy no moderation occurs, all particles travel at about the speed of light and
the so-called moderation time just represents the travelling time between the entrance
side of the target and the exit side from the moderator.
2.4.1 Uncertainties on the neutron energy
Because the moderation is a stochastic process, there is an intrinsic uncertainty
associated with the moderation time (∆t), or, equivalently, an uncertainty in the flight
path (∆λ), defined as:
∆λ = v ×∆t. (2.10)
This leads to an uncertainty in the reconstructed energy. The main contributions
to the uncertainty in the distance ∆L are related to the determination of the total
flight-path, i.e. the geometrical term plus λ(E). For each energy a distribution of
the moderation length is obtained from simulations, so that, in order to evaluate this
last contribution we can use the peak and the RMS of the λ distribution. Although
the difference between the two in terms of ∆λ may not be negligible, the difference
in energy resolution is small. In addition, the time uncertainty ∆t is due to the 7-ns
proton bunch-width of the proton pulse. Figure 2.8 shows ∆λ, and the relative ∆E as
a function of neutron energy. As can be seen, the moderation time is dominant in the
low energy region, while above few MeV the finite duration of the primary burst gives
the greatest uncertainty. As a consequence of the long flight-path, EAR-1 allows an
excellent relative energy resolution ranging from 10−4 to 10−2 at a neutron energy of
1 eV and 1 GeV respectively.
2.4.2 Background conditions
The spallation process as well as the absorption of neutrons in the moderators are
responsible for a sizable production of γ-rays and charged particles, and a fraction
reaches the experimental hall. While charged particles are removed from the beam
by placing a magnet along the beam line, neutrons and γ-rays can be only minimized
by geometrical consideration. Produced photons can be separated into two groups: a
prompt component resulting from the spallation process with times t < 1 µs, and a
delayed component arriving at time t ≥ 1 µs up to a few 100 µs. The latter is due
to thermal neutron capture by elements present in the moderator and the lead target.
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Figure 2.8: Monte Carlo simulation of the two main contributions of the neutron resolution at 185 m
from the target: the moderation time (taking into account the peak of the distribution,
in black, or the RMS, in red) and the duration of the primary pulse. The 7 ns resolution
due to the proton beam dominates the resolution above neutron energy of few MeV (figure
from [148]).
The corresponding time-of-flight distributions of the photons arriving in the first ex-
perimental hall are displayed in figure 2.9.
The prompt component is the so called γ-flash, arriving in the detector area about
617 ns (= L/c) after the proton beam hit the spallation target. However, the term
γ-flash is somewhat misleading because it refers to ultrarelativistic particles, photons
and a halo of photons and charged particles produced by the interaction of the high
energy neutrons and photons with the second collimator. All these components affect
each of the detectors used at n_TOF, therefore, the γ-flash provides a mean of accu-
rately measuring the t0 of each pulse (see Section 2.2). Its presence has also a drawback:
detectors are blinded to high energy neutrons. The paralyzing effect due to this first
signal is different in each detector and depends on the detector type i.e. the sensitivity
to γ rays and its position with respect to the beam.
2.5 The second experimental area (EAR-2)
The second experimental area, EAR-2 [152, 153, 139], is a complementary and
independent area with respect to EAR-1. EAR-2 has been just built perpendicularly
to the spallation target, at much shorter distance of 20 m than the first measuring
station, i.e. 20 m from the target. A schematic view of the new beam line is presented
in figure 2.10.
Following the same idea of the first beam line, also along the second one a permanent
magnet is placed to deviate all the undesirable charged particles. Two collimators are
present to shape the neutron beam. In details, a first 1 m cylindrical collimator made
of iron is located about 10 m from the spallation target. A second 3 m long collimator
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Figure 2.9: Time of arrival of photons and neutrons in EAR-1, when the capture collimation is used
with either water or borated water as moderator. The role of borated water in the reduction
of in-beam γ-rays in the keV region is cleary visible. Picture from reference [149].
is placed immediately below the floor of EAR-2 and contains a Pb shielding for in-beam
γ rays. After crossing the experimental area, the neutron beam is dumped in a heavy
structure on top of the EAR-2 building. This beam dump consists of an iron core
which slows down fast neutrons, surrounded by borated polyethylene that thermalizes
and finally captures most of the neutrons in the vertical beam.
Figure 2.10: Layout of the second experimental area and the vertical beam line (distances are given in
meters).
The extremely high neutron flux in EAR-2, approximately a factor of 25 higher than
in EAR-1, allows us to perform challenging measurements that cannot be carried out
anywhere else. In particular, it makes it possible to perform experiments with samples
of very small mass (< 1 mg) and to measure the neutron cross-section of unstable iso-
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topes with very high specific activity, i.e. with half-life as short as a few years, thanks
to a drastic improvement of the signal-to-background ratio. The possibility of using
samples with a mass smaller than 1 mg is essential for reducing the activity of isotopes
with short half-life, or in case of rare materials.
Like EAR-1, the second experimental area is classified as Class A Laboratory, ade-
quate for handling unsealed radioactive material.
2.6 Neutron beam characteristics
Accurate measurements of neutron-induced reaction cross-sections require a very
good knowledge of the various features of the neutron beam in the experimental area, in
particular its resolution function and its energy spectrum: the total number of neutrons
entering the area as a function of energy, the spatial beam profile and the neutron and
γ-ray background in and outside the beam. For this reason, a measurement campaign
specifically devoted to the neutron beam characterisation has been performed for each
spallation target installed so far at n_TOF. In particular, a large effort is dedicated to
neutron flux measurements in both experimental areas.
The neutron flux has been determined by means of reference reactions, in partic-
ular the 6Li(n,α), 10B(n,α) and 235U(n,f) ones, using different detection systems for
different energy ranges. More details on the measurements and on the neutron flux
characterisation for the second spallation target (2008 - 2018) can be found in ref. [154]
for EAR-1 and in ref. [155] for EAR-2.
The experimental data were flanked by Monte Carlo simulations with the FLUKA,
MCNP radiation transport codes and with GEANT4 [156, 157]. The good agreement
between data and simulations, provides the validation of the latter, thus allowing one
to extract further information that is not experimentally accessible, as is the case, e.g.,
for the neutron moderation in the target-moderator assembly. In fact, the neutron flux
is the main experimental quantity that can be used to benchmark the simulations.
The evaluated neutron fluxes of the two experimental areas are reported in fig-
ure 2.11 per unit of lethargy (dn/dlnE).
A comparison of the neutron beam characteristics in the two experimental areas is
reported in table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Comparison of the main features of the two experimental areas operation at n_TOF.
EAR-1 EAR-2
Neutron flux 106 n/bunch 107 n/bunch
Energy range 25 meV - 1 GeV 10 meV - 100 MeV
Energy resolution 10−4-10−2 10−3-10−2
Beam size (FWHM) 3 or 8 cm 3 cm
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Figure 2.11: The number of neutrons per equidistant logarithmic energy bin., i.e. per unit of lethargy,
(dn/dlnE) per 7 × 1012 protons on target. The reported value is integrated over the full
Gaussian beam profile with a nominal FWHM of 18 mm in EAR-1 and 21 mm in EAR-2,
as seen at the sample position at nominal distances of 185 m (EAR-1) and 20 m (EAR-2).
Together with the high instantaneous neutron flux and the wide energy range, the
high energy resolution represents the main advantages of the n_TOF neutron beams
for measurements of neutron-induced fission cross-sections. In particular, the high
resolution of EAR-1 allows us to perform measurements with high accuracy, while the
high flux of EAR-2 is fundamental for measurements with high-activity and/or low
mass samples, as it minimises the background related to the natural radioactivity of
the sample, and allows one to collect high-quality data.
In summary, the two experimental areas can be considered complementary to each
other, and a combination of data collected in both areas can provide, in some cases for
the first time, high-accuracy and high-resolution data in a wide energy range.
2.7 The data acquisition system (DAQ)
The n_TOF data acquisition system must meet some key requirements related to
the main features of the facility. First of all the acquisition time window for each PS
pulse corresponds to the whole neutron energy range, i.e. from a few µs before the
γ-flash for approximately 100 ms (corresponding to the TOF of a 0.01 eV neutrons in
EAR-1). This also corresponds to the longest time window since the travel path to the
EAR-2 is only of 20 m, which gives an acquisition time window of about 10 ms. The
acquisition is triggered by the PS timing signal and the data samples have be trans-
ferred to the memory of the host controller before the next acquisition starts again 1.2 s
later. The Data Acquisition System (DAQ) of the n_TOF facility, presented in detail
in Ref. [158], is fully digital, flexible and almost dead-time free. The main advantage
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of such a system is that it allows the offline analysis of the digitized pulses. By using
dedicated pulse shape analysis (more details can be found in the next section), the
pile-up and background events can be identified. Indeed this DAQ architecture has
the exclusive capability to sample and store the full analogue waveform of the detector
signals for each neutron pulse.
Each DAQ unit hosts several high sampling Data Acquisition Cards (DAC) as well as
the high speed writing local storage able to sustain the raw data bandwidth related
to a maximum acquisition window. It guarantees a data buffer for 3 days of acqui-
sition in nominal operation conditions, to overcome network traffic issues in the data
transfer to the CERN Advanced STORage manager (CASTOR) [159] . A scalable and
versatile data acquisition system has been designed based on SPDevices ADQ412DC
and ADQ14DC-4C modules, which has been developed with special attention to the
neutron beam repetition rates.
The main characteristics of the two models are similar and are summarized in the
table 2.3.
Table 2.3: n_TOF DAQ Cards characteristics, expressed using: Programming Power Voltage (VPP)
and GigaSamples (GS) and MegaSamples (MS).
ADQ412DC DQ14DC-4C
Resolution 12 bit 14 bit
Full Scale Input Range (FSR) 0.1 - 5 Vpp 0.05 - 5 Vpp
Sampling frequency & 1.8 GS/s 4-ch
1.0 GS/s 4-chN. of channels 3.6 GS/s 2-ch
On board Memory Size 175 MS/ch 256 MS/ch
The data acquired are in the form of raw data files, consisting mainly of the digitized
detector signals. These files are sent to a temporary disk pool close to the measurement
station and, once closed, they are transferred to CASTOR tape system for final storage
and further processing.
For the 235U(n,f) reaction cross-section measurement 41 channels of DQ14DC-4C
digitizers working at 1 GSamples/s were used. In addition a fast zero-suppression
algorithm selects only those data with an amplitude above an user-defined threshold
for each channel, reducing in this way the amount of data to be stored.
2.8 Pulse Shape Analysis
Once stored in digital form, the electronic signals are accessible for offline analysis in
order to obtain the time-of-flight and pulse height information. A general purpose Pulse
Shape Analysis (PSA) framework [160] was developed and adopted at n_TOF for this
purpose. The routine is characterized by a minimal number of explicit assumptions
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about the nature of the signals and is based on a pulse template adjustment, thus
aiming at being applicable to a wide range of detectors.
By independently setting and editing the 23 parameters used by the PSA routine it is
possible to: a) define the baseline trend, b) suppress the noise, c) identify signals and
their shape and d) extract the physical information (amplitude, area, polarity, width,
time of arrival etc.) from the pulses (including the one produced by γ-flash).
The pulse recognition is based on the signal derivative. The first derivative is calculated
as the difference between a set of user-defined N points taken for integration, using the




(si+j − si−j) (2.11)
where P is the total number of point composing the recorded signal. To obtain a
straightforward implementation of this algorithm a recursive relationship is necessary,
implementing this calculation a number of times proportional to N×P. After derivation,
the signals have a bipolar shape and the peak discrimination is carried out by applying
some conditions to the signal polarity. Pulses are recognized in the signal when their
derivative crosses a certain predefined threshold value. A signal candidate is identified
when a consecutive four threshold crossing occurs, the first two occurring at negative
values and the last two at positive ones (in case of negative polarity, otherwise it
is requires the opposite). This principle was implemented in order to facilitate the
recognition of signals in case of the low pulses or very high pileup. The final step is
to reconstruct a clean signal by subtracting the baseline, also reconstructed through
calculation, and applying the eliminating conditions. The final waveform reconstruction
takes also into account a user defined amplitude threshold as an eliminating condition
to discriminate real events from noise.
Figure 2.12 shows an example of each step used in the pulse shape analysis routine. In
the top panel there is the raw movie; in the one the middle panel shows the derivative
and the two green lines represent the thresholds set for the signal recognition. Finally,
the bottom panel, shows the clean signals after the baseline subtraction.
After baseline subtraction, the amplitude, area, status of the pileup and timing
properties such as the time of arrival are determined for each pulse. The n_TOF pulse
recognition framework provides the possibility of performing numerical pulse shape fit-
ting in each identified signal given a user specified pulse shape. By pulse shape we
refer to the template pulse of a fixed form, given by the tabulated set of points (ti, pi),
where ti is the time coordinate of the i-th point and pi is its height. The quality of the
fit is evaluated at each alignment point by means of a reduced χ2. This procedure is
mandatory for high counting rates, where the signal overlapping is frequent, since the
amplitude and timing information can be extracted much more reliably. In fact, when
the time difference between two signals is short enough to cause pile-up, the second
pulse lies in the tail of the first one and it is evident that the amplitude of each signal
would be overestimated unless a pulse shape fitting is used.
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Figure 2.12: The signal recognition from the raw input (top panel) is based on the calculation of the
first derivative (middle panel). The clean signal (bottom panel) is then calculated after
the subtraction of the baseline.
Therefore, for instance, in case of pileup of two signals, the number of different signals
present is initially identified using the derived spectrum and the set parameters. Sub-
sequently both the amplitude and the area under the pulse are determined from the
best fitted result; therefore the optimal fitted Pulse Shape is subtracted from the signal
before proceeding to the next pulse in line, thus correcting for pileup.
In general the area under the pulse may be calculated by simple signal integration
or from a pulse shape fit while the extraction of the timing properties relies on the
digital implementation of the constant fraction discrimination, with a constant fraction
factor of 30%.
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Chapter 3
The measurement of 235U(n,f)
cross section at the n_TOF
facility
A precise and accurate measurement of the 235U(n,f) cross-section relative to n-p
elastic scattering was performed in September 2018 at the CERN n_TOF facility. The
energy distribution of the n_TOF neutron beam is one of the features that finally allow
the determination of the absolute cross section of the fission reaction at high energy, for
the first time. The setup was designed to measure simultaneously the fission reaction
by means of two fission detectors and the neutron flux using three different recoil proton
telescopes. The measurement is rather challenging in particular as regards the neutron
flux detection; therefore, the three telescopes were designed and developed for this
measurement by the n_TOF collaboration. The method used to measure neutron-
induced the fission cross sections and the complete experimental setup used in the
experimental campaign are described here in detail.
3.1 Neutron cross section measurement
The probability that a nuclear reaction takes place can be expressed in term of
the cross section. Considering a neutron travelling a distance dx in a material with N





R representing the reaction rate produced by the neutron flux per unit time Φ crossing
the sample. The cross section varies according to the type of the target nucleus, to the
type of the reaction involved and to the kinetic energy of the projectile.
Neutron-induced reactions that compete with each other are mainly: elastic scattering,
inelastic scattering, neutron capture and fission. The total cross-section (σTOT ) for a
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nucleus can be expressed as a sum of the above mentioned contributions:
σTOT = σel + σin + σγ + σf . (3.2)
In the first stage of many nuclear reactions, the neutron combines with the target
nucleus to form an excited compound nucleus (CN). The decay mode and the decay
probabilities of CN are independent of the formation of the compound nucleus itself. For
example, the fission cross section, σf , is a measure of the probability that a compound
nucleus decays through fission. In a fission reaction the CN splits into two fission
fragments (FFs) together with an average number of neutrons which is typically 2 or 3.
In such reaction the atomic number (Z) and the atomic mass (A) are always preserved.
The experimental value of a fission cross section in equation 3.1 depends on the number
of counts recorded by the detector for the isotope under investigation C(En), for a given





For the analysis of absolute measurements of neutron-induced reaction cross sections,
the simultaneous measurement of the instantaneous flux is essential, as shown in equa-
tion 3.3.
The fission cross section is obtained from the ratio between the number of detected fis-
sion events and the events coming from the reaction used to measure the flux, according







where subscript f refers to the fission detector and subscript st refers to the neutron
flux detector based on a cross section standard.
3.2 Neutron flux detection
In the case of the n_TOF beam, the neutron flux is defined as the number of
neutrons per incident proton pulse (neutrons per bunch) and integrated over the full
spatial beam-profile arriving at the experimental area with a given energy. In other
words, a flux measurement based on standard cross sections is essentially reaction
cross section measurement using a converter target irradiated by a neutron beam. As
a consequence the reaction yield is obtained by counting the number of the events due






where Cϕ(En) is the counting rate corrected for dead time and background, A is the
effective area of the sample seen by the incident neutron beam, Ω is the solid angle
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subtended by the detection system, ε is the efficiency of the detector and Φ(En) is the
incident neutron flux. The theoretical yield for the reaction under investigation is:




which reduces to nσst when nσtot is small. In equation 3.6 n is the areal number
density of the sample and σst and σtot are, respectively, the standard cross section
of the reaction of interest and the total cross section for the isotope used as neutron
converter.
Combining equation 3.5 and equation 3.6 one obtains that the energy dependence





where Nϕ is a normalization factor which groups together the quantities independent
of energy.
Several factors have to be considered in searching for the most appropriate reaction
to be used for flux monitoring. First, the cross section for the reaction must be as
large as possible, so that efficient detectors can be built with small dimensions. Second,
since gamma-rays are often present with neutrons beams, the higher is the Q-value, the
greater is the energy carried by the reaction products, and the discrimination between
them and the background becomes more effective.
The cross section of a neutron reaction, is regulated by strong interaction and, in
most materials, is a strong function of neutron energy, it is therefore appropriate to
choose different reference reactions based on the energy range of interest. In first
approximation, it is possible to classify neutrons according to their kinetic energy:
1. slow neutrons, when the kinetic energy ranges from thermal to about a few keV;
2. fast neutrons, above.
For slow neutrons, the detectors used to measure the neutron flux are based on
the detection of the secondary events produced by a nuclear reaction, such as (n,p),
(n,α), (n,γ), (n,f) or on the nuclear scattering from light charged particles, which are
detected.
Figure 3.1 shows the neutron energy dependence of the cross section of the most
popular reactions for the conversion of slow neutrons into directly detectable particles:
3He(n,p), 10B(n,α), 6Li(n,α). These large and structureless cross sections are propor-
tional to 1/v over a large energy range; since they are considered as a standard, see
table 1.1, they are widely used in neutron flux detectors.
The 10B(n,α) reaction can may be written:
10B + n −→
{ 7Li+ α 2.792 MeV (ground state)
7Li∗ + α 2.310 MeV (excited state)
(3.8)
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Figure 3.1: Cross section versus neutron energy for some reactions of interest in neutron detection.
Data from ENDF/B-VIII.0 [161].
where the right-hand side indicates that the reaction product 7Li may be left either
in its ground state or in its first excited state. When thermal neutrons are used to
induce the reaction, about 94% of all interactions lead to the excited state and only
6% directly to the ground state.
Another popular reaction for the detection of slow neutrons is the (n, α) reaction on
6Li. The reaction proceeds only to the ground state of the product and the Q-value is
4.78 MeV:
6Li+ n −→3 H + α. (3.9)
The last widely isotope used is 3He:
3He+ n −→3 H + p. (3.10)
The thermal neutron cross section for this reaction is 5330 barns, significantly higher
than that for boron and lithium reactions, with a Q-value of 764 keV. Although 3He is
commercially available, its cost is relatively high.
The fission cross sections of 233U, 235U, 239Pu are relatively large at low neutron
energies, for instance the cross section of 235U(n,f) at the thermal point is 584 barns,
and thus these materials can be used for slow neutron detectors. One characteristic of
the fission reaction is its extremely large Q-value (∼ 200 MeV), which enables a very
clear discrimination between the fission fragments and background particles.
In principle, the reactions used to detect slow neutrons, could be applied to detect
the fast neutrons as well; however, as for example shown in figure 3.1, the probability
that a neutron induces one of these reactions decreases rapidly with increasing neutron
energy.
Therefore, fast neutron detectors must use a modified or completely different detec-
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tion scheme to provide a significant detection efficiency. A common conversion process
useful to measure the number of fast neutrons while preserving the information about
their kinetic energy is the elastic scattering with light nuclei. In this interaction an
incident neutron transfers a portion of its kinetic energy to the target nucleus, thus
giving rise to a recoil nucleus. The energy that can be transferred from a slow neutron
is therefore very small, and the resulting recoil nuclei are too low in energy to generate
a significant detector signal. Once the neutron energy reaches the keV range, however,
recoil nuclei can be detected directly and assume a large importance for fast neutron
detection. Hydrogen, deuterium and helium can be used as target nuclei, though hy-
drogen is the effective. The cross section for neutron elastic scattering with hydrogen is
quite large and its energy dependence is accurately known. More important, however,
is the fact that an incident neutron can transfer up to its entire energy in a single colli-
sion (see equation 3.13, below). Recoil nuclei that result from neutron elastic scattering
from ordinary hydrogen are called recoil protons [162]. For incoming neutrons with non-
relativistic kinetic energy conservation of momentum and energy in the center-of-mass
system gives the following relation for the energy of the recoil nucleus:
ER =
2A
(1 +A)2 (1− cosΘ)En (3.11)
where A is the the mass of the target nucleus, En and ER are the incoming neutron
kinetic energy and the recoil nucleus kinetic energy respectively, expressed in the lab-
oratory system, Θ is the scattering angle of the neutron in the center of mass system
and ϑ is the scattering angle of the recoil nucleus in the laboratory system. To con-






which, when combined with equation 3.11, gives the following relation for the recoil





From equation 3.13 one can deduce that the energy given to the recoil nucleus is
uniquely determined by the scattering angle. When the recoil is emitted almost perpen-
dicular to the incoming neutron direction, equation 3.13 predicts that the recoil energy
is near zero. At the other extreme, in a head-on collision of the incoming neutron with
the target nucleus, the target will transfer the maximum possible recoil energy; in the
case of hydrogen (A=1) the maximum energy is all the energy of the incident neu-
tron. Devices based on the proton detection, from the neutron-hydrogen interaction,
and on the narrow selection of recoil directions are generally known as Proton Recoil
Telescopes (RPTs) [163, 164, 165].
From equation 3.13, the energy of recoil protons observed at an angle ϑ with respect
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to the incoming neutron direction is given by:
Ep = En cos2ϑ. (3.14)
Equations 3.11 - 3.14 can be extended in the relativistic regime, as required in the
present measurement, however, here for the sake of clarity they are discussed in the
non relativistic case.
3.3 Proton Recoil Telescope
As discussed in the first chapter, the energy range of interest for the fission mea-
surement under investigation is from 10 MeV to 1 GeV, therefore the reaction to be
exploited for neutron flux measurement is n-p elastic scattering. The experimental
setup was composed by 3 RPTs in order to cover the total energy range of interest and
reduce the systematic uncertainties.
A telescope for proton recoil in its simplest form is composed by a radiator of a hy-
drogenous material such as polyethylene and a proton detector. In this configuration,
neutrons impinge on the radiator, whose thickness is kept small compared to the range
of the lowest energy recoil proton to be measured. The angle ϑ at which recoil protons
are observed is defined by positioning a detector at a given distance from the radiator.
Because of the cos2ϑ fall-off of recoil proton energy, the detector is usually positioned at
a small angle with respect to the neutron direction but large enough to avoid neutron-
induced background events from the primary beam in the detector. In figure 3.2 there
Figure 3.2: A proton recoil telescope, as sketched in [9].
is a scheme of a common proton recoil telescope, in which a very thin ∆E detector is
placed in front of a thicker E detector, which fully stops the recoil protons. A proton
recoil telescope could, in principle, use a single detector. However, the use of multiple
detectors in coincidence allows one to reduce the background of secondary particles,
i.e. γ-rays and charge particles, produced by the neutrons either in the target or in
the detectors. Two signals, in the ∆E and E detector, are considered to be in coin-
cidence if the time difference between the two, ∆t, falls inside a selected window. In
order to reduce the probability of random coincidences, the ∆t window must be set as
small as possible. By operating the two detectors in coincidence, only particles coming
from the radiator are recorded. The sum of the two signals is proportional to the total
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proton energy. This type of detector is often used as particle identifier exploiting the
information on energy deposition in each detector. The stopping power for a particle
with charge z in a material characterized by atomic number Z and mass number A, is


















where v = βc is the particle velocity. In the non-relativistic approximation (β << 1),
∆E is proportional to v−2 and the equation 3.15, for a particle with energy E and mass













where K1 and K2 are constant. Since the logarithmic term is not very sensitive to the
energy variation it can be incorporated in the constant obtaining:
∆E · E = kz2M (3.17)
where k is a constant that depends on the absorption capacity of the material. From
the equation 3.17 it is clear that plotting the energy loss from the particle in the first
thin detector (∆E) versus the total energy of the particle (E) it is possible to distinguish
the different families of particles which correspond to different values of z2M (∆E-E
method). The particle identification is the key feature of this detector because it allows
one to discriminate the protons from other charged particles, produced by the reactions
of neutrons with the carbon, present in the polyethylene target.
The main disadvantage of the proton recoil telescope is its extremely low detection
efficiency, typically one count per 105 neutrons. This low efficiency stems from two
factors, neither of which can be improved without sacrificing the energy resolution of
the device. First, the radiator thickness must be kept small to avoid appreciable energy
loss of the recoil protons before they leave the radiator, but this implies a low value of
areal number density in the sample. Second, the solid angle subtended by the telescope
must be kept relatively small to avoid including too large a spread in recoil angles, and
consequently smearing the peaked response function. One of the attractive features
of the RPT is the fact that its detection efficiency can be calculated quite accurately.
The probabilities of neutron scattering and subsequent proton recoil detection are quite
easily calculated from the accurately known hydrogen scattering cross section and ge-
ometric evaluation of the detector solid angle.
Since the cross section to be investigated is completely unknown, it was decided
to pursue a redundant approach. Three new compact designs were implemented on
the basis of similar but different principles, thus allowing a cross check of the results
and a consequent better estimate of the systematic uncertainty in the determination
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of the neutron fluence. As already mentioned, one of the key issues in the absolute
measurement of the 235U(n,f) cross section at n_TOF is the presence of an intense
γ-flash, a prompt signal with a tail extending to large times. This huge signal blinds
all the detectors for some time after its arrival, thus preventing one from reaching high
neutron energies. At the same time, a good time resolution is needed to mimimise the
probability of signal pile-up. Therefore, the measurement requires a RPT concept based
on detectors excellent timing properties: the detector signal must be characterised by
very fast rise and decay times. To this end, the RPTs developed for this experiment,
were mainly constituted by low Z detector materials, i.e. fast plastic scintillator detec-
tors. The drawback in the use of low density materials is the limitation in the kinetic
neutron energy up to which recoil protons can be stopped (with a reasonable detector
thickness), which enable the clear identification of an isolated recoil peak.
3.3.1 RPT developed by PTB
One of the three telescopes used in the 235U(n,f) fission campaign at n_TOF, was
developed by Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB, Germany), the national
metrology institute of the Federal Republic of Germany. This detector (called RPT-
PTB), is shown in figure 3.3 and consists of three detectors. This triple-stage RPT
has two transmission detectors that consist of a square EJ204 plastic scintillators [167],
45×45 mm2 (∆E1) and 38×38 mm2 (∆E2) in size, respectively. The first detector is
positioned at a distance of 200 mm from the sample. The thickness of the detectors
are optimised for the neutron energy range to be covered and varies from 0.5 mm to
5 mm. Moreover, the dimension of the ∆E2 detector, which has the smallest trans-
verse dimensions of all the three detectors, defines the solid angle of the RPT-PTB.
The stop detector (E) is a cylindric EJ204 scintillator of 80 mm diameter. In addition,
the thickness of this detector is optimized with respect to the energy range: 50 mm
for neutron energy from 25 MeV to 100 MeV, 100 mm from 50 MeV to 150 MeV. The
∆E scintillator detectors are inserted in a rooflike structure with 0.1 mm aluminium
walls covered with a diffuse white reflector on the interior and coupled to a XP2020Q
PMTs [168] (figure 3.3(b)). Due to the diffuse reflector the inhomogeneity of the light
collection is less than 10%. The envelope and the front side of the cylindrical E detec-
tors are also covered with a white diffuse reflector and coupled to XP2020 PMTs.
In the RPT-PTB data analysis a triple coincidence is required. The ∆E1 and the
E detector are larger, than ∆E2, to ensure that all charged particle originating from
the sample and passing through the middle detector also produce signals in the first
and the last detector. The diameter of the E detectors is also sufficiently large to limit
incomplete energy deposition to a tolerable level, thus avoiding “tails” in the shape of
the recoil peak. The elongated design of this RPT results in a directional sensitivity
of the telescope to events originating from the sample, suppressing background events
originating elsewhere. The main design goal for this instrument is to achieve directional
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: In the left (figure 3.3(a)) picture of the triple stage RPT-PTB: three plastic scintillators,
two ∆E and the stop detector, E. In the right (figure 3.3(b)) the detail of the interior of
the cover for the ∆E detectors with a diffuse white reflector to reduce the inhomogeneity
of the light collection.
sensitivity for background suppression and reduced influence of angular straggling for
an accurate definition of the solid angle, required during the data analysis.
Events produced by light charged particles other than protons can be identified and
discarded by the ∆E-E method. After the triple coincidences the second pivot, on
which the analysis is based, is the energy deposited in the E detector. For a given
neutron energy, recoil protons stopped in the RPT give rise to a well defined peak in
the pulse height distribution of the last detector, for the kinematics of the reaction. The
protons produced by reactions between neutrons and carbon, are produced following the
absorption of the neutron and the formation of the compound nucleus. The absorption
deletes all information on the incident direction of the neutron and the subsequent
decay emits particles isotropically into space. For these reasons, as shown in figure 3.4,
protons from n-p scattering reactions and those produced by background reactions are
easily identifiable: the first are concentrated on the peak of the distribution; the second
are placed before the peak.
In order to exploit the peak generated by n-p elastic scattering, it is necessary that the
protons stop inside the telescope, i.e. before the so-called punch-through. In fact, when
protons do not stop inside the detector the two contributions, that is the recoil protons
and the protons from the C reactions, overlap and the identification and separation of
the two is no longer easily applicable. Therefore with the PTB telescope it is possible
to extract the flux in the energy region from 30 MeV to 150 MeV.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: Two examples in two different neutron energy regions, of the E spectra obtained with the
RPT-PTB. The black dotted line is the spectrum obtained with the polyethylene sample in
the beam, the blue line the spectrum with the carbon target and the red line the difference
between the two, corresponding to the events of n-p elastic scattering.
3.3.2 RPTs developed by INFN
The two RPTs developed by Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN, Italy) were
designed in order to be as compact as possible: a sketch of the structure and a picture of
one RPT are shown in figure 3.5. The two telescopes work in two different energy ranges
with an overlapping zone: the low energy detector, hereafter referred to as RPTL-INFN,
has been optimized for neutron energy reactions from 10 to 150 MeV; the high energy
telescope, named RPTH-INFN, works above 100 MeV. Both telescopes consist of a
(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: In figure 3.5(a) a geometrical drawing of the multi-stage telescope: the two silicon detectors
followed by the four plastic scintillators. in figure 3.5(b) the final detector assembled in
the mechanical support.
trapezoidal structure pointing to the radiator sample and they are composed by four
independent BC408 plastic scintillators [169], hence the name multi-stage detectors,
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with a increasing thickness: 0.5, 3.0, 6.0 and 6.0 cm. The total length of the two
detectors is 16 cm with an increasing transverse size, from 3×3 cm2 to 7.2×7.2 cm2,
in order to cover a fixed solid angle, relative to the target centre. The last three slabs
are read out independently through the coupling, at the center of a side face, with a
1" Hamamatsu R1924A Photomultiplier tube (PMT) [170], by means of optical glue.
The light collection of the first scintillator has a strong dependence on the impact point
of the particle, due to its reduced thickness, therefore it was decided to couple it with
two light-guides each with a PMT on opposite sides of the scintillator (the detail of the
first scintillator is shown in figure 3.7(a)). The digitalized value of the collected light,
to be used for the data analysis, is the geometrical average between the two recorded
values, technique already successfully exploited in other applications [171, 172]. All
(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: Plastic scintillator with a PMT glued on a lateral face, wrapped with teflon, on the left
(figure 3.6(a)) and then aluminized mylar, on the right (figure 3.6(b)).
the scintillators were first wrapped with teflon and then with aluminized mylar, see
for instance figure 3.6, in order to maximize the efficiency of collection of scintillation
light while preventing cross talk between adjacent detectors. Then they were put
together by means of adhesive aluminum tape and finally installed onto the very light
mechanical support made of aluminum, to keep the background produced by scattered
neutrons as low as possible, and fixed on a PET (polyethylene terephthalate) base. The
RPTL-INFN has two silicon detectors placed in front of the first thin scintillator. The
silicon detectors MSX09-300 [173], 300 µm thick, were installed in a dedicated holder
(figure 3.7(b)), 7 mm apart from each other with a 4 µm thick aluminum foil placed on
the entrance and exit windows. An additional 10 µm aluminum cap was later installed
for redundant protection and light shielding. The silicon detectors allow one to reduce
the minimum detectable neutron energy from 40 MeV to 10 MeV.
As said before, the main problem to be solved was to minimize the effect of the γ-flash.
Using fast detectors with a fast recovery time can shorten the time interval between the
start of the γ-flash and the first useful signal, thus allowing one to extend upwards the
measurable neutron energy range. BC408 is a very fast plastic scintillator characterized
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: Two details of the RPT-INFN. In figure 3.7(a) the lightguides being glued with the first
plastic scintillator. In the picture 3.7(b) The two silicon detectors assembled in their case.
by a decay time of 2.1 ns, feature which makes it possible to detect useful signals even
below 100 ns after the γ-flash corresponding to neutrons of about 1 GeV. An example
of detector behavior observed online during the measurement is shown in figure 3.8,
where the data from the two silicon detectors are reported in red and blue, and the
data recorded by the first plastic scintillator in green. Case a in figure 3.8 shows a
useful signal produced by a plastic scintillator 80 ns after the start of the γ-flash.
Figure 3.8: Sample signals produced by the two silicon detectors, in blue and red, and the first plastic
scintillator, in green, in the first 5.5 µs of data acquisition.
The analysis of the events in coincidence among the different detectors is the fun-
damental principle at the base of the analysis of the telescopes, as the coincidence
contributes to the suppression of the γ background and of the events that do not origi-
nate in the C2H4 target. Moreover, thanks to the multi-stage structure it is possible to
select, for each neutron energy, the best configuration in terms of number of detectors
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in coincidence. In figure 3.8 there are few examples concerning the different regions of
competence of the detectors. For example, region c, at 2.296 µs after the γ-flash, i.e.
22 MeV, is a case where valid signals are detected in the two silicon detectors and in the
first plastic scintillator. Region e, 11 MeV of neutron energy, represents a case where
the proton is so slow that it crosses the first silicon detector and stops in the second
one, therefore no signal is produced in the scintillators. Finally, region f , 6 MeV, shows
the case of a very low energy proton that is stopped in the first silicon. In table 3.1
the main background reactions, originating from the interaction of neutrons with car-
bon, are listed. The table shows that in the final state there can be light particles
which would reach the telescope: protons, deuterons, tritium, α particles, and more.
Thanks to the negative Q-value of the reactions and the different energy deposited by
the different particles, coherently with the equation 3.15, using the best configuration
of coincidence between the detectors, it is possible to select only events with protons.
Table 3.1: Main background reactions produced by the interaction of neutrons with carbon.
Reaction Q-value (MeV)
n + 12C −→ 9Be + α - 5.7
n + 12C −→ n + 3 α - 7.9
n + 12C −→ 12B + p - 13.6
n + 12C −→ 11B + n + p - 17.3
n + 12C −→ 11B + d - 14.9
n + 12C −→ 10B + t - 20.5
Figure 3.9 shows that by choosing the right detectors it is possible to identify the
background events coming from 12C: there are two ∆E-E matrices produced by simu-
lated data of a 56 MeV neutron energy beam impinging on a polyethylene target. In
figure 3.9(a) ∆E and E are the energy deposited in the first and the second silicon
detector, respectively. In this configuration it is possible to identify four hyperbolas
produced by four different families of particles: protons, deuterons, tritons and α par-
ticles (listed above in table). From the matrix it is possible to deduce that the particles
with z=1 are not stopped in the second silicon detector, indeed E increases up to a
maximum value and then starts to decrease, and the majority of events are concen-
trated near zero. On the contrary, taking into account the energy deposited in the first
(∆E) and in the second (E) plastic scintillators, only protons and deuterons remain,
since the range of produced α particles, at that energy, are stopped in the second silicon
detector and the tritons in the first scintillator. In this last configuration the selection
of events generated only by protons is straightforward: to eliminate the signals of heav-
ier particles it is enough to apply a proper analysis condition around the trend of the
hyperbola generated by protons.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.9: Monte Carlo simulation of a 56 MeV neutron energy beam impinging a polyethylene target.
Figure 3.9(a) shows the energy deposited in the first silicon detector, ∆E, as a function of
the energy deposited in the second silicon detector, E. The ∆E-E matrix 3.9(b) shows the
energy deposited in the first scintillator as a function of the energy deposited in the second
one.
Description of the targets
Polyethylene samples were chosen to maximize the hydrogen density in the solid
target. Although this material presents a favorable stoichiometric ratio between hydro-
gen and carbon, the latter is a source of background and therefore it requires dedicated
measurements with a graphite sample of equivalent thickness. Indeed, charged-particle
discrimination based on the ∆E-E technique is used to identify and suppress deuterons
and α particles. On the contrary, the background related to the 12C(n,px) reactions
cannot be completely discriminated from recoil protons, and must therefore be mea-
sured and subtracted using pure carbon samples.
Three different C2H4 sample thicknesses were used in order to cover the entire energy
range of interest. The samples were used in dedicated runs optimized for different
neutron energy ranges in order to maximize the counting statistics while keeping the
proton energy straggling at a reasonable level. In a specular way, in order to have a
background evaluation as realistic as possible, three graphite samples were used with
corresponding areal density of carbon atoms.
The different samples, and their main features, used during the experimental campaign
are presented in table 3.2.
3.4 Fission detection setup
The measurement of energy deposited in gas by fission fragments (FFs) produced
in thin deposits of fissile material is one of the standard techniques for measurement
of neutron-induced fission cross-sections. Due to the peculiarity (multiplicity and kine-
matics) of the fission process, the number of detected FFs is therefore equal to the
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Table 3.2: Characteristics of the samples.
Sample Thickness Mass Atomic density Atoms of H Atoms of C
mm g 10−3 atoms/barn 10−3 atoms/barn 10−3 atoms/barn
1.025± 0.004 9.761± 0.005 2.102± 0.009 8.41± 0.04 4.20± 0.02
C2H4 1.834± 0.011 17.240± 0.005 3.77± 0.02 15.08± 0.10 7.54± 0.05
4.917± 0.004 47.193± 0.005 10.15± 0.02 40.60± 0.09 20.30± 0.05
0.500± 0.005 9.066± 0.005 4.45± 0.06 - 4.45± 0.06
C 1.00± 0.01 17.480± 0.005 8.70± 0.06 - 8.70± 0.06
2.50± 0.01 44.103± 0.005 21.97± 0.12 - 21.97± 0.12
number of fission reactions. The fragments produced are energetic charged heavy par-
ticles which start out stripped of many electrons; their very large effective charges
produce a specific energy loss greater than any other radiation. The energy loss at
the beginning of the track is at its maximum, and the rate of energy loss continues to
decrease as the fragment slows down and additional charges are picked up. The pickup
of electrons, begins immediately at the start of the track, and therefore the effective
charge of the particle, z, continuously drops. The resulting decrease of the energy loss
due to the reduction of the z is large enough to overcome the increase that normally
accompanies a reduction in velocity.
The fission cross section was measured with two different detectors. It was necessary
to use two chambers in combination due to the challenging energy range of interest,
up to 1 GeV, which, translating energy in time of flight means 100 ns after the γ-flash.
Along the neutron beam line ten fissile deposits were placed, in total, 59.771 mg of 235U
and they were stacked in a parallel plate avalanche counters (PPACs) and a parallel
plate ionization chamber (PPFC).
The main advantages of the PPAC setup is their fast time response and the very low
thickness of material present in the neutron beam. This last feature combined with the
low gas pressure, makes the detector essentially insensitive to the γ-flash. However,
it detects only fission fragments emitted into a forward cone with an opening angle of
about 60◦ and its fragment detection efficiency is not easy to evaluate. On the other
hand, the efficiency of detection of fission fragments of a PPFC is very well known but,
due to the background events, it is impossible to detect events produced by neutrons
with energy above 150 MeV. Therefore, the idea is to use both the detectors and evaluate
through the PPFC the efficiency of the PPAC in the overlapping energy range of the
chambers. This allows the measurement of fission fragments with the PPACs up to an
incident neutron energy of 1 GeV.
3.4.1 Parallel Plate Ionization Chamber
Fission ionization chambers operate in the ionization regime, in which the signal
is strictly related to the charge produced by ionization in the gas, for more details
see [174]. This happens when the electric field between electrodes is high enough to
collect all the charges produced by ionization and low enough to prevent the production
of secondary pairs. In first approximation, the charge collected is independent of the
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applied voltage. Provided that an appropriate distance between electrodes is chosen
and that the ionization chamber operates at a suitable gas pressure it is possible to dis-
criminate heavy fragments from light particles (because light particles are not stopped
in the gas). Infact, the main source of background are the α particles from the target,
but neutron-induced fission fragments produce much more ionization per interaction in
the chamber; therefore, in the optimized working condition of the chamber, the signals
produced by FFs are larger that those produced by any other competing reaction.
The basic features for a fission chamber are:
• the minimum amount of material in and around the neutron beam and in partic-
ular the thickness of the electrodes, the windows and the sample backing;
• a fast charge collection time in order to allow reliable operation at the very high
instantaneous counting rates available at the n_TOF facility.
The fission chamber [175] used in the measurement, has been developed by Physi-
kalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB). The PPFC is constituted by a stack of cells
which contains the parallel plate electrode assembly, mounted one after the other along
the direction of the neutron beam, as shown in figure 3.10. To minimize the effect
of neutron scattering the construction is light-weight: all electrodes are in aluminium
with a thickness of 10 µm, the windows are made of 2 µm thick kapton. A basic
cell is made by three electrodes: the central one is plated on both sides with a fissile
isotope, while the external ones are used to define the electric field in the gas-filled
region. The chamber is operated at atmospheric pressure with a continuous gas flow
Figure 3.10: Schematic view of the multi-plate fission chamber developed from Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt [175].
of mixture 90% argon and 10% methane. Eleven 86 mm diameter circular plates form
the electrode assembly of the four aluminium supports where the fissile element is
deposited. The separation between the electrodes is 5 mm and the overall length of
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the chamber in the direction of the incident beam is 100 mm. These dimensions result
from the usual compromise between the need for fast timing resolution and the need
for a good discrimination pulses between fission fragments and α particles.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.11: Figure 3.11(a) shows in detail the placement of the uranium targets inside the chamber:
in each plate two samples are arranged back to back. Photo 3.11(b) exhibits the mounting
of the camera.
Description of the targets
8 UF4 targets, 42.00 mm diameter, were arranged in pairs back to back, as shown
in figure 3.11. The total amount of 235U material is 32.660 mg.
The uranium thin film targets, one of them in figure 3.12(a), were prepared by molec-
ular plating [176] by the Joint Research Centre in Geel (JRC-Geel). This technique
consists in cathodic deposition of compounds from an organic solvent. It is generally
performed in a cell containing two electrodes, where the cations are electrodeposited
onto the working electrode.
The deposition of the 235U material, on the Al substrate, 0.3 mm thick, was carried out
using a constant voltage of 360 V in isopropanol. The anode is a platinum grid rotating
at a speed of about 5 to 10 turns per minute. The cathode is connected to a holder
including the Al substrate that determines the spot diameter of the 235U deposit [177].
The available starting material for the production of thin uranium deposits is triura-
nium octoxide (U3O8). The U3O8 was dissolved in HNO3 , evaporated to near dryness
and thereafter re-dissolved in HNO3 at a concentration related to the required amount
to be deposited on the substrate and, at least, isopropanol was added. The molecular
plating was stopped after 2 hours. The Al substrate with deposit was taken out of
the cell and heated up on a hotplate for 5 minutes at 100◦ to evaporate the remaining
isopropanol [178].
The uranium deposits were characterised by their morphology and elemental compo-
sition. The concentration of 235U in the samples is 99.93%, the other isotopes present
are: 234U with a percentage of 0.035973(75)%, 236U at 0.009629(53)% and 238U at
0.02073(14)%. In addition, the uniformity of the deposits was studied by autoradiog-
raphy. The targets were placed on a film with a x-ray sensitive thin layer; the resulting
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image is proportional to the uranium distribution in the sample. One of the 8 image
obtained is shown in figure 3.12(b). The convolution between the spatial distribution
of the neutron beam and the point of impact of the neutron beam in the target results,
in a total, density that is 8% higher than the nominal density (2.3574 mg/cm2).
(a) (b)
Figure 3.12: 3.12(a) shows one of the 8 uranium targets placed inside the fission ionization chamber.
The color histogram, in figure 3.12(b), is one of the autoradiographies of the sample,
proportional to the mass distribution of the sample itself.
3.4.2 Parallel Plate Avalanche Counters
The Parallel Plate Avalanche Counter (PPAC) is a type of gas detector that oper-
ates in avalanche regime, which is defined by a combination of gas pressure and electric
field. The counter consists of 3 parallel plate electrodes, a central anode surrounded
by two cathodes, separated by a gap that is normally kept as small as possible in order
to maintain a high electric field and to reduce the time spread, leading to a good time
resolution. The electrodes are enclosed in a container in which a gas is introduced, and
a constant electric field is produced between the plates.
The basic operating principle involves a charged particle that crosses the gap between
the plates leaving a track of primary ions and electrons which drift to their respective
collecting electrodes. During their drift the electrons are multiplied through the usual
gas multiplication process creating a swarm of electrons that drift to the anode (for a
thorough discussion see [174]). The shape of the output signal consists of a fast com-
ponent, typically of the order of nanoseconds, generated by the electron collection, and
a much slower component produced by the motion of the positive ions. Only the fast
component is used for timing purposes, while the slow component is suppressed by the
short time constant of the collection circuit. PPACs present great improvements over
other types of detectors with regard to their time resolution, which is typically less than
1 ns, but can reach values below 200 ps. PPACs are widely used to detect fission frag-
ments [180, 181]; in facts even in the environments with high levels of background they
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are transparent to long-range particles as neutrons, photons and electrons. Although
the detectors are sensitive to α particles, which are a common source of background
when the targets are actinide nuclei, they provide good pulse-height discrimination be-
tween the α particles and the fission fragments.
The detectors used for fission at n_TOF were designed and built at the Institut de
Physique Nucléaire d’Orsay, France (IPN) [182]. The space between the anode and each
cathode is 3.2 mm, filled with forced flow of octofluoropropane (C3F8) maintained at
low-pressure (4 mbar). The electrodes, with an area of 20×20 cm2, are made of 1.7 µm
Figure 3.13: Schematic view of a position-sensitive PPAC with a common anode and two stripped
cathodes [183].
thick mylar foils, coated with gold, 700 nm thick, to make them conductive. For the
anode the coating is uniform and double sided, whereas for the cathodes the coating is
divided into 2 mm wide strips. The golden strips have a width of 1.9 mm and with a
distance of 0.1 mm between two adjacent strips. The gold deposition was performed by
evaporation, under vacuum, using 0.1 mm thread masks. The strips allow a localisation
of the avalanche by using a delay line; the time difference between delay line outputs
provides a one-dimensional position. By combining the signals from the two stripped
orthogonal cathodes, the fission fragment trajectory can be reconstructed. The active
area of the detector and a detailed view of the delay line are shown in figure 3.15. The
detector design of a PPAC consists of a common anode and two stripped cathodes in
orthogonal directions, as illustrated in figure 3.13. The avalanche produced induces a
positive pulse in the cathode strips closer to the avalanche position. Each strip acquires
part of the induced charge and the centroid of the charge distribution provides accu-
rate information about the position of the avalanche thanks to the measurement of the
delay time between the pulse on the anode and the pulses propagating along the delay
lines. The delay line consists of a 20 cm of plastic rod with a coiled copper wire and an
intermediate space of 6 mm at each side connects the delay line to the preamplifiers.
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The frame is made of a kind of epoxy resin, which is coated with a thin metallized
layer of copper, gold plated to prevent copper oxidation, in order to shield the detector
against electromagnetic noise.
The design of this PPAC allows us to detect in coincidence the two fission frag-
Figure 3.14: Fission detection using PPACs surrounding the target. The fission fragments emitted
from the target cross the two detectors, back to back, which are closer to the sample.
ments emitted in the fission process. In such a way a high signal-to-background ratio
is obtained. In order to apply the coincidence technique, a detection cell is made of
a uranium sample surrounded by two PPACs, as sketched in figure 3.14. As a conse-
quence, the backing supporting the deposited layer of the isotope being measured has
to be thin enough to allow the backward-emitted fragment to be detected. The fission
reaction chamber, used in the measurement of the 235U(n,f) cross section, consisted of
three PPACs with two 235U samples in between.
The entire detector setup is confined in a reaction chamber to keep the right pres-
sure. The enclosure consists of a cylindrical aluminum chamber. The two flanges,
90 mm of diameter, for neutrons entrance and exit of neutrons, are made of a 75 µm
kapton foil, to ensure the sealing of the chamber and minimize the material in the
beam.
Electronics
Two different types of preamplifiers have been used in the PPAC detectors. Those
connected to the anodes are simple current amplifiers, which are used to get an enhanced
signal as fast as possible. They are implemented to cut the large time tail coming from
the positive ions, so that only the electron fast signal is used. The cathode signal,
instead, is a charge amplifier and it is used in such a way that a circuit with only
resistive impedance is obtained.
Both types of preamplifiers have been designed at the IPN d’Orsay, optimising their
behaviour for the detector signal expected from the fission fragment ionization. Their
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(c) (d)
Figure 3.15: Photographs of a PPAC detector. Figure 3.15(a) shows the active area, 20×20 cm2.
Figure 3.15(b) shows the three PPACs with the uranium samples placed between them.
A detail view of the delay line and the readout preamplifiers is shown in figure 3.15(c),
while the connections to the strips are shown in photo 3.15(d).
small size is well-suited to fit inside the PPAC frame, figure 3.15(c).
Description of the targets
During the measurement campaign at n_TOF, two uranium samples, in total
27.11 mg of fissile material, were used in the PPACs detector. The targets were pro-
duced by the radiochemistry group at the IPN d’Orsay. The targets were made of a
thin radioactive layer (around 0.3 mg/cm2) deposited as an 80 mm diameter disk over
aluminium foil, 2 µm thick. The aluminium foil was glued to a 1.5 mm thick epoxy
frame with a 120 mm diameter centre hole in which the target had to be placed. The
material was deposited by a chemical method known as molecular plating: a nitrate of
the element is dissolved in isopropyl alcohol with a small amount of water. A 600 V
potential is then applied for 15 minutes between a platinum foil and the aluminium foil
used as backing to obtain by electrodeposition an adequate amount of each material on
the aluminium support. The material is then stoved during few hours to remove the
residual alcohol and water. The resulting deposits are in the form of oxides (UO2).
An accurate knowledge of the thickness of the deposited material and its inhomo-
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geneities is required for a reliable determination of the absolute cross section. From
a mass spectrometry analysis the purity of the targets and the total number of nu-
clei was measured with an accuracy better than 1%. The 235U samples have a purity
of 92.699(5)%, the remaining 7.300(5)% is divided among isotopic impurities of 238U
(6.283(6)% in number of atoms), 234U (0.7472(15)%) and 236U (0.2696(5)%). The
thickness of the radioactive targets is measured by counting α radioactivity at large
distances with a collimated silicon detector, taking into account the presence of im-
purities by a selection in the energy spectrum of the α particles. In the case of 235U,
the recorded events came from the impurity of 234U that is present. This technique
has a spatial resolution of 3.5 mm (in x and y); the result for one of the samples is
shown in figure 3.16(a). Furthermore, the uranium samples were exposed to a 2 MeV
proton beam and the thickness was studied by exploiting the Coulomb scattering, with
a step of 1.5 mm in the x and y position. The result of the analyses is reported in
figure 3.16(b). The spatial distributions of the thickness of the uranium in the samples
(a) (b)
Figure 3.16: Characterization of the thickness of the deposited material of one of the samples of 235U
used in the measurement. In figure 3.16(a) was measured the α radioactivity from 234U
isotope. In figure 3.16(b) was studied the sample thick through the Coulomb scattering
using a 2 MeV proton beam.
extracted through the two methods are compatible within the 1% (taking into account
the difference in resolution). Hence, where the 235U targets are hit by the neutron
beam the thickness of the sample is (1.015 ± 0.001) mg/cm2 larger than the average,
which is 0.28 mg/cm2.
3.5 The whole experimental setup
Figure 3.17 shows the scheme and the photo of the final experimental setup including
two detectors to count the fission events from the uranium targets and, at the same
time, three detectors to measure the neutron fluence. Ten fissile deposits were placed
in the neutron beam, for a total of 59.771 mg.
Downstream of the fission chambers two polyethylene samples, mounted along the
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Figure 3.17: Scheme 3.17(a) and photo 3.17(b) of the setup used at n_TOF for the absolute measure-
ment of the 235U(n,f) cross section. Fission events were measured with a Parallel Plate
Ionization Chamber (described in section 3.4.1) and a set of Parallel Plate Avalanche
Counters (described in section 3.4.2). Recoil protons were detected and identified in three
different telescopes (described in section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2), placed at a small angle outside
the neutron beam.
neutron beam, act as targets for the neutron beam for triggering the proton-neutron
elastic scattering reaction. Two telescopes, RPTL-INFN and RPT-PTB, were mirrored
at the same angle, 25◦, with respect to the beam direction, pointing to the same target
of C2H4. The third one, RPTH-INFN, placed at a smaller angle, 20◦, pointing at the
other C2H4, was used to increase the statistics of the high energy region (from 100 MeV
upwards). In fact, the telescope was coupled always with the thicker targets to increase
the number of events increasing the number of areal density of the sample. The angles
were chosen as a trade-off between the need of a reasonable counting statistics and
while avoiding to interact with the primary neutron beam.
The use of three detectors, besides tripling the statistics of events, allow one to reduce
the systematic uncertainties. This last effect is obtained as a consequence of using two
detectors based on different design and analysis at the same angle, and a third one
positioned at a different angle respect to the others two.
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3.6 The measurement campaign
The experimental campaign for the measurement of 235U(n,f) cross section took
place during September 2018 and required a five-week beam-time. During this period,
the proton current was monitored with the pick-up detector system based on the wall
current monitor (WCM) of the CERN Proton Synchrotron.
The total accumulated statistics by the two fission detectors are shown in table 3.3
with the time dedicated, expressed as protons on target (pot) and days.
Table 3.3: Details of time allocation for the 235U experiment.
Sample
PPFC PPAC
# Protons (pot) Running time # Protons (pot) Running time
235U 3.387 × 1018 35 days 3.83 × 1018 40 days
In order to determine the neutron flux some auxiliary measurements to accurately
characterize the background were carried out.
• In order to subtract the contribution from carbon reactions, measurements with
a C sample were performed. To minimize the differences in the number of centres
and the self-absorption of the sample itself and to be able to have a background
subtraction as accurate as possible, for each polyethylene thickness an appropriate
thickness for the carbon target was chosen.
• To correct for time-dependent background, induced by the neutron beam, mea-
surements were carried out without samples in the beam (hereafter is referred to
as Sample-Out measurements). Data were taken with the sample out and also
with the first target in and the second out to measure the events coming from
the first target and recorded by the telescope pointing at the second target, and
vice versa with a measurement with the first sample out and the second in.
• Beam off measurements were carried out to characterize the room background
and the activity of the sample and air.
In the table 3.4 the different measurements with the dedicated time, expressed as
protons on target (pot) and days, summarized.
3.6.1 Alignment of the setup in the beam
A crucial point of the measurement is the alignment of the experimental setup
with respect to the neutron beam. In particular this step is important for the tele-
scopes, since these detectors count the emission of protons at a fix laboratory angle ϑp.
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Table 3.4: Details of time allocation for the neutron flux measurement in the 235U fission experiment.
Sample
RPTs at 25◦ RPT at 20◦
# Protons (pot) Running time # Protons (pot) Running time
C2H4 - 1 mm 7.08 × 1017 7 days - -
C - 0.5 mm 3.27 × 1017 3.5 days - -
C2H4 - 2 mm 1.11 × 1018 11 days - -
C - 1 mm 3.88 × 1017 4 days - -
C2H4 - 5 mm 7.44 × 1017 8 days 2.07 × 1018 20 days
C - 2.5 mm 3.14 × 1017 3.5 days 1.55 × 1018 16 days
Sample Out 1.48 × 1017 1.5 days 2.23 × 1017 2.5 days
Beam Off - 0.25 days - 0.25 days
Therefore, for the extraction of neutron flux, the knowledge of the elastic scattering
differential cross section, dσ/dΩp evaluated at the actual angle at which the detector
is positioned, is necessary. In addition, the efficiency of the RPTs depends on the solid
angle they subtend and therefore on their distance from the target.
For these reasons, before the start of the data-taking period, the support of CERN
surveyors was commissioned to define the exact angle and the positions of the three
telescopes. The survey group used the Leica Absolute Tracker AT401 [184] which is
composed by a light source and a reflector. A laser beam is projected from the system
to a reflector, with both the exiting, and returning beams being monitored. Moving
the reflector, the return beam moves, and the wave peaks cross each other creating
a superposition wave; from the laser emission wavelength is possible to calculate the
exact absolute distances (in a 3D coordinate system) from the starting point (where
the laser source is located).
The positions of the various elements were evaluated using the coordinates system with
respect to the "real neutron beam line". The neutron beam position had been identified
with a resolution of a tenth of a millimeter by a Quads Timepix detector [185, 186],
produced by the CERN based Medipix2 collaboration. This kind of detector is based
on a silicon sensor and works like a camera, detecting and counting each individual
particle hitting the pixel. The Timepix detector consists of a pixellated silicon sensor
of 256×256 pixels. Each pixel measures 55×55 µm2 and it is individually bump bonded
to a corresponding 300 µm thick silicon sensor, the Timepix Application Specific Inte-
grated Circuit (the Timepix ASIC). The Timepix measurement was carried out before
the start of the experimental campaign. The detector, placed in the neutron beam
produces a cluster of pixel hits when a charged particle crosses the sensor. This cluster
corresponds to the particle’s track in silicon convoluted with the subsequent charge
transport through the silicon sensor and signal induction on the pixel electrode.
From the measurements the surveyors obtained the position in space of the two polyethy-
lene targets, of the detectors and the angles between the axis of the detectors and the
z-axis: the angles α, β, γ reported in the sketch 3.18. The accuracy of the measure-
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Figure 3.18: Sketch of the experimental neutron flux configuration: the two sample holders and the
three RPTs pointing at the two targets with an angle of α, β and γ for the RPTL-INFN,
RPT-PTB, RPTH-INFN respective. In red the z axis of the coordinate system.
ments performed is 0.15 mm (one sigma level).
The obtained results obtained are reported in the table 3.5.




RPTL-INFN α = 25.07◦ 15.74 cm
RPT-PTB β = 25.29◦ 22.33 cm
RPTH-INFN γ = 20.32◦ 21.6 cm
Moreover, the position of the fission chambers and the C2H4 samples with respect to the
neutron beam were verified by the use of the GAFChromicEBT-3. The gafchromics
foils, based on the thermoluminescence principle, are designed for the measurement
of absorbed doses of ionizing radiation: when the active component is exposed to
radiation, it reacts to form a dark polymer.
Four gafchromics foils were placed in the flange of both chambers and in the two sample
holders. A gold foil was placed in front of each gafchromics in order to accelerate the
process of beam impression (that results from charged particles produced by neutron
interaction with Au).
The photos in figure 3.19 clearly show the image of the neutron beam after 10 hours
of exposition. This procedure allows one to determine the position of the beam with
an uncertainty of ± 2 mm.
The neutron beam position found with the gafchromics foils and the ones measured
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(a) Parallel Plate Ionization Chamber (b) Parallel Plate Avalanche Counters
(c) 1st polyethylene sample position (d) 2nd polyethylene sample position
Figure 3.19: Gafchromic foils were placed on the flanges of the fission chamber and in the place of
the polyethylene targets for the alignment with respect to the neutron beam. The figure
shows the processed images of the four gafchromics foils used before the beginning of the
campaign.
with Timepix are perfectly consistent within the uncertainties.
The real point of impact of the neutrons in the uranium targets and the polyethylene
targets was verified by two independent methods because, as said before, it is a funda-
mental ingredient for the evaluation of the efficiency of the detectors.
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Chapter 4
Analysis of fission events
The description of the PPACs detector and its performances are reported in details.
Every time a proton bunch is delivered to the n_TOF spallation target the Data
AcQuisition system (DAQ) reads out 15 channels, limited to the PPAC detector, i.e. 5
channels per PPAC: 1 anode, 4 delay lines (top, bottom, right, left), during a few ms.
The first important step is the data reduction method used to distinguish the fission
fragments from the α and light particles, which constitute the main background. To
this end a method based on the coincidences between the two PPACs surrounding the
same uranium target was implemented. In order to obtain the fission cross sections
it is necessary to know the total efficiency of the detector and its dependence on the
neutron energy. Then, from the events in coincidence scaled down by absolute detection
efficiency, we obtain the counts of events recognized as real fission events, attaining all
the needed elements to extract the fission cross section of 235U.
4.1 Signature of fission events
In order to understand the building process of fission event, it is worth reviewing
briefly the operation of the PPAC detectors. A PPAC is a very thin gas detector,
practically insensitive to gamma rays and neutrons but virtually 100% efficient for the
detection of massive charged particles that cross it, such as fission fragments. It means
that we can place the PPAC detector on the neutron beam line without affecting it sig-
nificantly. The setup used for this experiment, shown in figure 4.1, included two targets
interleaved in three detectors. Each target is flanked by two PPACs which are close
to the target (less than 2 cm); so that the two fission fragments emitted in opposite
directions hit both PPACs almost simultaneously. Therefore, two anode signals inside
a time coincidence window are the signature of a fission event. This time coincidence
condition makes possible to reject most of the background produced by the α emission
of the radioactive targets and by spallation reactions induced by fast neutrons in the
materials surrounding the samples.
With this experimental layout, different types of fission events were defined to describe
the cases where two or three detectors are fired by the two complementary fission
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Figure 4.1: Schematic view of the experimental setup with three PPACs and two 235U targets in
between. All dimensions are expressed in mm.
fragments, and are named type 2, and type 3, according to the number of detectors
involved. A schematic description of each type is shown in figure 4.2. The main part
of the event-building process consists in identifying which signals belong to the fission
fragments coming from a fission event in the target of interest and distinguishing them
from signals produced by other fission products or background signals. This ambiguity
can be resolved by measuring the time that the fission fragments need to reach the
different detector. Hence, for the different types of fission events, the time differences
(correlations) among the involved detectors are a crucial part of the analysis. In order
to handle the raw data files, recorded by each detector at every neutron pulse and stored
in CASTOR, the Signal Analyzed software (already illustrated in the section 2.8) is
used to obtain the true signals recognition.
The PPAC data are characterized by an evident oscillation of the baseline. However,
by looking at figure 4.3, the differences in frequency and rise time between the real
signals and the variations of the baseline are evident. It turned out that a neat identifi-
cation of the peaks is possible even if the derivative of the signal is not enough. Indeed,
the derivative amplifies the high frequency component, thus increasing the noise which
appears as a low level fluctuation spanning over multiple time samples. To avoid this
drawback and clean up the frames, a high-frequency filter was added to the reconstruc-
tion routine before the calculation of the derivative. In this way, the oscillations of the
baseline were removed. From a specific routine written for the PPAC signals, out of the
signal analyser two parameters are saved for each signal: the time and the amplitude.
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(a) Two anodes in coincidence - Type 2
(b) Three anodes in coincidence, target allocated in-between the first anode couple -
Type 3 left
(c) Three anodes in coincidence, target allocated in-between the last anode couple -
Type 3 right
Figure 4.2: Description of the possible cases for fission fragments at the PPAC setup. Only the target
where fission happens is represented with the involved detectors.
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Figure 4.3: An anode raw data before the derivative filtering.
The fission identification, described later, is based on the time coincidence between
adjacent detectors, hit by the two fission fragments coming from the same fission re-
action (complementary fission fragments) and requires time coincidences of only a few
nanoseconds accuracy. Thereby, a crucial point in the search for time coincidences
between the anode signals, requires a good temporal accuracy. The precise time-
calibration required to synchronize the channels is guaranteed by the common clock
of all SPdevice modules.
4.1.1 Anode signal coincidences
The algorithm implemented to look for the coincidences uses a coincidence time-
window between adjacent detectors of 20 ns, large enough to contain not only the
signals from the complementary fission fragments, but also the signal produced by the
same fragment crossing a second detector. Starting from an anode peak of one detector
a time window is opened to search for coincidences in the anode of adjacent detectors.
If only two adjacent detectors are in coincidence the emitting target is the one between
the two detectors. This happens in most of the cases (∼ 2/3 of the fission events).
But, as already noticed, some fission fragments may cross more than two detectors, in
this case three detectors appear to be in coincidence and there is an ambiguity on the
emitting target, which has to be identified. This is the price to pay to minimize all
thicknesses of detector material. The basic idea, to solve this problem, relies on the
fact that when a fission takes place in the target between two detectors, the fission
fragments reach each detector almost at the same time. Indeed, they have to travel the
same distance between the target and the detector. This synchronization is not perfect
because the velocity of the two fission fragments is not the same due to the asymmetry
of mass distribution, and the length they have to cover may not be exactly the same
due to the angle of the trajectory (it can be more than 2 cm, and as high as 7 cm).
Instead, when a fission fragment passes through one detector and reaches the next one,
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the time of the hit in the third anode is delayed by the time required to travel between
the two detectors. Therefore, the observation of the time differences between adjacent
detectors allowed us to disentangle the emitting target.
Figure 4.4 shows the amplitude of the events in the first anode, in coincidence between
Figure 4.4: Correlation between amplitude on detector 1 with the time difference between detector 2
and 1.
the detector 1 and 2 surrounding the first target, versus the difference in time between
the two detectors. The spot, at ∆t∼ 0 corresponds to the fission fragments emitted
by the first 235U target. The two bumps indicate the asymmetric nature of the fission
process: the spot at higher amplitude is due to the case where detector 1 is hit by the
lightest fragment and detector 2 by the heaviest; the lowest one is for the reverse case.
The relative position of the two fragments, in the figure, may seem counter-intuitive.
However, this is attributable to the characteristic mean energy loss per distance trav-
elled (−dE/dx) by the FFs, which is in the βγ < 0.03 region. Here the energy lost in
the medium is proportional to the energy of the particles and the dependence with Z
is reduced at the second level.
The signals at about 7 ns are due to the fragments coming from the second 235U
target, as indicated by type 3 right in figure 4.2. The amplitude is low because the
fragment had to pass through an additional target and detector to reach detector 1.
In the analysis a time selection of ± 4 ns allowed us to select the fragments emitted by
the first target only.
In addition, figure 4.4 shows a background component at low amplitude coming from 2
different phaenomena. First, the typical α-radioactivity produces a contribution con-
stant over the whole energy range, therefore, these events are generated by α particles
crossing two or three detectors and recognized as a coincidence. Second, there can be
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present low signals produced by spallation processes. In fact, this latter contribution
is mainly present at small time of flights, which means at high energy, and especially
above 10 MeV. More in detail, above 10 MeV reactions on low-Z elements of dead layers
(C, O from mylar, Al in backings and electrode coating) take place, producing several
light ejectiles and light spallation residuals as recoils. Most of them can be rejected
by requiring the coincidence. Nevertheless, the counting rate due to these spallation
reactions is very high and it produces coincidences between consecutive detectors. The
(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: On the left: the distribution of the time differences of the events in coincidence between
the first and the second anodes. On the right: the counts in figure 4.5(a) filtered through
the amplitude threshold condition.
time differences of the events in coincidence between the first and the second anode are
displayed in figure 4.5. It is possible to appreciate how much the distribution changes
adding a simple amplitude threshold, in figure 4.5(b), which allows us to remove all
events generated by α and other light particles, which are, instead, dominant in fig-
ure 4.5(a). In graph 4.5(b) one clearly sees the two peaks, centered at zero, which are
produced by the two fission fragments from the first target of uranium and the third
lower peak, at higher times, coming from fragments from the second target.
The identification of the background events is even clearer in figure 4.6, where the
sum of the amplitudes of the first and the second anode is reported as a function of
time of flight. The sum of the two low-amplitude background contributions are evident
as well as the higher number of low energy events in the low-time-of-flight region.
The application of a short coincidence time window allowed us to discard most
of these parasitic events. However, a fraction is still remains in the data and can be
removed by applying a threshold to the sum of the anode amplitudes.
By using the information of the two detectors around the emitting target, it is
possible to plot the correlation between the two anode amplitudes, relation shown in
figure 4.7. The two bumps of the asymmetric fission are clearly visible. The events
placed in the corner distinctly correspond to low-amplitude events in both detectors.
From this picture it turned out that the sum of both amplitudes allowed us to better
discriminate true fission events from background.
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Figure 4.6: Distribution of the sum of anode amplitudes in the detector around the first 235U target
as a function of the neutron time of flight.
Figure 4.7: Correlation between anode amplitudes of the first and second detectors.
4.1.2 Cathode signal coincidences
As mentioned in section 3.4.2, each PPAC detector has two segmented cathodes with
strips oriented in perpendicular directions. Therefore, a particle crossing the detector
produces signals in both cathodes, enabling its localization. The strips are connected
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to a delay line where the signals propagate in both directions, eventually reaching their
corresponding preamplifiers. The combined data from both cathodes allowed us to
know the detector-crossing position (x, y) of the hitting particle in the uranium target
with an resolution of 1.4 mm.
Figure 4.8 shows an example of a fission event occurring in the first sample with frag-
ments crossing detectors 1 and 2. The signals related to the three anodes are in black,
red and green for the first, second and third detector, respectively. The localisation
signals (cathode), of the second PPAC, are depicted in blue and purple. The cathode
signals are delayed with respect to the relative one in the anode, as they travel through
a delay line. It can be noticed that the peaks of the same delay line are of almost equal
amplitude. This is due to the fact that they originate from the same signal (induced
current on a strip) and that the attenuation of the delay line is low.
The time difference between both signals, read at the ends of the same cathode, pro-
Figure 4.8: The signals from the 3 anodes of the detector and one cathode, read from both sides. In
black, red and green are reported respectively the signals from the 1st, 2nd and the 3rd
anode, in blue and purple are shown the localisation signals.
vides either horizontal or vertical position information.
When the PPAC signal reaches the delay line at a position x, it is propagated in
Figure 4.9: Signal propagation in a delay line of total length L.
both directions arriving at the ends in times tch1 and tch2 after the signal creation (see
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figure 4.9). The two pieces of time information are given by:















where t0 is the reference time given by the corresponding anode signal, and v is the
propagation velocity of the signal along the delay line. The position x in the delay line
can be obtained as:
x = v2 (tch1 − tch2). (4.2)
The same logic is applied to the y-coordinate.
The propagation time is defined as the time the cathode signal takes to travel along
the delay line with respect to the anode signal. tX = tch1 − t0, where X is one of the
4 cathode symbols (Left, Right, Top, Bottom). The sum of the delay times, in both
directions, from the anode can be written as:




which shows that the sum of delays is independent of the position and it is related to
the total propagation time in the delay length (DLT).
To find the localisation signals corresponding to a fission event, both the cathodes
are treated separately using the same procedure: starting with the anode signal, the
correlated cathode signals are searched for within a time window equivalent to the delay
line, of length 100 ns, after t0, and all signals occurring in this window are recorded.
Then all combinations of cathode signal pairs are tested by imposing some constraints.
A valid cathode event must produce two signals, one at each end of the delay line,
with a sum of times equal to about the DLT value. If these conditions are fulfilled, the
signals are kept for further selection.
4.1.3 Reconstruction of the fission fragment trajectory
The remaining part of the selection process is based on the cathode signal perfor-
mance with the aim of reconstructing the fission fragment trajectories. Knowing the
trajectory it is possible to trace the angle between the emission direction of fission
fragments and the incident neutron beam, consequently to investigate the maximum
detection angle of PPACs and to calculate the intrinsic detector efficiency.
It may happen that one of the four signals, that should be recorded by the two cathodes,
is missing and the event is discarded. This happens when one fission fragment has to
cross a large amount of material and is stopped in the anode foil of one detector, which
happens for trajectories strongly tilted with respect to the perpendicular to the detec-
tors. Therefore, the missing information about the position reduces the reconstruction
efficiency to large angles.
Once fission events have been defined by unambiguously associating cathode signals
with anode signals, the fission fragment trajectory can be reconstructed from the posi-
tion information provided by these signals. From the calculated hit positions of the two
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adjacent PPACs it is possible to reconstruct the trajectories of the fission fragments,
taking into account that they are emitted from the target in opposite directions in the
center-of-mass of the event. At energies comparable to the kinetic energy of the fission
fragments, from around 100 MeV, the linear momentum transfer correction must be
considered. The trajectory is fully determined by the position target where the fission
occurs and by the emission angle with respect to the neutron axis beam, θm: a sketch
of the geometrical arrangement is shown in figure 4.10. The coordinate origin is in
Figure 4.10: Reference frame used in the calculation of the emission angle of the two fission fragments
with respect to the beam direction.
the center of the target, and the detector surfaces are parallel to the X-Y plane. The
detectors and the target are placed along the Z axis. It is straightforward to determine
the coordinates of the impact point in each detector using this reference system, since
the X and Y coordinates are given directly by the cathode signals and the value of the
Z coordinate is the distance from the target to the detector.
By using the impact points in the detectors P1 = (x1, y1, z1) and P2 = (x2, y2, z2) at
low energy and in the laboratory frame, it is possible to identify the emission vector
~V , connecting the two points. By construction, the direction of the neutron beam is




|~V | · | ~W |
. (4.4)
In neutron-induced reactions, part of the kinetic energy of the incident neutron is
transferred to the target nucleus, so that fission does not occur at rest. This effect
implies that, at large neutron energies, the nucleus acquires a linear momentum that
is not negligible and the fission fragments are not emitted at 180◦, contrary to was
assumed in the trajectory reconstruction of fission events. In order to take into account
this linear momentum transfer, the kinetic energies and the emission angles of the
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fission fragments have been transformed from the center-of-mass frame to the laboratory
frame. However, in such conditions, the angle θm is different from the emission angle in
the laboratory frame θ1 lab or θ2 lab, since it is not possible to know the emission point
of the fission fragments, but only their final positions at the PPACs.
Figure 4.11: Kinematics of a fission event detected by two PPACs. The back-to-back fission velocities
in the center of mass are represented by the black vectors. They add up with the recoil
velocity of the fissioning nucleus (blue vector) to give the laboratory velocities (red vec-
tors). The fragments cross the backward and forward detectors at the green points, and
the analysis delivers a fission direction depicted by the green dashed line. This line is
almost parallel to the original fission direction, showing that the measured angle is well
representative of the fission direction.
This situation is schematically shown in figure 4.11, where two fission fragments
are emitted in opposite directions in the center-of-mass frame, with momenta p1 cm and
p2 cm at an angle θcm. The incident neutron transfers a momentum pn to the target
nucleus and, therefore, the fragments are emitted with momenta p1 lab and p2 lab at
angles θ1 lab and θ2 lab in the laboratory frame. The angle θm is determined by the
neutron beam direction and by the straight line between the hit points in both PPACs.
It has been demonstrated, by Monte Carlo simulations, that θm is quite close to the
angle in the center-of-mass frame θcm, even at neutron energies of 1 GeV, when the
kinetic energy transferred by the incident neutron is about 350 MeV. The effect is small
also thanks the angle accepted by the experimental setup (details in section 4.3), in fact
at an angle greater than 60◦ the similarity between θcm and θm would no longer be true.
Therefore, the error introduced by the momentum transfer in the angle measurement
becomes negligible, as the difference between the cosine of the measured and the cosine
of the CM angles is comparable to the angular resolution of the experimental setup [187].
The quality of the trajectory reconstruction can be checked by looking at the dis-
tribution of hit points on the target where the fission reaction takes place. Figure 4.12
shows the mapping of the emitting points when the two targets are superimposed. The
impact position on the target can be used to determine the beam spatial distribution
as a function of the neutron energy and some beam features. The beam spot is circular
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(a) En: 180 eV to 1 MeV (b) En: 1 MeV to 10 MeV (c) En: 10 MeV to 1 GeV
Figure 4.12: Distribution of hit points on the two uranium targets superimposed for different neutron
energy intervals.
and highly populated. However, it can be observed the presence of emission points
populating a wider region than the principal spot of 80 mm in diameter. These events
are either produced by low-energy neutrons (figure 4.12(a)) that are much more diffuse
and cover the total area of the 235U deposit or they are originated by background neu-
trons that extend beyond the beam spot and may trigger fissions.
Figure 4.12 shows the data for three energy intervals, exhibiting a progressive transition
in the shape. In particular, the root mean square of the distribution becomes smaller
with increasing energy, due to the smaller emission region in the spallation target.
The uncertainty concerning the precision on the location of the fragments and the
definition of the angle is reported in chapter 6 where all the systematic uncertainties
of the measurement are discussed.
4.2 Time-to-energy calibration
The neutron kinetic energy is calculated from the effective length of the flight path,
L, and the time of flight, tm, using equation 2.3. Since the neutrons are produced
in the spallation target, L is the sum of two terms: the geometrical one L0 and the
moderation distance λ.
A precise value of the length L0 was calculated by comparing a number of resonances
observed in the experimental fission rate of 235U at low energy with the ENDF-B/VIII.0
evaluation. By using a fitting procedure a good match between the two distributions
was found, as shown in figure 4.13, determining the value of L′ to be (183.18 ± 0.03) m.
It must be remembered that with this procedures, the fitted value L′ includes L0 and
the moderation distance, λ. This latter, in the low energy region, depends weakly on
the neutron energy; its value was deduced from MC simulations and resulted to be
15 cm, thus L0 resulting from the subtraction is: L0 = (183.03 ± 0.03) m.
The moderation distance, especially from 104 eV upwards, is energy-dependent as
discussed in chapter 2 (figure 2.7). It is worth recalling that it is very difficult to
find a global functional form, able to reproduce λ in the full range of energy because
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of resonance fission cross section of 235U with ENDF/B-VIII.0, for a flight
path of 183.18 m.
of its strong, sudden and irregular energy dependence. Therefore, a fitting procedure
by small energy bins was adopted and the average value of λ was used as its best
estimation. The distribution of the average λ, shown in figure 4.14, still has a strong
dependence on energy, therefore the moderation distance, for each energy value, was
calculated through an iterative procedure. In this approach, the first approximate
value of the neutron energy E0 is calculated, assuming λ=0. This energy, E0, is used
to calculate a moderation distance λ(E0), and a new value of energy, E1, is obtained
by using a flight path of L0 +λ(E0). The process is repeated until the result converges,
i.e. |En − En−1|/En < 10−4, where n represent the iteration number. This precision
is required in order not to affect the energy resolution that is obtained from the tof
method, which is of the order of 10−3-10−4 from about 10 MeV (details in section 2.4.1).
The missing part of the puzzle is the determination of the Time Of Flight. tm can
be expressed as:




where tγf is the time of the γ-flash and it is considered the time reference for each
detector, and L/c is the time of flight of photons to cover the flight path distance. Since
the γ-flash passes through all detectors within 2 ns, it can be considered instantaneous
and provides a common time reference for each proton pulse. The identification of
the γ-flash is obtained by software via a routine searching for anode coincidences thus
identifying simultaneous hits in the detectors in correlation with the proton pulse.
Contrary to other detectors, the intensity of the γ-flash in the PPACs is small and it
suffers a jitter in time, the tPPACγf is not always correctly recognized. Consequently, for
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Figure 4.14: Energy dependence of the average value of the moderation distance in the n_TOF facility
based on FLUKA Monte Carlo simulations.
each neutron pulse a trigger signal which represents a reliable substitute of the tPPACγf
was recorded. This trigger is provided by the proton beam passing through a resistive
Wall Current Monitor placed before the spallation target, also called PKUP (already
introduced in chapter 2). The difference between the time of the PKUP signal, tPKUP ,
and the tPPACγf is fixed for each anodes and cathodes, as it only depends on the wire
length of their connection to the DAQ. Therefore, for each PPAC tPKUP was calibrated
Figure 4.15: Distribution of the tγf difference between the PKUP and a PPAC detector. The central
values correspond to the constant offset assigned to PKUP’s tγf in order to reconstruct
the time of the γ-flash per each event.
in time with respect to tPPACγf ; an example of the time difference for one PPAC it is
shown in figure 4.15. It is important to note that the width of the time distributions
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was around 1 ns for all pulses.
4.3 Efficiency calculation for the PPAC setup
For a certain neutron energy, E, the number of detected fission events is given by
C(E, θ) = Φ(E)n235U
dσ(E, θ)
dΩ η(θ) (4.6)
where the fragments are emitted at an angle θ with respect to the beam direction, Φ(E)
is the neutron flux, i.e. the number of neutrons per incident proton pulse integrated over
the whole spatial beam-profile impinging on the sample, n235U is the areal density of the
sample, dσ(E, θ)/dΩ is the differential cross-section for emission of fission fragments at
an angle θ, and η(θ) is the detection efficiency, which depends on the exit angle. There
are two main factors that limit the PPAC detection of fission events: the energy loss
of fission fragments in the different layers of PPAC and the anisotropy effect. Indeed,
from of few MeV of neutron energy, the angular distribution differs significantly from
isotropy and therefore must be included in the detection efficiency estimation of any
experimental setup with a restricted angular acceptance. This is the case of the PPAC
setup where the angular acceptance is limited to 60 degrees. This behaviour makes the
global detection efficiency dependent on the anisotropy of the fission fragment angular
distribution, which in turn depends on neutron energy.
Since the coincidence between the two fission fragments is required to identify a
fission reaction, the efficiency has to be calculated taking into account the fact that, to
recognize an event as fission, the coincidences involve both anodes and cathodes. The
localisation signals are more selective about true fission events with respect to anode
signals: with localisation can be distinguish the FFs against multi-fragment emission.
In fact, high energy neutrons can produce many fragments and particles which, adding
up their amplitudes, can mimic a fission fragment on the anode side. While on the
localization side, thanks to the time-serialisation of the delay line, the signals coming
from different particles can be distinguished and identified as background events.
The reduction of the efficiency due to the energy loss by the fragments in different
layers greatly depends on the emission angle: the higher the angle, the longer is the
path through the successive layers of matter. Consequently, the absorption probability
increases and the possibility of reconstructing the fission event decreases. The situation
is more critical for the forward-emitted fragment, which has to cross the aluminum
sample backing of 2 µm, before reaching the PPAC active volume.
To get a qualitative idea of the effect, figure 4.16 shows the ratios of counts for validated
localisation signals and anode signals. The cathode/anode ratio is almost 1 for X1 and
Y2 (see figure 4.2) corresponding to the entrance gap for the FFs on each detector. It
drops to lower values for the gaps Y1 and X2 because some fragments are stopped in the
mylar of the anode and do not reach the second gap. In addition, above 10 MeV the ratio
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starts to decrease, and the reduction is even stronger above 100 MeV. To explain this
behavior it is necessary to resort to the kinematics of the reaction. In fact, remembering
figure 4.11, as the energy increases, the nucleus acquires a linear momentum that is
not negligible, and also the angle of the backward fragment is increased whereas it is
decreased for the forward one. As a result, the detection efficiency of the backward
fragment drops with the momentum transfer, explaining the steady decrease of Y1
counts in figure 4.16 (green histogram) above 1 MeV. The last point to underline from
Figure 4.16: Ratio between the events recorded by the two cathodes and the anode placed in the middle
as a function of the energy.
the figure is the presence of a narrow dip slightly above 1 MeV for all localisation
signals; this is an artefact of the 0-suppression carried out by the second level trigger1
This effect is, anyway, beyond the range of interest of the measurements, therefore it
is not a real issue.
The angular acceptance is limited due to the stopping of fragments in dead layers
to emission angles below ∼ 60◦, that means cos θ ≤ 0.5. Summing up, this efficiency
component is close to 1 for θ values lower than the limit angle and drops quickly to
zero for larger angles.
From the fission fragment trajectory and the θm angle, it is possible to calculate
the efficiency of PPACs as a function of cos θ. Any variation in the counting rate with
cos θ is a combined effect of angular distribution of the FFs and efficiency without any
possibility of disentanglement. However, it is possible to overcome this limitation, con-
sidering the fission events triggered by low energy neutrons, for instance En < 10 keV,
when the emission is isotropic. This is illustrated by figure 4.17 which shows the cos θ
spectrum obtained from the two 235U targets. The main assumption here is that fission
1The data acquisition of the localisations event are triggered from their respective anode: the window
for the cathode events acquisition is open only when a signal in the corresponding anode occurs.
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(a) Target 1 (b) Target 2
Figure 4.17: Distribution of the counts relative to cos θ, obtained by the four localisations signals, of
the two uranium targets, for low neutron energy (En < 10 keV). In this energy region,
the emission is isotropic, therefore, a 100% angular efficiency would lead to a constant
number of counts as depicted by the horizontal green dashed line.
trajectories perpendicular to detectors and samples (parallel to the beam) are detected
with an efficiency of 1 at all energies. This is corroborated by the shape of the detected
angular distribution which is flat in the vicinity of cos θ=1. In figure 4.17 the green
dashed line shows the angular distribution if the efficiency is 1 at all angles. The green
solid curves are fits of the efficiency with the formula:







where p0, p1 and p2 are parameters. To achieve detection efficiency, it is necessary to
normalize the plateau to 1 and integrate the distribution over cos θ, which is equiva-
lent to calculating the areas under the green lines. The efficiencies obtained from the
coincidences between the first and the second PPACs, surrounding the first target, and
the one from the second and the third PPACs, relative the second uranium target, are
different. The second target, as seen from the figures, is less efficient, due to the larger
thickness of the backing and the roughness of the deposit. The estimated values are
0.589 for target 1 and 0.510 for target 2.
4.3.1 Angular distribution of the emitted fragments
The anisotropy parameter A, customarily used to characterize the dependence on
neutron energy of the angular distribution, is defined as (see section 1.1.3 and for-
mula 1.11):





where W (0◦cm) and W (90◦cm) represent the number of fission fragments emitted at
0◦ and at 90◦ with respect to the neutron beam direction. Evidently, the anisotropy
parameter is useful to find at which neutron energies the angular distribution is not
isotropic: an anisotropy parameter equal to one means that there is no preferential di-
rection for the emitted fragments, and a value different from one implies an anisotropic
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behaviour. Figure 4.19 shows the energy dependence of the anisotropy parameter for
235U. The red curve is a recent measurement performed by the Neutron Induced Fission
Fragment Tracking Experiment (NIFFTE) collaboration, using a fission time projection
chamber to measure the anisotropy parameter of 235U over a wide range of incident
neutron energies from 180 keV to 200 MeV [36]. The blue curve is a measurement at
GNEIS, the Gatchina neutron time-of-flight spectrometer [188] up to 200 MeV [189].
The behavior of the two distributions is consistent in the whole energy interval, dif-
ference consisting mainly in a smoother trend obtained by Geppert-Kleinrath et al.
Because of the agreement between the two results and the greater accuracy and pre-
cision of the data published by the NIFFTE collaboration, the red curve was used to
correct for the anisotropy effect. The fission process anisotropy parameter is close to 1 at
Figure 4.18: Anisotropy parameter for 235U as a function of the neutron energy. In red a measurement
performed by the NIFFTE collaboration using a fission time projection chamber in the
energy range between 180 keV and 200 MeV [36], in blue a measurement at Gatchina up
to 200 MeV, using position sensitive multiwire proportional counters [189].
low neutron energies but undergoes particularly large variations at the multiple-chance
fission thresholds and decreases steadily again at intermediate energy. It is worth men-
tioning that in an even more recent measurement of the NIFFTE Collaboration [190] a
careful determination of the linear momentum transfer from incoming neutrons to tar-
get nuclei led to a significant reduction of absolute values of the anisotropy parameter
over the whole energy range under investigation, while the energy trend remains close
to that of the 2019 experiment.
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The next step is to derive the angular distribution from the anisotropy, which is the
first-order descriptor of angular distribution. The fission fragment angular distribution
can be parameterized by a sum of even Legendre polynomials PL(cosθ) series, for each
neutron energy interval. Only the even Legendre polynomials are included in the sum
because of the backward–forward symmetry of the emitted fragments. The truncation
in the sum over the order of the polynomial L, is defined by the total angular momentum
[24]. However the mean of the angular structures brought about by the averaging over
the orientations of the entrance spin (J=7/2 for 235U), helps reduce the number of PL to
be included. Indeed Kleinrath and collaborators showed that it is possible to stop at the
second order for representing the angular distribution. In particular, they demonstrated
that while including higher-order terms in the calculation of anisotropy parameter, the
goodness of fit parameter χ2ν improves marginally, and the statistical uncertainty of the
fit increases [36]. Hence, the angular distribution can be parameterized as:
W (cos θcm) =
Lmax∑
L=2Leven
aLPL(cos θcm) ≈ a0 + a2P2(cos θcm) (4.9)
where aL is the energy-dependent coefficient of the L-th order Legendre polynomial
obtained by fitting the experimental cosine distribution. From the condition of nor-
malization of angular distribution:∫ 1
0
W (cos θcm)d(cosθ) = 1 (4.10)
the value of the first parameter is obtained, a0 =1.
Therefore, the anisotropy parameter can be written as:
A = a0 + a2
a0 − a2/2
, (4.11)
and from this formula it is possible to calculate the value of a2, when anisotropy is
known. The last step is to combine all the ingredients and make a fit, for each energy
bin, of the experimental data with:
C(cos θ) = (1 + a2 P2 (cos θ)) ε(cos θ | p0, p1, p2) · p3 (4.12)
where the parameters p0, p1, p2 and p3 are adjusted on experimental angular distribu-
tions.
Figure 4.19(a) shows the result of the procedure for the first target, in the energy range
from 6.3 MeV to 10 MeV, where the anisotropy is maximal. In this energy region, the
data show a slope of the plateau due to the forward-backward peaking of the physical
angular distribution. The green solid line is the fit performed and the dashed line shows
the trend in case of efficiency equal to 1 at each angle. Instead, the distribution corre-
sponding to the highest neutron energies, between 630 MeV and 1 GeV in figure 4.19(b),
is isotropic again. The green solid line is the result of the fit with formula 4.12, the
red line, instead, is a fit using the low-energy parameterized efficiency ε, obtained by
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adjusting only the p3 parameter and corresponding to the green curve in figure 4.17(a).
It is interesting to notice that the low-energy shape of the efficiency is not accurate
(a) Target 1 - 6.3 MeV < En < 10 MeV (b) Target 1 - 630 MeV < En < 1 GeV
Figure 4.19: Example of angular distribution for 235U, in two different neutron energy ranges. The
green solid line is a result of the fit using the formula 4.12, the red one is the fit reported
in figure 4.17(a).
at all. The actual efficiency has a lower cut-off angle, due to the transferred linear
momentum that tilts the angle of the fragment backwards. When the fission angle is
small, the distribution is not affected by the boost, and the efficiency is equal to 1. This
behavior is related to the velocity of the two fission fragments: the backward velocity
is decreased and the forward one is increased. However, the backward fragment has no
backing to go through, therefore the velocity reduction does not prevent its detection.
Instead, when the fission angle increases, the tilting angle of the backward fragment is
enhanced by the boost inducing a faster drop of the detection efficiency as a function
of cos θ, as shown in figure 4.19(b).
Accordingly, the total detection efficiency η is composed of the geometric acceptance,
the in-medium fission fragment absorption and the effect due to the angular distribution




(1 + P2(cosθ)) ε(cosθ | p0, p1, p2) d(cosθ). (4.13)
The resulting η for the two targets are displayed in figure 4.20. The solid lines (blue
and red) are constructed by taking 5 bin per decade, the dashed ones are the smoothed
version, maintaining the general tendency and eliminating fluctuations due to statistics.
The global trend is common to both targets and the main features are:
• constant efficiency below 100 keV; in fact, in this energy range there are no effects
due to anisotropy nor to the kinematics of the reaction;
• increase of the efficiency around 10 MeV due to the physical angular distribution,
and in particular the peaking at the opening of 2nd and 3rd chance fission;
• drop beyond 100 MeV due to the linear momentum transfer.
For each target an individual efficiency correction has been applied to the recorded
counts. This is necessary because, although the two targets are subject to the same
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Figure 4.20: Global efficiency calculated taking into account the geometric factor, the fission fragments
absorption effect and the angular distribution of the products.
Figure 4.21: Ratio between counts recognized as fission events , in each target, and scaled up by the
efficiency correction. After the corrections the ratio between the counts is almost flat.
phenomena, the weights of the various factors are not the same, therefore the total effi-
ciency is not equal for the two targets. After the efficiency correction the ratio between
the two targets is quite constant, as visible in figure 4.21.
The counts recognized as true fission events, applying the coincidence between two
adjacent PPACs and the localization of the fragments, scaled for the overall efficiency
of the detector, were used to extract the cross section of the reaction. Referring to
formula 4.6, only two elements are missing to obtain dσ(E, θ)/dΩ: the areal density
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of 235U, n235U , and the neutron flux Φ(E). The value of n235U calculated for the two
targets are 6.99 · 10−7 atoms/barn and 7.46 · 10−7 atoms/barn, respectively. Recalling
the composition of uranium targets described in section 3.4.2, the introduction of a
factor to correct for the different isotopes, which constitute the two uranium targets,
is necessary. This correction is needed to balance the contributions of the fission cross
sections of the different isotopes. Up to 100 keV this factor is equal to 1 because only
the fission channel of 235U is open. Above this energy even for the other isotopes the
fission channel is open and the correction reaches its maximum at 100 MeV, where it
saturates to the value of 1.067. The many measurements in literature of the ratios
between the fission cross sections of the different isotopes guarantee us a precision on
this factor better than 1%.
Concluding, the last missing piece is the extraction of the neutron flux, which is ob-
tained from the analysis of telescopes, and is the topic of the next chapter.
Chapter 5
The neutron flux analysis
An accurate determination of the 235U(n,f) cross section clearly requires a similar
accuracy in the determination of the neutron flux. As a consequence this aspect of
the analysis is critical, primarily because the energy region of interest is very close to
the γ-flash, then because, as the energy increases, the background component becomes
progressively more important. Three counter telescope detectors were especially devel-
oped and realized within the collaboration expressly for this measurement campaign.
In fact, since the n_TOF flux has never been measured from 10 to 500 MeV, it was
decided to use a redundant apparatus, thus minimizing uncertainties and maximizing
statistics, at the same time. In this chapter the analysis of the data obtained with the
two INFN-telescopes will be illustrated, in particular from the signal reconstruction to
the flux extraction. Particular attention was paid to the study of the detector efficiency,
extensively investigated through Monte Carlo.
5.1 Telescopes configurations
It is appropriate, here, to recall the design of the two INFN-telescopes and the
fundamental points on which the analysis is based (see section 3.3.2). Both detectors
have a pyramidal structure, which points at a polyethylene target. The developed
counter telescopes exploit the ∆E-E technique and are segmented in various stages to
cope with the large dynamic range of interest. This multistage structure, consisting of
silicon detectors and plastic scintillators, allowed us to work with a specific combination
of detectors, depending on the energy range under analysis. For the RPTL-INFN it is
possible to identify four different energy intervals in which four different combinations
of detectors can be operated, depending on the energy of the neutron undergoing a
reaction in the sample:
(i) events produced by neutrons with energy from 12 MeV to 30 MeV require the
coincidence between the two silicon detectors;
(ii) protons generated from neutrons with energy between 37 MeV and 90 MeV stop
in the second plastic scintillator, producing the coincidence between the first two
plastic scintillators;
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(iii) protons from neutrons with energy from 91 MeV to 145 MeV stop in the third
plastic scintillator and require coincidence between the first three scintillators;
(iv) protons coming from neutrons with energy above 146 MeV involve all the plastic
scintillators.
Since, the RPTH-INFN is not equipped with the two silicon detectors in front, only
three energy regions can be classified.
5.2 Pulse shape analysis
For an accurate particle identification, based on the ∆E-E technique, the recon-
struction of the deposited energy of the particles and the time of the event represent
the fundamental observables. In fact, they enable the identifiction of events in coinci-
dence between the different stages.
The first step of the analysis procedure is the recognition of signals using the Pulse
Shape Analysis framework developed within the n_TOF collaboration. This proce-
dure is described in section 2.8, and therefore in the present chapter only the most
critical aspects for the silicon detectors and the plastic scintillators are reported.
5.2.1 Silicon detectors
The γ-flash is recognized as the first pulse in the recorded frames satisfying a certain
set of conditions. It may happen that a given detector suffers the effect of the γ-flash
for several hundreds of ns, giving rise to a strongly oscillating baseline. This is the
case of the silicon detectors, as presented in figure 5.1, where 500 frames (i.e. bunches)
showing the baseline around the γ-flash are superimposed. It is evident the presence of
recurring structures with a given, frequency and decreasing amplitude with time. These
oscillations could potentially lead to a shift of the temporal information of the signal and
to losses of signals of small amplitudes. The main issue lies in the difficulty to properly
correct for this effect: while up to about 2500 ns after the γ-flash the amplitude of the
fluctuations is proportional to the amplitude of the γ-flash signal; afterwards they are
independent of its intensity. This prevented us from being able to calculate an average
or representative shape of the fluctuations in order to subtract it from each frame.
Similarly to what was done for the analysis of the PPAC signals, for the silicon detectors
a low-pass filter was applied as well via software to the derivative of the signal in order
to cut off the frequency bands. The Fourier transform has been calculated to obtain the
range of frequencies that compose the signal and then a high-frequency limit has been
defined, corresponding to 2.5 Hz. The chosen frequency selection was a trade-off to
eliminate the contribution of high frequency oscillations without affecting the rise time
of the signals. Figure 5.2 shows the comparison of the same frame before the frequency
selections 5.2(a) and after the Fourier transform -based correction 5.2(b). The Fuorier
transform allowed us to eliminate the oscillations only in the frames produced by the
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Figure 5.1: 500 frames from the γ-flash signals until the oscillation effect, due to the γ-flash, is present
in the baseline for the first silicon detector in the RPTL-INFN.
(a) Before Fourier Transform
(b) After Fourier Transform
Figure 5.2: The same frame of the raw data recorded from the first silicon detector before the derivative
filtering, in the top panel, and after it in the bottom panel.
events generated in parasitic mode of the PS, which is characterized by a lower intensity
of the primary beam of protons (3.5×1012 instead of 7×1012); in the dedicated mode,
the effect of the γ-flash on the baseline is not completely eliminated. Therefore, in the
analysis of silicon detectors, only events produced in parasitic mode were considered
for the final analysis. The smoother trend after the application of the filter makes it
possible to perform a clearer identification of the signals and a better reconstruction of
their features.
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5.2.2 Plastic scintillators
The peak and the total charge of a signal are represented respectively by the max-
imum amplitude and the area of a digitized signal. These two quantities are directly
related to the energy deposited in the detector. Their precise reconstruction is essential
when applying the ∆E-E method to perform particle identification. The Signal Ana-
lyzed framework provides the possibility of determining amplitudes of each identified
signal with three different methods: a) by looking for a local maximum or b) extrapo-
lating it from a parabolic fitting to the top of the pulse, or c) by a pulse shape fitting
applying a user-definable specific pulse shape. Using the latter option the area is re-
lated to the amplitude by a fixed scale factor; otherwise, the area under the pulse is
calculated by a numerical pulse integration. The pulse shape fitting with a template
pulse (option c) is preferably adopted or mandatory for high counting rates, where the
signals overlap frequently, since it enables the correct reconstruction of the number of
original pulses, their amplitude/area as well their time. For each scintillator, a repre-
sentative pulse shape was derived from real signals and they were used as input in the
reconstruction routine. The procedure to extract these representative signals consists of
a first signal analysis with the method (a) followed by the study of the area-amplitude
correlation.
A typical example of this is shown in figure 5.3, which clearly show a non-linear trend.
This behaviour is common in plastic scintillators and appears to be significant when
the deposited energy in a scintillator is large. As a consequence, this effect is a more
pronounced in the thickest detector of the telescope. Possible energy deposition in the
first detector is between 1 and 20 MeV, the range covered by the second is from 1 to
50 MeV, and the last two (characterized by the same thickness) reach an energy of
70 MeV. This effect makes the shape of the searched signal not univocal but, rather,
energy dependent. In order to study and estimate the impact of this non linearity on
the pulse shape analysis, we adopted a parametric approach. In fact, the analysis of
the same raw data was repeated 5 times, while changing the shape of the signal.
More in detail, the events were reconstructed in the first time using the parabolic fit-
ting to the top of the pulse and, based on the obtained energy loss distribution (see for
example figure 5.4), four different type of pulse shapes (with different area to amplitude
ratio) could be sampled. For the sake of clarity, the four signals have been named Small
Signal, Medium Signal, Big Signal and Bigger Signal, referring to the size of the shape
with respect to the energy loss in a plastic scintillator. For instance, the amplitudes
and areas of the sample signals of the 6 cm thick scintillator are shown in figure 5.4,
where the black lines represent the histogram of the area and amplitude, while the
colored strips define the region where the Small, Medium, Big and Bigger signals were
sampled, respectively.
To cross-check the pulse shape fitting procedure, several frames were examined, firstly
in a qualitative way, simply by looking at the agreement between the recorded and
the fitted signal, an example of which is reported in figure 5.5. In the subsequent
quantitative analysis, the spectra of the area reconstructed using pulse shape fitting,
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of the amplitude and area of the identified signals in the second plastic scintil-
lator of the RPTL-INFN. It is evident that the linearity of the detector fails as the energy
deposited increases.
Figure 5.4: Reconstructed area (left) and amplitude (right) of the pulses in the 6-cm thick scintillator.
The coloured strips limit different regions where the signals were sampled to give as input
in the pulse shape analysis routine. The red one is the typical range of area and amplitude
characterizing the Small Signal, the green corresponds to the Medium Signal, the blue to
the Big Signal and, finally, in yellow to the "Bigger Signal".
were compared to the corresponding ones analyzed by the simple method (a), i.e. the
amplitude is estimated by the maximum peak value. Comparing the two distributions
required some care: a) a low counting rate was required in order to avoid pile-up, so
that the latter amplitude reconstruction could be trusted; b) the whole energy range of
interest was considered, because different shapes fit better in different TOF regions (as
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Figure 5.5: Case of a reconstruction of events in the 3-cm thick plastic scintillator. The gray and
brown strips define the recognized signals, and the red curve represents their fit using the
Big Signal shape.
energy losses depends on the primary neutron energy). Figure 5.6 shows an example of
the ratios between the areas from the fitting procedure based on the four pulse shapes
and those obtained by numerical integration. These ratios were studied as a function of
the area of the signal, i.e. as a function of the deposited energy, with the aim of looking
for the less affected one. Although a dependence on the deposited energy is identifiable
in each ratio, it is possible to analyze the individual cases finding some differences:
a) the ratios for Small and Medium signals, in figure 5.6(a) and 5.6(b), increase with
energy, as can also be seen in the asymmetry of the ratio distributions, reported in the
histograms;
b) the ratios for the two other signals in figure 5.6(c) and 5.6(d), instead, are more
stable in energy, and the two one-dimensional histograms show a narrower peak with-
out a strong asymmetry in the tails.
The more relevant quantitative check was to count the number of "good" events, i.e.
(a) Small Signal (b) Medium Signal
(c) Big Signal (d) Bigger Signal
Figure 5.6: Ratio of the area obtained using the numerical integration relative to the area extracted
with the fit. The ratios are expressed as a function of the energy deposited in the plastic
scintillator, on the left, and as a distribution, including a Gaussian fit.
the events in coincidence between adjacent scintillators. This last study, was conclusive
enough to benchmark verify the goodness of the signal shape and, additionally, to quan-
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tify the level of uncertainty associated to the signal reconstruction routine. Table 5.1
reports the number of the events in coincidence at some energies and for the differ-
ent methods used for the signal reconstruction: at (52.5 ± 2.5) MeV the coincidence
between the first two scintillators is required, while (115 ± 5) MeV requires the coin-
cidence between the first three scintillators, and the last two energies (175 ± 5) MeV
and (300 ± 10) MeV the coincidence among all the scintillators. In addition to the
number of events, the ratio between the counts recorded in coincidence, obtained using
a particular pulse shape and those obtained by the numerical integration, is reported.
Table 5.1: Number of events in coincidence between the first two plastic scintillators, for neutron
energy from 50 to 55 MeV, among the first three, when the neutron energy ranges from 100
to 120 MeV, and among all the scintillators for the last two energies reported. The number
of events is also supported by the ratio the counts of the events in coincidence using the fit
with the pulse shape relative to the number obtained from the numerical integration.
(52.5 ± 2.5) MeV (115 ± 5) MeV (175 ± 5) MeV (300 ± 10) MeV
# events ratio # events ratio # events ratio # events ratio
N.I. 12248 6988 3304 3991
Small Signal 12209 0.9968 6943 0.9936 3250 0.9837 3939 0.9870
Medium Signal 12224 0.9980 6991 1.0004 3253 0.9846 3964 0.9932
Big Signal 12277 1.0024 6985 0.9996 3274 0.9909 3999 1.0020
Bigger Signal 12219 0.9976 6973 0.9979 3281 0.9930 3992 1.0003
Taking into account all these checks about the goodness of the fit and of the number of
reconstructed events, the most appropriate signal shape to be used in the reconstruc-
tion, was provided by the Big Signal. It is to be noted that the uncertainty associated
with the number of events reconstructed using a pulse shape as input parameter is
about 1%.
5.3 Neutron flux analysis
It is important to remember that, and as mentioned above, the term flux refers
to the number of neutrons of a certain energy that reach the experimental area and
interact with the sample. The procedure for the extraction of the neutron flux, adopted
in this analysis, can be summarized by the following formula (valid in the thin target





where CC2H4 and CC are the events recorded with the polyethylene and carbon sample,
respectively (normalized to the number of primary protons), as a function of the neutron
energy; rC is the ratio between the number of atoms of carbon in the C2H4 sample and
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in the carbon sample itself; nH is the the areal density in atoms per barn of the hydrogen
in the C2H4 target, ε is the total detection efficiency, including the solid angle subtended
by the detector, and dσn,p/dΩ is the differential neutron-proton scattering cross section.
The cross section assumed by the scientific community as a reference for the neutron-
proton scattering, and used in this work, is the VL40 energy-dependent phase-shift
solution, already described in detail in section 1.3.1. The number of atoms, nH , depends
on the features of the used sample used, which are summarized in table 3.2. The
efficiency, ε, of the detection system has been studied with Monte Carlo simulations.
Extensive simulations with neutrons impinging on a realistic setup, composed by the
polyethylene or carbon sample and the counter telescopes, were performed. The same
analysis approach was adopted in both experimental data and simulations, realizing
the ∆E-E matrices, and applying the same analysis conditions to discriminate between
background events and events produced by n-p elastic scattering.
5.3.1 Event recognition by coincidences
By selecting signals in time coincidence from different detectors, it was possible
to select the events originating form the polyethylene sample only. More in detail, a
specific routine was implemented to search for events that are present in a given time
window in the different stages of the telescopes. Furthermore, it was necessary to study
separately the various configurations in the different energy ranges where the different
detectors work. More in particular, the routine searches for a signal in the first stage of
the telescope (located in time after the γ-flash) and sets a time window in the second
detector, where it looks for an event in coincidence. Moreover, if a signal is present
also in the second detector, a window is opened in the third one, and this procedure
continues in cascade up to the last scintillator that composes the telescope.
The plastic scintillators and the silicon detectors are separately analyzed, due to the
rather different time features of the two detectors. Therefore, the coincidences between
the two silicon detectors, those between the first two, the first three and finally, all
the plastic scintillators are grouped and saved. The time windows for the two type
of detectors are different: 500 ns and 10 ns for silicons and for plastic scintillators,
respectively.
As done for the PPACs (for details see section 4.2), for each detector the signal pro-
vided by the PKUP was correlated to the one of the γ-flash, t0, to perform an accurate
synchronization between the different layers of the telescope and eventually a good
time-to-energy calibration. Two examples of t0 calibration are shown in figure 5.7; in
both cases it is important to notice the accuracy achievable in these calibrations which
is about 2.5 ns for the silicons and about 1-1.5 ns for the scintillators. Therefore, in
the search for events in coincidence a precision at the level of ∼ ns was achieved.
Finally, the length of the flight path L from the spallation target to the polyethylene
sample was deduced. In particular, to the L0 value obtained from the PPACs resonance
analysis, the geometric distance between the PPAC detector and the C2H4 target was
added. This distance, measured by mean of a laser-based device with an accuracy of a
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(a) silicon detector (b) Plastic Scintillator
Figure 5.7: Examples of t0 calibration for a silicon detector and a plastic scintillator. It is important
to note the sigmas of the gaussian fit, which assure us an accuracy in the order of ≈ns in
the timing of the events.
tenth of mm, and the obtained L resulted to be (183.40 ± 0.03) m.
As already introduced, two time windows, one for the silicon detectors and one for
the plastic scintillators, were used to identify the events in two consecutive detectors
in coincidence. These windows are large enough to collect a signal even in case of pile
up with an earlier event. Figure 5.8 shows two distributions of the time differences,
dt, between events in coincidence; figure 5.8(a) reports the dt between the two silicon
detectors while, figure 5.8(b) shows the coincidences between two plastic scintillators.
In both distributions the peak produced by good coincidence events is easily identifi-
able and a sharp cut could be applied to avoid random coincidences. The narrowest
selections applied in the analysis for the time differences distribution of the events, dt,
are shown in light-blue. Random coincidences, outside the selected dt region, are less
than 1% compared to all the events recorded in coincidence; therefore the component
due to random coincidences can be considered negligible. In figure 5.9 the area of sig-
(a) silicon detector (b) Plastic Scintillator
Figure 5.8: Distributions of time differences of the recorded events in coincidence between the two
silicon detectors (left panel) and two consecutive plastic scintillators (right panel). In
light-blue are highlighted the narrowest regions taking into account in the final analysis.
Random coincidences are less than 1% of the total recorded events.
nals, from the second (up) and the third (down) plastic scintillators, corresponding to
selected events are depicted as a function of the time of flight (left) and of the neutron
energy (right). It is interesting to focus on what happens in the two detectors; indeed,
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since the two detectors are arranged in sequence, from a neutron energy of about 80
MeV the energy deposited in the second plastic scintillator starts to drop to the mini-
mum, and, similarly, the energy deposited in the third stage begins to increase, as the
neutron energy increases. This behaviour is explained by the energy loss described by
the Bethe-Bloch formula, already discussed in section 3.3: the energy release is max-
imum when the particle reaches the end of its path. The main trend of the energy
deposited in the two scintillators is similar and two regions can be identified: the signal
area grows up to a peak and then begins to decrease. Let us consider, for example, in
figure 5.9(a) the area of the signals versus the neutron energy, on the right panel:
a) protons undergoing elastic neutron scattering with energy larger than 40 MeV and
less than 80 MeV have enough energy to reach the second scintillator and stop there.
As the energy of the primary neutron increases, the energy deposited by the proton in
the second detector increases accordingly, until it reaches a peak, which corresponds to
about 80 MeV of neutron energy.
b) After the peak, protons no longer stop in the second scintillator, but arrive at the
third one; then the energy deposited in the second stage starts to decrease and stabilize
(from about 200 MeV it remains constant as the energy increases).
5.3.2 Monte Carlo simulations
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations were performed with two toolkits: Geant4 and
MCNP. The geometry of the whole experimental setup together with the physics
processes involved in the experiment were implemented in both codes. It is worth
mentioning that the so-called reference physics lists (i.e. the physical models for the
particle interactions with matter) in Geant4 does not correctly reproduce the differen-
tial cross section dσnp/dΩ, therefore it was changed accordingly to the evaluation of
Arndt [109, 191]. To validate and compare Geant4 and MCNP simulations a step-by-
step process was followed. The first item under consideration was the response of the
detector to both point-like and extended sources of monoenergetic protons, deuterons,
and α particles. In particular, the energy deposited in each stage of the counter tele-
scope and the number of recorded events resulted to be compatible within the corre-
sponding uncertainty between the two MC simulations. Once these simplified versions
were verified, a more detailed and complete simulation was performed. In particular,
monoenergetic beams (with and without the n_TOF spatial profile) of neutrons were
sent towards a polyethylene target, with the same characteristics as that used during
the experiment. Each step was verified in the two codes and the same results are
obtained within the uncertainties. This agreement allowed us to have confidence in
the detection efficiency obtained from the simulations. From now on only the results
obtained with the Geant4 code will be shown, owing to their compatibility with MCNP.
The efficiency of the telescope depends on several elements: the geometrical com-
ponent, the multiple scattering of the particles in the sample and in the telescope itself,
the effect of thresholds and cuts applied for event selection.
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(a) Second plastic scintillator
(b) Third plastic scintillator
Figure 5.9: Panels: area of the signals recorded in the second scintillator when a coincidence is present
between the first and second stages of the telescope, as a function of neutron time of flight
on the left, and of the corresponding neutron energy, on the right. In the bottom panels,
area of the signals in the third plastic scintillator for the events in coincidence in the first
three plastic scintillators, versus the neutron time of flight (left) and the neutron energy
(right). Considering two sequential scintillators, it is possible to notice that from about
80 MeV the area in the second plastic scintillator starts to decrease and in the third one
begins to rise.
The first component to be studied is the geometrical factor, which defines, basically,
the solid angle subtended by the detector. Since the area of the two silicon detectors is
the same, when the coincidence between the two is imposed, the second one defines the
solid angle within which the events are accepted. On the other hand, for the trapezoid
composed by the four plastic scintillators, for which the coincidence between all stages
is required, the solid angle is dominated by the acceptance of the first scintillator. The
results obtained by calculation were ε=(0.0298 ± 0.0004) taking into account the co-
incidence between the silicons and ε=(0.0308 ± 0.0004) for the plastic scintillators.
By simulating an isotropic proton source, placed in the position of the polyethylene
target, it is possible to extrapolate the geometric efficiency of the telescope, taking into
account the multiple scattering of protons in the scintillating material. For example,
protons can lose energy in the first plastic scintillator, reach the second one and, fol-
lowing an interaction, escape from the telescope. In this situation, the event locates
off the proton hyperbola in the ∆E-E matrix. In fact, the deposited energy in the first
stage is the expected one but the proton, as it leaves the telescope, cannot deposit all
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of its energy in the forward stages, only part of it being released. Although generated
by n-p scattering, such event cannot be counted among the good events, therefore it is
important to quantify with precision the effect of multiple scattering on the total effi-
ciency of the detector. The left panel of figure 5.10 shows the ratio between the number
of detected events relative to total number of generated protons (106) as a function of
the proton energy. The transition among the different configurations of coincidence
between detectors, at about 30, 90 and 150 MeV, are reflected in the variations in the
efficiency curve.
The second step towards the final simulation of the complete experimental setup was
the introduction of an hydrogen sample, 0.384 mm thick, with an areal density of
0.91 g/cm2, thus including the neutron beam interaction with the target. The fea-
tures of the neutron beam are those of the experimental beam in EAR-1 at n_TOF: a
gaussian-like profile characterized by a sigma of 0.56 cm [192, 193]. As a result of this
MC simulation, the right panel of figure 5.10 shows the efficiency calculated with the
proton source, multiplied by the neutron-proton differential cross section. With the
addition of the sample also the effects produced by the target, which are mainly the
energy deposited in it and the multiple scattering, are included in the efficiency study.
The consequence can be noted in the energies of the transitions between the different
configurations of coincidences which are shifted by about 10 MeV and in the slope which
occurs at low energies, from 10 to 15 MeV. The low detection efficiency coupled with
the differential n-p scattering cross section, led to a detection rate of about 1 proton
per 106 neutrons hitting the polyethylene target.
The geometrical efficiency obtained using a hydrogen sample needs to be adapted to
Figure 5.10: In the left panel the efficiency is studied through an isotropic proton source placed in
the polyethylene sample. The efficiency thus calculated incorporates the evaluation of the
solid angle subtended by the telescope and the effect due to multiple scattering suffered by
protons in the target and in the detector itself. In the right panel the fraction of protons
detected by the telescope relative to the total number of neutron hitting an hydrogen
sample with a thickness and an areal density of 0.384 mm and 0.91 g/cm2 is shown.
the real polyethylene sample used and to the cuts applied in the analysis. Before mov-
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ing on to the study of the effective efficiency, it was necessary to examine the various
background components affecting the neutron flux extraction.
Background components
To complete the simulations by reproducing the final geometry similar to that used
in the experimental measurement it is necessary to introduce the polyethylene target,
instead of the hydrogen one. The amount of carbon present in the sample is responsible
for the main component of background and manifests itself through various processes.
When neutrons interact with carbon nuclei, different outgoing channels are open, thus
producing neutrons, protons, deutons, tritium, α particles in the final states (the main
channels are summarised in table 3.1). As already illustrated, the segmentation of
the telescope ensures the suppression of the background related to particles with Z>1,
which are stopped in the first stages of the detector. Typically, in the ∆E-E matrix,
only the hyperbola generated by protons and deuterons remains. Therefore, a linear cut
in the ∆E-E matrix is enough to select only the events containing protons. In addition,
neutrons induced reactions on carbon, as well as n-p scattering in hydrogen can generate
neutrons, emitted in the direction of the telescope. These neutrons entering in the
telescope can cause in turn reactions and, consequently, a part of the detected protons
can be generated in the detector itself. This effect becomes more important for the
plastic scintillators as they contain hydrogen and carbon (C9H10). Therefore, imposing
the coincidence from the first scintillator in series until the last one, this component
of background is reduced considerably, surely removing all the events produced in the
second, third and fourth scintillators. The number of protons produced in the last three
plastic scintillators was studied through Monte Carlo simulations, and for example in
the case of neutron with energy (158.3± 3) MeV, is about 25% of the total number
of protons recorded in the last stage. However, by requiring the coincidence between
scintillators it is significantly limited to less than 1%.
Finally, by choosing only protons produced in the target, a not negligible component of
background is still present, because protons are generated by the interaction of neutron
with carbon. Figure 5.11 shows the ∆E-E matrix produced by Monte Carlo simulations,
assuming the neutron beam hitting a hydrogen target (on the left panel) and a carbon
target (on the right panel). The different types of nuclear reactions involving carbon
and hydrogen are clearly separated:
i) in the case of n+H, only protons are present in the ∆E-E matrix and their energy
is distributed around the corresponding kinematic locus (defined by Ep = En cos2 θ).
ii) In the case of n+C, in addition to protons other particles are present. As the
Q-value of the neutron-induced reactions on C is negative, the energy distribution of
emitted particles has a lower mean value and the kinematic of the nuclear reaction does
not produce a peaked distribution in energy.
In summary, all the events produced by n-p scattering are localized in a restricted re-
gion of the matrix, while those produced by the interaction with carbon are distributed
throughout the whole hyperbola.
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(a) Hydrogen sample (b) Carbon sample
Figure 5.11: The matrices are generated by Monte Carlo simulations with a 120 MeV neutron beam.
Figure 5.11(a) shows the ∆E-E matrix when an H sample is placed on the neutron beam.
The detected protons can only derive from the n-p scattering reaction, in fact all the
events are positioned in a narrow region of the matrix. Figure 5.11(b) displays the ∆E-E
matrix from the neutron beam hitting a carbon sample. There are two groups of events
related to the families of protons and deuterons; the events are distributed throughout
the hyperbola without any peak.
In spite of the different features of the involved reactions, the analysis conditions
cannot be conclusive enough to achieve an unambigouos selection of the events. There-
fore, in order to estimate the residual background, Monte Carlo simulation with the
same number of neutrons in the same energy ranges was carried out, but with carbon
targets instead of the polyethylene ones, as done in the experimental measurement.
Figure 5.12 shows the ratio between the number of protons produced by nuclear reac-
tions between neutrons and carbon and the number of total protons coming from the
target. The correlation was obtained after the normalisation of carbon counts for the
number of carbon atoms contained in the C2H4 target. In this plot, four regions are
highlighted: in the red one the events in coincidence between the two silicon detectors
are presented, the coincidences between the first two, the first three and all the plastic
scintillators are in the orange, green and the light-blue regions, respectively. It can
be noted that the general trend of this graph is repeated for each region of coinci-
dences, the fraction of background events increases with increasing energy and exhibits
an abrupt reduction at each change of detector combination. This behaviour is due
to two factors; on one hand as the energy increases, more decay channels for 12C are
open and therefore their contribution becomes more relevant. On the other hand there
is a reduction in the carbon background events due to the multi-layer structure of the
telescope.
The study of the effective efficiency
Putting together all the ingredients described above: geometric acceptance of the
detector and the subtraction of background; it is possible to determine the effective
efficiency of the telescope for different analysis conditions. In order to have a global
view of the analysis procedure, the evaluated efficiency was multiplied by the n-p cross
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Figure 5.12: The ratio between the protons attributable to n+C reactions, normalized to the number
of carbons contained in the polyethylene, relative to the total number of protons recorded
when a C2H4 target is placed in the neutron beam. In the red strip there are the events
attributable to the coincidence between the two silicon detectors, in the orange, green and
light-blue strips, there are respectively the coincidences between the first two, three and
all four scintillators. Each time one moves from one configuration to the next one, the
number of events from the carbon sharply drops to gradually increase, within the same
required coincidence, as the energy increases.
section, therefore, this procedure makes it possible to estimate the number of events
recognized as protons produced by n-p scattering compared to the total number of
neutrons hitting the C2H4 target.
A dedicated Monte Carlo simulation covering the entire energy range from 10 MeV
to 500 MeV, and considering the whole experimental setup (which includes a sample
placed in the neutron beam and a telescope located at 25◦ with respect to the beam
direction) was carried out. Events from polyethylene or carbon samples with the same
characteristics as those used in the measurement were simulated. All the steps and the
selection of the simulated events are briefly summarised in the following list.
1. Only events that deposit energy in each layer of the detector were selected;
2. the last two detectors in which particles deposit their energy were chosen in order
to perform particle identification;
3. only the hyperbola produced by protons was selected using ∆E-E matrices;
4. the protons produced by n+C reactions were subtracted, after being normalised,
from the totality of protons events reconstructed in the configuration with the
polyethylene target.
The events recognised, through this selection, as generated by n-p scattering and di-
vided by the number (109) of incident neutrons on the target, are shown in figure 5.13.
The purple, green and blue lines are, respectively, the results obtained from the thinnest
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target, namely the C2H4 1.025 mm thick (and C 0.5 mm thick), used for the low en-
ergy part, from the 1.834 mm thick target (and C of 1.0 mm) and, from the C2H4 of
4.917 mm thick (and 2.5 mm for the carbon sample) particularly suited for the high-
energy region, from about 70 MeV. The plots have the same sawtooth structure as in
Figure 5.13: Number of protons per incident neutron produced by the neutron-proton scattering, cal-
culated by subtracting from the number of protons from the polyethylene target, the
number of protons coming from the carbon one and dividing the result by 109 incident
neutrons in the sample. The purple line was calculated using the 1.025 mm thick C2H4
target, the green line using the 1.834 mm and finally the blue line using the 4.917 mm
thick target, each one associated with the respective graphite targets.
figure 5.12, due to the background component generated by the n+C reactions and the
design of the telescope. The low efficiency of the RPT is predominantly geometric, i.e.
due to both the thickness of the polyethylene targets and the solid angle subtended by
the detector; these two characteristics determine the number of produced and detected
protons, respectively. As proof of this we may notice in the graph that the efficiency
calculated using thicker targets is systematically higher, because, due to the greater
thickness, a greater number of atoms is exposed to incident neutrons.
In addition, through Monte Carlo simulations, sensitivity studies were carried out
to quantify the effect on the number of counts detected and, therefore on the final
extracted flux, in case of possible misalignments between the beam and the detector.
These studies are part of the estimate of the uncertainty of the final result and will be
discussed in the next chapter.
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5.4 Extracted neutron flux
With all the pieces of the puzzle, introduced in formula 5.1, provided the neutron
flux was extracted. Figure 5.14 shows an example of ∆E-E matrices, taking into account
the events produced by neutrons with energy of (74.8± 2.2) MeV, which stop in the
second plastic scintillator. The plots 5.14(a) and 5.14(c) are based on experimental
data using the C2H4 and the C target, respectively. The matrices 5.14(b) and 5.14(d)
show the corresponding Monte Carlo simulation. The two hyperbolas from protons
and deuterons are clearly identifiable and events out of the gray zone were selected
and counted. At this point, the subtraction between the polyethylene and the carbon
allowed us to isolate the contribution of n-p scattered protons from protons produced
in the n+C reaction, obtaining the two one-dimensional histograms in figure 5.14(e) for
the experimental data and 5.14(f) for the MC simulation. The discrimination between
protons and deuterons in the ∆E vs E plots is quite effective up to En≈ 200 MeV
neutron energy. In fact, although the protons are already beyond the punch-through
energy, the deuterons are still in the upper branch of the plot where the ∆E is effective
for discrimination. Above that energy the deuterons cannot be easily discriminated, but
the subtraction of the data from the graphite samples basically removes all of them.
An example of this scenario is in figure 5.15, where the matrices were produced by
choosing neutrons with energy of (270.9 ± 11.7) MeV. In the gray exclusion zone there
are no events since the signals of protons and deuterons are completely overlapping. In
this case the exclusion of background events occurs only through the subtraction of the
normalized events coming from carbon from all events detected with the polyethylene
target. Since this technique will be used for neutrons with energies from 200 MeV
upwards, it is appropriate to find a way of testing the reliability of the results obtained
when the protons traverse the whole telescope without stopping inside it. Figure 5.16
aims at demonstrating the goodness of the results when the telescope works in the
punch-through or with the following couple of scintillators, obtaining in both cases an
equivalent extracted flux. Since this is a crucial part of the analysis, it is appropriate to
examine it in detail. The top panel show the extracted flux using only polyethylene with
a thickness of 1.834 mm, in different configurations: the orange points give the result
obtained by imposing only the coincidence between the first two scintillators; the green
points are obtained by imposing the coincidences among the first three scintillators,
the blue points to the coincidence among all the plastic scintillators; among the three
regions there are intentionally overlapping areas. This implies that starting from a
neutron energy of about 90 MeV and imposing only the coincidence between the first
two scintillators the flux can be extracted working in punch-through condition, while
the coincidence among the first three scintillators is the right configuration to require.
A similar scenario occurs from about 160 MeV for the coincidence among the first
three plastic scintillators. The ratios shown in the bottom panel confirm that, in the
overlapping zones, the flux extracted with the right configuration of scintillators and
the one obtained with the previous couple of detectors are fully compatible. This
validation allows us to work with telescopes even in the high-energy region, where




Figure 5.14: Figures 5.14(a) and 5.14(c) display the ∆E-E matrices produced by the experimental data
choosing the events of neutrons with energy of (74.8± 2.2) MeV hitting the 1.834 mm
thick C2H4 and the 1 mm thick C sample, respectively. Figures 5.14(b) and 5.14(d) show
the same ∆E-E matrices but obtained through data from simulations. In each matrix
only the proton hyperbola was selected and the subtraction between the two samples
was performed. The one-dimensional histograms in the bottom panels show the result
of the subtraction between the two samples for the data, the figure 5.14(e), and for the
simulations in 5.14(f).
protons no further stop inside the detector.
5.4.1 Dead time correction
The counting rate determined by the n_TOF neutron beam hitting the polyethy-
lene targets, CountsC2H4 , is quite high and the pileup events are fairly frequent. For
this reason the correction of the reconstructed events for dead time of each stage of




Figure 5.15: Figures 5.15(a) and 5.15(c) display the ∆E-E matrices produced by the experimental data
choosing the events of neutrons with energy of (270.9 ± 11.7) MeV hitting the 1.834 mm
thick C2H4 and the 1 mm thick C sample, respectively. Figures 5.15(b) and 5.15(d)
show the same ∆E-E matrices but obtained through data from simulations. The one-
dimensional histograms, in the bottom panels, show the result of the subtraction between
the two samples for the data, in figure 5.15(e), and for the simulations in 5.15(f).
the telescope is necessary. In the coincidence method a non-random element is intro-
duced that makes the calculation of the dead-time and coincidence losses somewhat
more difficult. In parallel to the good events there are random events that can cause
coincidence between different detectors. Although in our case the second contribution
is significantly lower than the first one, it is still appropriate, for a more accurate cal-
culation of the correction factor, to separate the two effects.
The first needed step is the evaluation of the typical dead time of each detector. The
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Figure 5.16: Top panel: the neutron flux extracted taking into account the coincidence between the
first two plastic scintillators,in orange, the three scintillators, in green, and all the plastic
scintillators in blue. In the bottom panel the ratios between the different configurations,
in the energy range where they overlap, are shown. Taking into account the coincidence
between only the first two scintillators, in the energy range between 100 and 160 MeV,
the telescope is working in the punch-through condition in fact the protons stop in the
third scintillator. The same situation is for the energy range between 160 and 330 MeV
requiring the coincidence 1-2-3 instead of coincidence among all the scintillators.
time that typically elapses between two successive events in the same silicon detector
or plastic scintillator had to be defined. Figures 5.17 show a distribution for the first
silicon and one relative to the fourth scintillator. The value of the dead time has been
(a) (b)
Figure 5.17: Time difference between two consecutive events recorded by a silicon detector, in fig-
ure 5.17(a), and a plastic telescope scintillator, in figure 5.17(b).
established considering the point of the graph where the distributions reach the max-
imum and begin to decrease, therefore for example for the two histograms of the two
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reported detectors the dead time is 450 ns for 5.17(a) and 13 ns for 5.17(b).
The formula used for the correction, based on the approach studied by Whitten for
time of flight facilities [194], was applied separately for dedicated and parasitic pulses.
The real number of coincidences Nt,ev(i) in the i− th tof bin can be expressed as:
Nt,ev(i) = α(i)Nt,0(i) (5.2)
where α(i) is the tof-dependent dead-time correction and Nt,0(i) is the number of events
of coincidences recorded in the i− th tof bin.
In the case of n detectors, each characterized by its dead time τd, in coincidence with
each other, the correction factor can be calculated with the formula:


























Nd is the number of events for single detector, d, integrated from the tof bin i−τd up to
i−1 subtracting the total number of events in coincidence between the various detectors
and Nt is the integrated number of events in coincidence. The subtraction separates
the random contribution of individual detectors from the true coincident events, which
are considered separately to avoid an overestimation of the final correction. The cor-
(a) (b)
Figure 5.18: Dead time correction calculated with the formula 5.3 for the coincidence between the
silicon detectors (in parasitic pulse mode), in figure 5.18(a), and for the different config-
urations between the plastic scintillators (in dedicated pulse mode), in figure 5.18(b).
rections calculated for the various detector configurations are shown in figure 5.18: in
the left panel the correction factor considering the coincidence between the two sili-
con, in parasitic mode, is displayed; in the right panel there are the three factors for
the three coincidence configurations among the plastic scintillators, in dedicated mode.
The orange line represents the correction factor for coincidences between the first two
scintillators, the green line the factor for coincidences among the three scintillators
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and the light-blue line the correction factor for the events in coincidence among all the
scintillators.
As already mentioned, the correction for detector dead time has been implemented
separately in the events recorded in dedicated and parasitic mode. This approach also
allowed us to evaluate the accuracy of the correction and the uncertainty to be asso-
ciated with this factor. The flux was extracted in the dedicated and parasitic pulses
and the consistency of the two results revealed the validity of the applied method. In
the top panel of figure 5.19 the results, from all the configurations with the plastic
scintillators used, are shown; in the bottom panel there are the ratios between the
flux achieved with parasitic and dedicated pulses. The consistency between the results
Figure 5.19: The top panel: the fluxes, in the different configurations, extracted separately for the
events generated in parasite and dedicated mode, correcting them for the respective dead
time factor. Bottom panel: the ratio between the fluxes extracted using the dedicated
and the parasitic mode of the PS pulse.
within the experimental errors, which become more important as the energy increases,
demonstrates the accuracy of the method used. The experimental uncertainties are
mainly due to the reduced statistics with the parasite bunch.
In the next chapter a quantification of the uncertainty associated to the correction fac-
tor on the dead time will be illustrated, recalculating the factors with different values
of dead times and evaluating the effect that these have on the final result.
At this point the final flux can be extracted by considering separately all the con-
figurations: the dedicated and parasitic bunch and the three targets of C2H4 and C,
with different thickness. Finally, the weighted average of all the results yields the flux
reported in green in figure 5.20. The error reported is only related to the counting
statistics.
Using exactly the same method composed of the above described passages, it is
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possible to extract the flux from the second telescope, i.e. the one dedicated to the high-
energy region. The main difference between the two detectors is the extra background
source present in the RPTH-INFN. In fact, together with the particles produced in
the second target to which it is pointed, it also sees some events coming from the
first polyethylene target. A full simulation of the entire experimental setup including
the two polyethylene targets and the two telescopes was then developed in order to
estimate the mutual background contributions. Both contributions were investigated:
backscattered secondary particles from the target in front of the PRTH-INFN telescope
reaching the PRTL-INFN, and, on the other hand, particles from the first sample that
can deposit significant energy in the second telescope [191]. From about 100 MeV of
neutron energy, no significant contributions were observed for both the scenarios.
In addition, the correction due to the attenuation of the neutron beam after crossing
the first polyethylene or carbon target has to be considered. This contribution was
calculated considering the total cross-sections involved in the sample, calculating it for
the various first samples used in the experimental campaign. The largest attenuation
is obtained at about 100 MeV of neutron energy with the thick C2H4 target and it is
about 1.2%.
The analysis of the second telescope has not yet been extended to the whole statistic.
The preliminary extracted flux is in purple in figure 5.20.
Figure 5.20: In green the extracted neutron flux combining the three polyethylene samples of different
thicknesses, using the RPTL-INFN. In purple the preliminary result obtained from the
RPTH-INFN. The bottom panel shows the ratio of the flux from the two telescopes in
the common part of their energy ranges.
In the bottom panel of figure 5.20 it can be seen the consistency of the two fluxes
extracted with the two telescopes through their ratio.
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Chapter 6
Experimental results
The fission events detected by the Parallel Plate Avalanche Counters and the neu-
tron flux measured by means of the two INFN-telescopes allowed us to extract a pre-
liminary result for the 235U fission cross section (related to the n-p scattering) in the
neutron energy range between 10 and 500 MeV. A detailed assessment of the system-
atic uncertainties involved in the analysis was performed, and then combined to the
statistical uncertainties. The resulting cross section is compared to the experimental
measurements and the evaluated value present in literature. A preliminary comparison
is shown between the cross section obtained in this thesis and that provided by the
Parallel Plate Ionization Chamber and the RPT-PTB, both analyzed by the n_TOF
colleagues from Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt.
6.1 Discussion on the uncertainties
The total uncertainty in the 235U(n,f) cross section is a combination of several
components. The uncertainties related to neutron flux measurement and fission counts
should be analyzed separately and then combined to obtain the final uncertainty of
the fission cross section. Alongside the uncorrelated uncertainty due to the counting
statistics, both in the results from the telescopes and the PPACs, two contributions can
be highlighted: the first is related to the experimental conditions of the n_TOF facility
and the experimental setup itself; the second is related to the analysis procedure.
Uncertainties related to neutron flux
To evaluate the uncertainties affecting the measurement of the neutron flux, in
particular those related to the analysis of the detection procedure, it is appropriate to
divide the energy range studied by the RTPL-INFN into three regions, diversified by
the different detectors used or by the different working conditions:
• from 10 to 30 MeV the analysis is characterized by the coincidence between the
two silicon detectors;
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• from 38 to 200 MeV of neutron energy, the protons produced by scattering with
neutrons stop inside the INFN-telescope;
• in events generated by neutrons with energy higher than 200 MeV, the protons
exit from detectors and the telescope works in punch-through condition.
Regarding the RPTH-INFN, working in the highest energy region from about 100 MeV,
the regions are reduced to two, separated at 200 MeV.
The sample-related component of the uncertainty depends on the characteristics of
the samples summarized in table 3.2. Both the density and thickness of all polyethylene
and carbon samples were characterised by the PTB engineering division. The density
was calculated by hydrostatic weight obtaining an accuracy on the measurements at
the level of 0.2%. Whereas, the thickness of each target was measured for 25 different
positions, obtaining a precise knowledge of the corresponding profiles. Knowing the
exact point of impact of the neutron beam on the target, it was possible to deduce the
correct thickness of the samples.
The combination of density and profile measurements provided an accurate assessment
of the areal density of the samples. The evaluation of the uncertainty found on this
quantity was equal to 1.4% for the thinnest carbon target (0.5 mm), and well below
1% for all other samples.
As the uncertainties relating to data analysis are concerned, three main compo-
nents can be identified: a) one related to the identification of the signals using the
Pulse Shape Analysis framework, b) another associated to the dead time correction
and c) a third for the events selection, incuding background subtraction.
a) Pulse identification. Different techniques have been used for the recognition and
the reconstruction of the raw data and the complete discussion is in section 5.2. It is
worth remembering what are the two most critical issues to the two types of detector:
for silicon detectors the baseline oscillations present in proximity of the γ-flash, while
for plastic scintillators it is the identification of overlapping events. To assess the impact
of the approach chosen for the analysis and the confidence in the results obtained, the
number of n-p scattering events have been extracted with all methods and compared to
each other. Concerning the silicon detectors, the baseline oscillations cause an effect on
the number of events which is at 2% level. While, for plastic scintillators the resolution
of pile-up events using an imposed shape produces a final uncertainty smaller than 1%.
b) Dead time. The correction for the dead time of the detectors reaches up to about
40% for coincidences between the two silicon detectors and 15% when the coincidences
between the 4 plastic scintillators are considered. Since in both cases it is a non-
negligible correction factor, the neutron flux was calculated considering the method
described in section 5.4.1 and applying different realistic fixed dead times for each sin-
gle stage of RPTs. For the silicon detectors, the resulting uncertainty is slightly higher
than that for the plastic scintillators, being 2% and 1%, respectively.
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c) Event selection. The selection of the events was performed applying proper cuts
on the ∆E-E matrices to isolate the protons coming from n-p elastic interaction, as
illustrated in section 5.4. The used thresholds were properly modified, finding differ-
ences in the results smaller than 1%. The largest deviation was found when all events
were considered (i.e. including both protons and deuterons). Furthermore, the carbon-
generated contribution was subtracted from the ones obtained with the polyethylene
target on the beam. Consequently, this subtraction eliminates all the events in the
∆E-E matrix attributable to deuterons. With this test the upper limit on the uncer-
tainty in the number of events recognized as coming from n-p scattering was obtained,
and resulted to be 5% for silicon detectors and 2% for plastic scintillators.
Other minor components of uncertainty are related to the geometry of the appara-
tus: d) the relative position between the detector and the target, e) the point of impact
of the neutron beam in the C2H4 and C samples and f) its shape.
d) Distance. The distance between the target and the telescope affect the solid angle
subtended by the detector, thus introducing a scale factor in the geometrical efficiency
of the detector.
e) Beam position. The point of impact of the neutron beam in the polyethylene target
determines the angle between detector and beam direction defining the values of the
dσ/dΩ to be used. Small variations of the angle produce a sizable effect because of the
n-p cross-section shape (figure 6.1). For instance, in this case the impact in the number
of events is progressively more significant as energy increases.
f) Beam profile. The neutron beam profile used in the Monte Carlo simulations had
Figure 6.1: Evaluation of the neutron-proton elastic scattering cross section as a function of the angle of
the scattered proton (in the laboratory reference system) at three different neutron energy:
75, 100 and 150 MeV.
a Gaussian shape to cope with the nominal value [149]. However, as mention above, it
was possible to extract the beam profile at different neutron energies using the point-
of-impact data provided by the PPACs. For instance, from about 30 MeV the beam
profile slightly changes its spatial distribution: the peak area is wider and flattened
and the tails are steeper. The following formula was found to reproduces the neutron
profile shape:




(1 + p2 r2)3.9
)
dr2 (6.1)
where p0, p1, p2 are empirical parameters and recalling that the beam profile is sym-
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metric. Clearly, this distribution modifies the area of the target that is seen by the
incident neutron beam.
All these effects (listed above as d, e and f) were studied through Monte Carlo simu-
lations slightly modifying the geometry of the experimental setup. More in detail, the
effects related to the geometry and to the beam profile have an impact on the final
result resulting in an uncertainty of less than 1%.
Moreover, another aspect to consider is the attenuation of the neutron beam in the
uranium samples and their supports contained in the two fission chambers. This phe-
nomenon was studied and estimated through Monte Carlo simulations. Around 1.5%
of the neutrons of the beam interact inside the PPFC and can slightly change their
direction, however a non-negligible fraction of these neutrons still remain in the beam.
Therefore, about 0.8% of the neutrons interacting with the PPFC escape the sensitive
area of the uranium samples inside the PPACs. Since the contribution of PPACs in
neutron reduction is negligible for the intent of this analysis, the neutrons that reach
the polyethylene target are still 99.2% of the starting beam. 0.8% has to be included
in the calculation of the measurement uncertainties.
The last uncertainty to discuss is related to the neutron flux analysis. In particular,
the total neutron-proton scattering cross section is completely elastic up to 350 MeV,
while above the first inelastic channel opens:
n+ p→ n+ ∆→ n+ p+ π0, (6.2)
which becomes sizably above 500 MeV and remains dominant up to 1 GeV. In fact, the
inelastic cross section at 350 MeV neutron energy is 0.5% of the total n-p scattering
cross section and at 450 MeV it reaches a few percent. From 500 MeV to 1 GeV the
inelastic contribution becomes increasingly larger reaching 55% of the total neutron
and proton scattering events [195]. Therefore, in the energy range for interest of this
thesis, this channel is completely negligible.
In table 6.1 all the uncertainties are listed for the different energy ranges.
Uncertainties related to fission events
The constraint of coincidences between two adjacent detectors, on which the anal-
ysis of PPACs is based, ensures a an almost background-free selection of fission events.
However, a few specific steps require careful evaluation of the uncertainties involved in
the analysis procedure.
Most important in the evaluation of the uncertainty is the characteristics of the
targets. As discussed in section 3.4.2, the composition of the targets contained in the
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Table 6.1: Summary of uncertainties related to the extraction of the neutron beam flux in the 235U(n,f)
cross-section measurement.
Source of Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty
Reference
uncertainty En= [10-30] MeV En= [38-200] MeV En > 200 MeV
C2H4 mass 0.4% 0.2-0.5% 0.2-0.5% Section 3.3.2
C mass 1.4% 0.5-0.6% 0.5-0.6% Section 3.3.2
Signal Reconstruction 1.8% 0.5% 0.7% Section 5.2
Dead time correction 2.0% 1.0% 1.0% Section 5.4.1
Cuts in the ∆E-E matrix 5.0% 2.0% 2.0% Section 5.4
Telescope angle 0.6% 0.9% 1.0% Section 3.6.1
Telescope position 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% Section 3.6.1
Beam transmission 0.8% 0.8% 0.8%
Beam profile 0.5% 0.5% 0.5%
Counting statistics 1.7-3.8% 1.0-2.4% 2.8-4.5%
Total 6.2 - 7.1% 2.9 - 3.7% 4.4 - 5.4%
PPAC is very well known. In fact, the uncertainty, which is about 0.7%, is mainly due
to the evaluation of the solid angle subtended by the detector during the sample char-
acterization measurement, carried out by counting α particles emitted by the uranium
target. Moreover, only the region illuminated by the neutron beam, rather than the
full sample, is involved in the fission process. Therefore, it is necessary to know the
thickness of the sample exactly where the beam-target interaction takes place. With
this component the total uncertainty related to the sample masses is presently evalu-
ated to be 1%.
The uncertainty on the efficiency is composed by three factors: g) the accuracy with
which the trajectory of FFs is identified h) the combined effect of fit and the collected
statistics at each angle and i) lastly the effect of correction for anisotropy.
g) FFs trajectories. The localisation of FFs is obtained from the time difference ∆t
between the two ends of the delay line, the method being illustrated in section 4.1.3.
The propagation time along the delay line is about 100 ns, over the 100 strips (2 mm
wide). The horizontal and the vertical position, respectively x and y, are obtained from
(∆tns−τ)/w, where τ and w are two calibration coefficients. The uncertainty related to
the timing variable is mainly due to the uncertainty on ∆tns, the time difference between
signals collected by adjacent detectors which is involved in the computation of the angle.
Therefore, the determination of this uncertainty is based on the shape of the position
spectrum of fission fragments. These spectra, in each detector, have a Gaussian-shaped
distribution, as shown in figure 6.2(a) where the y-coordinate reconstructed with the
first detector is reported. In each of the three detectors, the maximum of the spectrum
corresponds to the center of the beam and gives a relative reference which can be used
as a common reference. Table 6.2 gives the x and y positions in ns of the peaks in the
3 detectors. The differences between the peak centers relative to the same coordinate
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.2: In figure 6.2(a) the position spectrum of fission fragments of the y-coordinate of detector
1. In figure 6.2(b) the Fourier transform of the spectrum of figure 6.2(a).
(x or y) are within a window of 1 ns. Because there is not an absolute value of the
shift, the τ given by the peak of the x and y distributions of the central detector
is chosen as the common reference. Instead, the determination of w is based on the
discrete structure evident from the distribution of localization signals: selecting high
amplitude signals it is possible to identify the periodic structure of the strips, as shown
in figure 6.2(a) for y1. The periodic structures correspond to the strips and provide a
geometrical ruler with a 2 mm pitch. A convenient way to count their spacing is to
use a Fourier transform to identify the base frequency caused by the discontinuity of
the strips, as shown in figure 6.2(b). The black spectrum is the result of the FT taking
into account high amplitudes signals. From this spectrum it was possible to identify
peaks corresponding to the periodic structures. The red spectrum was produced by
considering all events and the main modulation is still present even if the background
events make it less evident. In the case of y1, for example, the main frequency was
513 MHz, hence in the original spectrum the period of the waving is 1.95 ns for a pitch
of 2 mm, from which it can be inferred w: wy1 =0.975 ns/mm. The same process has
been applied to all other coordinates and the results are summarised in table 6.2.
Table 6.2: The peak values of the fission fragment distributions and the calibration coefficient w for
each x and y coordinate of each PPAC detector.







Since the coefficient is stable within 1%, this value corresponds also to the precision
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related to w. In order to obtain the uncertainty to associate to the localisation of the
FFs it is opportune to recall the formula used to derive the angle:
cos θ = d√
d2 + r2
, (6.3)
where d is 34 mm and is the distance between detectors and r =
√
(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2.
The derived uncertainty related to the determination of the trajectory of the fragments
is well below 1%, e.g. ∆cos(θ) around the angle cut at cosθ=0.5 is 0.37%.
h) Fitting angles. The second component refers mainly to the fluctuations due to
low statistics. Note for example the figure 4.20, in which the smooth curves deviate at
maximum with a standard deviation of about 2% with respect to the most punctual
trend, obtained using 5 bins per decade.
i) Anisotropy. The method used to calculate the angular distribution is built on
the anisotropy parameter (for details see section 4.1.3). The uncertainty related to
the angular distribution has been evaluated by comparing the effect of three different
anisotropies in the corrected FFs counts. Of the three factors used in this analysis,
two are derived from experimental measurements [36, 189] and the third is a fit on
different measurements contained on Experimental Nuclear Reaction Data (EXFOR)
and an extrapolation at higher energy [196], above 15 MeV. The resulting uncertainty
to be associated to the correction for the angular distribution of the FFs is at most
1.2%. This factor is the reason why it is appropriate to divide the energy range of the
uncertainty in two parts, since the FFs emission returns to be isotropic above 200 MeV.
Table 6.3 lists all uncertainties associated with the analysis of fission counts.
Table 6.3: Summary of the uncertainties in counting FF events in the 235U(n,f) cross section measure-
ment.
Source of Uncertainty Uncertainty
Reference
uncertainty En < 200 MeV En > 200 MeV
Sample mass 1.0% 1.0% Section 3.4.2
Trajectories reconstruction 0.4% 0.4% Section 4.3.1
Efficiency calculation fit 2.0% 2.0% Section 4.3
Anisotropy correction 1.2% - Section 4.3.1
Counting statistics 2.5 - 4.2% 2.0 - 3.1%
Total 3.6 - 4.9% 3.0 - 3.8%
6.2 Extraction of the neutron flux
As mentioned above, the results obtained with RPTL-INFN are definitive, while
the ones of RPTH-INFN are still preliminary, and therefore the total cross section. In
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order to extract the final flux, the data obtained with the two telescopes, in the energy
region where the results of the two detectors overlap, have to be combined. By using
the weighted average of the two fluxes, extracted from the two independent detectors,
the systematic uncertainties can be reduced. The goodness of the agreement of the
two results, as observed in figure 5.20, in spite of the differences between the working
conditions, i.e. the angle at which are placed relative to the neutron beam direction,
the background sources and the cuts applied to the ∆E-E matrices, provides confidence
on the results up to 500 MeV. Figure 6.3 shows the preliminary n_TOF neutron flux
calculated by combining the results from the two INFN-telescopes. The points up to
32 MeV were extracted using the coincidence between silicon detectors (of the RTPL-
INFN), while from 40 MeV upwards the coincidences between plastic scintillators were
used. These different time properties of the two types of detectors explain the gap
in between the two intervals: the coincidences between silicon detectors and plastic
scintillators are not applicable.
Figure 6.3: The extracted neutron flux combining the results from the two INFN-telescopes.
6.3 Comparison with PTB data
A preliminary comparison was carried out between the two independently extracted
cross sections in the present measurement campaign: the PPACs and the two INFN-
telescopes were compared to the data recorded by the PPFC and the flux measured
with the PTB-telescope. The data from these other two detectors have been analyzed
by the n_TOF colleagues from the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt institute,
with whom the idea of this measurement was born, discussed and realized. The com-
parisons will concern the fluxes obtained through the telescopes, through the fission
chambers themselves and finally the resulting fission cross section.
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Figure 6.4 shows the ratio between the fluxes extracted using the two RPTs-INFN
and the one obtained from the RPT-PTB analysis. The comparison always results
within 5%. Since the two results were obtained using completely independent detectors
and two different analysis techniques, this comparison defines the reliability and the
goodness of the neutron fluxes obtained.
Figure 6.4: Ratio between the flux extracted using the RPTs-INFN and the ones from the RPT-PTB.
From the 235U(n,f) cross section values present in literature, it is possible to extract
the neutron flux incident on 235U targets from the fission chamber counts (equation 3.7).
Figure 6.5 shows the ratio between the flux extracted using PPACs as a beam moni-
tor and the one obtained from the PPFC counts. Despite the in-depth and extensive
studies carried out to evaluate the efficiency of the two detectors, the obtained ratio
is characterized by a larger spread compared to the results obtained from the tele-
scopes. Possibly, the best estimate of the systematic uncertainty associated with the
two-chamber analysis for fission events can be defined from this ratio.
Figure 6.5: Ratio between the extracted fluxes obtained exploiting the fission chambers, PPAC and
PPFC.
Figure 6.6 shows the ratio of the two extracted 235U fission cross sections. Due
to the characteristics of both the fission detector (PPFC) and the PTB-telescope, the
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cross section extracted with these two detectors ranges from about 25 MeV up to
150 MeV of neutron energy. Although both results are preliminary, it is possible to
see that they agree within 5% throughout the overlap range and that starting from
100 MeV of neutron energy the ratio is stable around 1. The agreement between the
two results is fundamental to have confidence and strength also for the result obtained
up to 150 MeV and to be able to give a reliable and trusted result also at higher energies.
Figure 6.6: Ratio between the two cross sections measured in the experimental campaign analyzed in
this work.
To conclude the analysis and extract the definitive results, the last remaining step
is to extend the RPTH-INFN analysis to the whole statistics, which will allow us to
reduce uncertainties and to better define the trend of the cross section at energies
higher than 150 MeV. At that point, all corrections and systematics related to the five
detectors used in the measurement will be fully under control, the convolution of the
two cross sections, obtained on one hand from PPACs and the two INFN-telescopes and
on the one hand from PPFC and RPT-PTB, will be performed. The final results will
give the opportunity to deduce the theoretical implications related to this experimental
measurement.
6.4 Preliminary 235U(n,f) cross section
Figure 6.7 displays, with blue dots, the preliminary 235U(n,f) cross section up to
200 MeV obtained dividing the events measured by the Parallel Plate Avalanche Coun-
ters by the flux extracted using the two INFN-telescopes (see formula 3.4). Uncertain-
ties are only those related to counting statistics. Together with the result of this work,
figure 6.7 shows the 1991 Lisowski data [114], in green, and the latest IAEA standard
cross-section evaluation [84], the black line.
As suggested by the bottom panel where the ratios between the various data sets are
reported, it is appropriate for comparison to divide this energy range in two sub-ranges,
from 10 to 100 MeV and above 100 MeV. Up to 100 MeV our results confirm within
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the 2% level those obtained by Lisowski and both are about 5% lower than the IAEA
evaluation. Instead from 100 to 200 MeV all three cross sections are compatible within
5%. This result is in agreement with the measurement by Nolte and collaborators [113]
within the experimental uncertainties. The compatibility of the n_TOF measurement
of the cross section with the literature is an indication of the quality of the results and
strongly supports the validity of the assessment of the cross section above 200 MeV.
Figure 6.7: Top panel shows the 235U(n,f) cross section: the blue dots are obtained in this work, the
black line is the IAEA standard evaluation [84], the green dots are the experimental data
obtained by Nolte [113] and the red dots are the Lisowski data set [114]. Bottom panel:
ratios between the result of this work and the IAEA evaluation and Lisowski data in yellow
and purple, respectively.
Moving to higher energies, it is important to underline that the fission cross sec-
tion was extracted in the region where, so far, no experimental data sets exist. The
result obtained is shown in the figure 6.8 with the two evaluations performed by IAEA
(ADS HE) [92] and JENDL (JENDL-HE) [116]. The two evaluations were calculated
using theoretical models, which reproduce the experimental trend of the proton-induced
fission cross-section measurements. The measured cross section in this energy region
is affected by the limited analyzed statistics of the RPTH-INFN. The resulted cross
section seems to be lower than that from the theoretical models. The analysis is com-
pleted and further investigations are ongoing. In figure 6.9 are shown together with
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Figure 6.8: The 235U fission cross section extracted in this work is reported in blue dots; the green line
is the IAEA evaluation (ADS HE) [92] with the band corresponding to its uncertainty; the
pink line is the JENDL-HE calculation [116].
our results the measurements of proton-induced fission cross sections currently avail-
able in literature [197, 198, 199, 200]. It is interesting to note that, with increasing
Figure 6.9: Comparison between the neutron- and the proton-induced fission cross section of 235U
obtained in this data analysis, and in literature, respectively. In blue this work, in dark-
blue Jungerman [198], in green Kotov [200], in violet Konshin [199] and in red Steiner [197].
energy, the cross sections induced by protons and neutrons overlap. This demonstrates
that, when the energy of the projectile is high enough, the effect of the isospin in the
cross section becomes negligible and the ratio between σnf and σpf is approximately
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1. The explanation for this phenomenon lies in the fact of that the capture probability
decreases with the energy of the projectile. The system does not form a compound
nucleus which would be greatly affected by the isospin. Therefore, both neutron and
proton projectiles leave the 235U nucleus in an excited state that can decay through
fission.
So far, only the uncertainties due to counting statistics were reported. Table 6.4
resumes the total uncertainties relative, i.e. statistical combined with systematic.
Table 6.4: Summary of the uncertainties in the 235U(n,f) cross section measurement.
Source of Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty
uncertainty En= [10-30] MeV En= [38-200] MeV En > 200 MeV
Total RPTL-INFN + RPTH-INFN 6.2 - 7.1% 2.9 - 3.4% 3.6 - 4.9%
Total PPAC 3.6 - 4.9% 3.6 - 4.9% 3.0 - 3.8%
Total 7.2 - 8.6% 4.2 - 5.5% 4.7 - 6.3%
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Conclusions
The neutron-induced fission cross-section of 235U as a function of the neutron ki-
netic energy was measured at the neutron time-of-flight facility n_TOF at CERN.
The unique features of the CERN proton synchrotron make n_TOF one of the few
existing facilities for the study of nuclear reactions induced by high-energy neutrons,
thus enabling the study of the 235U(n,f) cross section between 20 and 500 MeV. The
experiment was carried out at the 185-m long flight-path station, which provides an
excellent energy resolution and where the neutron spectrum reaches the GeV region.
On average, some 105 neutrons per bunch are produced with energies between 20 MeV
and 1 GeV, corresponding to time of flights ranging from some 100 ns to 2.5 µs after the
γ-flash. As a consequence, a common feature of the chosen detectors is a good timing
property, so to cope with the narrow time-of-flight window of interest. In addition, a
redundant measurement setup was adopted, with the aim of benchmarking the results
while reducing systematic uncertainties related to the detection efficiency and the ones
linked to the 235U samples.
The experimental apparatus consisted of three flux and two fission detectors, thus
allowing us to simultaneously record the number of neutrons impinging on the 235U
samples and of fission events, as a function of the neutron energy. More in detail, the
experimental signature of fission reactions was obtained by detecting the fission frag-
ments (FFs) originated from the nuclear reactions in 235U. In one of the two fission
detectors, i.e. the Parallel Plate Avalanche Counters (PPACs), the two fragments were
recorded in coincidence, while the working principle of the Parallel Plate Ionization
Chamber (PPFC) was based on the detection of one fragment only. This different
detection scheme results in a different detection efficiency, which is, on average some
55± 2% for PPAC and near 100% for PPFC. On the other hand, because of the dis-
similar gas pressure, construction properties and applied electric field, the response of
the two detectors to the γ-flash makes PPFC suitable up to 150 MeV neutron energy,
while PPACs can reach 1 GeV. In addition, the correction for the angular distribution
of the fission fragments, which is strongly anisotropic for neutron energy from a few
MeV up to 200 MeV, was taken into account. Because of the different working principle
of the two detectors this correction has a different impact on the two systems. Since
PPACs are limited in the angle of detection, the anisotropy correction factor for this
detector can reach up to a maximum of 6%, while that of PPFC, being sensitive to
FFs emitted at 4π, is as high as 1.5%. The other part of the detection setup, i.e. the
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neutron flux detectors, was especially developed for this measurement (two detectors by
Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, INFN, and one by Physikalisch-Technische Bun-
desanstalt, PTB). The detection principle relies on the use of a counter telescope for the
discrimination of the protons originating from the n-p scattering in a polyethylene sam-
ple (thus named recoil protons telescope, RPT). The measurement of the flux required
an extensive background measurement and characterization to estimate the impact of
the reactions induced by neutrons on the carbon, contained in the polyethylene target.
The preliminary results reported in the present PhD thesis were obtained using the
data collected with the PPAC detector and the RPTs developed by INFN. The data
analysis of the PPAC detector can be considered as a well-established procedure, this
detector being successfully used at n_TOF in the past. On the other hand, the RPTs
required a comprehensive characterization of their performances prior to the extraction
of the neutron flux, and required an extensive use of Monte Carlo simulations (both
Geant4 and MCNP were used for a benchmark). In particular, by simulating the de-
tectors response to protons, deuterons, α particles and afterwards including neutrons
impinging on a C2H4 sample, the efficiency of the RPTs was assessed. This in-depth
study allowed us to introduce, in addition to the geometric factor, also the angular
distribution of emitted protons from the n-p elastic scattering, as well as multiple scat-
tering in the target and in the telescopes themselves and the absorption of the neutron
beam in the C2H4 target.
The counter telescopes have a pyramidal multi-stage structure, providing a significant
reduction of background events mainly generated by n+C reactions. This was obtained
via software thanks to the selection of coincident events between two or more consec-
utive layers of the RPT. The coincidence technique was efficiently applied thanks to
the excellent timing properties of the detectors: the distribution of time difference for
the events in coincidence between the two silicon detectors resulted to be within 50 ns
(FWHM), and for the plastic scintillators 1 ns (FWHM). It is well-known that the
coincidences are necessary to exploit the ∆E-E technique and to perform particle iden-
tification, in particular to separate the contribution attributable to protons from that
one of deuterons. The background induced by carbon reactions is not constant over
different neutron energies as it increases with the incident-neutron energy, and it ranges
from a few percent up to a maximum of 60% of the total proton events at 500 MeV.
Above 200 MeV neutron energy, protons do not stop anymore inside the telescope and
therefore it is not possible to clearly disentangle the contribution of protons from that
of deuterons. As a consequence, starting from 200 MeV the contribution of the back-
ground becomes progressively more important and had to be estimated by means of
Monte Carlo simulations. In the analysis procedure, among events in coincidences,
protons were identified by applying suitable event selections to the ∆E-E matrices. For
each energy bin, the corresponding counts were corrected for the estimated dead time
of the detectors. This correction factor is significantly high for the silicon detectors,
i.e. between 10 and 32 MeV neutron energy, where it reaches 40%, while for the plastic
scintillators it never exceded 15%. In summary, using the developed RPTs, for the first
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time the n_TOF neutron flux was measured in the energy range from 10 to 500 MeV
with respect to the primary reference reaction: the n-p elastic scattering.
An extensive systematic study of the uncertainties associated with the measurement
and analysis techniques and corresponding corrections was carried out. The uncertain-
ties related to the knowledge of the number of atoms in the uranium, polyethylene and
carbon samples in the region hit by the neutron beam, is 1% for the 235U and below
1% for the C2H4 and C samples (except for the thinnest carbon sample which has an
uncertainty of 1.4%). For either the PPAC detector and the two INFN-telescopes, the
uncertainty associated to the efficiency and the analysis procedures, e.g., subtraction
of background and event selections, is of the order of 2%. In addition, the effect of a
possible misalignment between the polyethylene target and the counter telescopes was
carefully evaluated via Monte Carlo simulations, resulting in differences in the number
of counts within 1% with respect to the nominal detector position. Great attention was
paid to detector dead time correction, to which an uncertainty of 1-2% was associated.
This value was estimated using a method based on artificially increase of the detector
dead time and comparison of the corresponding dead-time corrected spectra.
On average, the preliminary results agree within 5% with those obtained by the PTB
group, who analyzed the data from the other counter telescope to extract the neutron
flux and from FFIC to account for the fission events. As already mentioned above, the
comparison between my results and that by PTB are intended firstly to increase the
reliability of the experimental results and secondly to better quantify and reduce the
systematic uncertainties related to the measured cross section. Moreover, the compari-
son with previous data is very interesting: in the energy range between 10 and 100 MeV
the measured cross section is in agreement with the results obtained by Lisowski within
2% and within 5% with the IAEA evaluation. From 100 to 200 MeV neutron energy
the measured cross section complies with IAEA evaluation and the Lisowski data, at
4% and 5% levels, respectively. The even more relevant output of this thesis is the
first experimental determination of the 235U fission cross section induced by neutrons
with energy higher than 200 MeV. From this experimental result, it will be possible to
constraint models on the fission process at intermediate energy, for instance the role of
the isospin by comparing neutron- and proton-induced fission, the extrapolation of the
fission width over other competing processes, e.g., multi-fragmentation, which provides
more feedback on the the splitting time. In addition, it is worth to recall that the
measurement of the cross section of fission induced by neutrons with energies higher
than 200 MeV is a long standing request by the IAEA to extend the standard cross
section in this region.
As a final remark, it is interesting to note that the results presented in this PhD the-
sis are beneficial in several research topics related to 235U fission, namely basic nuclear
physics, neutron standard cross sections as well as applications, for example nuclear
energy production and transmutation of related nuclear wastes, radiation protection,
or nuclear astrophysics. For instance, several fission reactions induced by high-energy
neutrons were studied at n_TOF (e.g. on natPb, 209Bi, 232Th, 237Np, 234U and 238U)
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and the resulting cross sections were reported as the ratio with respect to 235U(n,f).
Using the results obtained in this PhD project, i.e. the first experimental determi-
nation of the 235U(n,f) cross section above 200 MeV, it will be possible to re-analyze
the reported results of the previous n_TOF fission experiments and to provide cross
section values.
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